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rt may thus be well to make a reconnaisance;
to go from place to place, surveying the field
from different angles and levels, now far,
now near, that we may form a reasonable
notion of what it all portends, and how and
why this crisis has come upon us -- this
cataclysm of birth.

Louis Sullivan, Democracy:
A Nan-Search, p,

The future cannot be predicted, but it can
be invented.

Dennis Gabor, Inventing
the Futur3
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I. INTRODUCTION: APOLOGIA FOR A MANIFESTO

Lg. c....1.1d

The report which follows describes an odyssey which

began two years ago on Market Street in San Francisco,

where the National Council of Teachers of English was

holding its annual convention. Professor Erwin Steinberg,

then director of Project English, asked me point blank how

I would like to make films for the U.S. Office at" Education

on new and promising techniques in teaching Englida. Inas-

much as every aspiring filmmaker is looking for angels,

his question found an eager affirmative.
A Pre atifis....z.9 Response

Between that heady moment of promise in San Francisco

and my first meeting with Dr. Thomas Clemens of the U.S.

Office of Education Media Dissemination Branch (sociological

qualms), I had some soberer second thoughts. True, I wanted

very much to be a practicing filmmaker. True, since I began

teaching English in a seventh-grade English-Social Studies

program at East Lansing (Michigan) High School in 1952, I

had been a fiery believer in educational innovation in my



chosen craft of teaching English. But my apprenticeship --

two years at the tenth and twelfth grades at East Lansing,

a summer stint at Columbia University's Teachers College,

onA creAftql, 'ten .9%41-1 J vLA4. G 1,3 Gi11 5.110 Va. %AAA V 1.4.2. V1 11 G1 1.U.114:1 C11.164 w7Vr/11V111V1 G

English at Trenton (New Jersey) State Teachers College

had given me many misgivings about "aids" in generel, and

the films, so-called, which were being used specifically

in support of the English curriculum. I tried to express these

misgivings in "The Public Arts" department of 212ENLisik

}Tournal when I argued we needed "printed aids" (good

criticism) to the newer media which dominate the popular

consciousness perhaps mare than we need (if at all) the

.near- and non-films which (I began to believe) infested

our curriculum.

Standardo ,Po
Moreover, a Fund f or the Advancement Fellowship in

1955-56 to study the popular culture industries in New

York City convinced me that our received cliches about the

anti-cultural biases of the people who run our secular

media were not wholly relevant. Indeed, as I watched
2-



Life's Art Editor Bernard Quint lay out a weekly issue with

Managing Editor George P. Hunt, far from f eeling contempt,

I began to wonder if there wasn't really more taste-making

going on in Rockefeller Center than in most classrooms.

The standards were higher, the talents were greater, the

desire to move ahead of rising levels of American taste

was unmistakable in the integrity of its conviction. As

I talked with Richard Griffith, the film curator of the

Museum of Modern Art, I discovered there were institutions

outside the academic establishment which were more coherently

and intellectually imaginative than a great many formal

educational institutions. And because the Ford year off the

line flowed me, say, to watch TV director Arthur Penn

give preliminary collaborative shape to an original tele-

play by Abby Mann in the off-hour quiet of the Roseland

Ballroom, I simply could never accept any longer the un-

earned sense of superiority the American intellectual

feels (not thinks) about the new media.

T1122sralonic Ignorance
Indeed, I begeu to wonder if the death of indigenous

3



drama on American television was not as much a result of

the bad thinking we aoedemicians brought to the rise of

the new medLum as to the bad finagling of the Hollywood

speculators who gave the overt coup de grace to a promising

minor ,art form. Life of the new kind we disreragingly and

despairingly call mass culture, I learned that year in

New York, has more in it than we ever dreamed of in the

facile philosophies of our Faculty Clubs.

In 1957-59, as holder of a Carnegie Post-Doctoral

Fellowship at Vie University of Pennsylvania, I got further

perspective on the simple-sound ng task of "using the newer

media to teach English." There I developed a new course to

examine, Socratically, what the new forces of mass pro-

duction and communication had done and were doing to the

quality of American life. My essential conclusion was that

the humanities in mass education were radically out of sync

with the kind of aesthetic and moral decisions this new

kind of society exacted from the common man. I pondered

the paradox that the most useful analyses of these new



conditions had been extra- academic (e.g. Gilbert Se ldes's

The Seven Lively Arts (1924) and Lewis Mumford's Technics

and Civilization (19341-, ). More exasperating was the

observation that it wasn't until a full generation later

that the best academicians began to give as equivalently

valuable perspectives on the new human milieu -- e.g. John

Kouwenhoven's Made in Araerica: The Arts in Modern Civiliza-

tion (1949) and Henry Nash Smith's Virgin Land: The American

West as SymbolW11 (1950), to suggest two intramural

works which have conditioned all of my subsequent observation

and saespeculation.

In 1959-01 I then had the good fortune to work with

one of the intellectual pioneers of an adequate humanistic

criticism of popular culture, Gilbert Seldes, in organizing

the .Annenberg School of Communications at the University of

Pennsylvania, a graduate school intended to employ the

intellectual and imaginative resources of the humanities in

preparing professionals for responsible craftsmanship in

the never media. That opportunity provided me an invalmble



education in the complexities of involving Ivy traditions

with the crass realities of popular culture.

A further perspective on the troubling ambiguities of

civilizing the media by Inmasnic÷-1 r
%Ala 4. ale C.71..t.l. J. %.,/ a. i1w 1ai11.A.AJ va.v

pu:opose, came in 1961-62 when I became first director of

the Institute of American Studies at the East-West Center

of the University of Hawaii. My task there was to encourage

academicians to use the newer media to interpret the

meaning of American civilization to Asian nationals learning

how to modernize their countries under U.S. fellowships.

Just as one never really knows a poem until he tries to

teach it, so one does not truly comprehend his own culture

until he tries to explain it to a more or loss unsympathetic

foreigner.

Most recently, I hay.?, been chairman of the English

Department at Beaver College, where I have returned to the

teaching of American literature, the subject for which my

graduate training prepared me, and which my interim commitment



to the bcg of mass culture unhappily has kept me from --

given the narrow biases of the del.artmental system. There,

ironically, in the freedom of an unbureaucratized liberal
o

arts college, I have been most free to pursue the innovations

my interdisciplinary degree in American Culture (Western

Reserve, 1957) -- with two fields in American Literature

and one each in American philosophy, art, and history had

encouraged me to pursue.

This thumbnail academic autobiography is not idly

prefixed to this report. I regard it as a catalog raisonne

of my biases as well as my (perhaps) useful differences. I

suspect a report which goes so much against the grain of

what is in humanistic edwation in America will be more

understandable if not more credible if the writer suggests

the intellectual itinerary which prompted him to bring

back such a minority report.

The 1122.2.2L EL2i.r

For it was this academic hegira, neatly balanced (ii

like to t1.ink) between the world of affairs and the realm

7



of ideas, which is ultimately responsible for the speculation

that follows. I say 'speculation' advisedly, for as an under-

graduate philosophy major et a Jesuit institution (Univeisity

of Detroit, 194.9), with some graduate training and a con-

tinuing interest in the philosophies of history and of science,

I also believe that our enterprise is insufficiently theo-

0

retical, even, God save the un-American remark, excessively

empirical and anti-metaphysical. This philosophical naivete,

in fact, shows in the helter-skelter of our approach to many

problems, including using newer media to teach English. My

training and my hunches make me question mther fundament ally

the ad hoc quality of most American educational innovation.

Our virtues are our vices, however; end while flying by

he seats of our pants has paid off handsomely in some

sections of American life, it has, I should argue here,

failed signally and abysmally in others, in fact in our

very own field above all.

This instant vita, then, is more than preliminary

attitudinizing. It explains, for example, why I rejected

Y



the orig nal proposal of the U.S. °Mee 0? Educatior. --

that I simply make tilos spreading the good word or sig-

nificant innovations in the craft of English. In nkir judg-

ment, each message demands a particular medium or array a?

media, for maximum effect. This is an aesthetic issue of

the first order, and one which should interest English

teachers intrinsically, this act of Judgment in deciding

which =Innermost suits the matter at hand. I agreed, then,

to address myself precisely to the p::_blem of which media

were right for which messagesunder certain circumstnaces.

A Multi-Med11322ort

This "report," then, may appear strange in its foNes

as well as in its contents. Since its rationale was the

quest for ways of accelerating innovation within the craft

of English teaching, it is approprinte th at it should

include new, or at least undorused, ways of reporting.

Hence, appended are two radio series, "Talking Sense" (13

fifteen-minute interviews recorded at the Ninth International



Conferene9 on General Semantics), and "Literacy 1970"

(13 fifteen-minute conversations wrath leading policymakers

in English); both series have been presented to the National

Educational Radio Network (NER) with the expressed hope

that such series can become a pattern for NCTE-NER colla-

boration in tha future. This report also includes the raw

materials for sound filmstrips and films (transparencies,

tape, a,Ad footage) on two critical problems -- teaching

the Llisadvantaged in primary schools and teaching genera-

tive rhetoric in high school. Preliminary screening of

those materials by U.S. Office of Education officials in

Washington makes me hopeful that funds will be given to

finish producing these teaching materials and that they

will become prototypes for series.

An IdealEELLEMaigli.
Through a series of questionnaires to state education

4

departments and a mailing list of opinion leaders in the

Naticne] Council of Teachers of English, we have identified

a group of teachers like Thelma Hutchins teaching Detroit's

disadvantageel at the primary level and Russel Hill teaching



generative rhetoric at the secondary. Their idealism and

their styles need to be known in the profession, both to

teachers already at work through national conventions, local

conferences, and departmental meetings; rand tbrough teacher

education courses. We hope the Hutchins and Hill projects

will be promptly approved so tkat we go back to our Idea

Bank and get more fresh ideas circulating in our craft

through photoessays, filmstrips, 8-millimeter film loops,

and 16-millimeter sound movies. I would suggest also that

we not limit circulation to educational media. Just as

English teachers begin to realize that the most "educational"

films are some showing at the local theatre or on

television, so our story of educational innovation increas-

ingly interests the public at large.

Lon Ran Short Ran

In this report I have tried to do two different but

related things: to dig for reasons for the unsatisfactory

response of the humanist to mass education and communication;

and to suggest a few very specific ways that the humanist can

begin to use mass communication to help solve the problans

/I



of mass educLtion. Both perspectives are essential. The

first is long- range; the second, immediate. Without the

forme:. satisfactorily analyzed, In shall never estublisla a

wiser relationship between mass education and 3 onummication;

without the latter we shall never really have confidence in

moss communication as a legitimate part of the humanistic

enterprises

I have been in the humanists* orbit long enough to know

the risks I take in pushing candor to the limits in this

report. On the one hand, I know that the eZucator- audio

visual group will find uncc..z.incing my conviction that

only really serious art, firmly confronted, can unleaEw.

energies
the human". needed to extricate us from a depressing array

of morasses. On the other, I know that the humanists'

century-long sneer-in at mass communication ill disposes

them to see in the media as art authentic solutions to

frusta I.ng educational dilemmas.

I'n3. sorry. That's the way it looks to me: the breach

between the sentimentalists who run things in America and
/a,
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tho predeterinod idealists who f oel we're alrendy too

ruined to worry is exact the cleavage th13 esmy .proposas

to diagnose. Bid 1 not the prec3ed,mt of the 3..rrelet4anca of

the 17th-century British university intellectuals cts well

as the firm conviction that America has become a middle-

class ancien regime tun by what C. Wright Mills called

crackpot realists, I should not risk the hubris this essay

seems to imply. So be it. This is the way I see it.
Beyond Bureaucratcso

I have written this report as a personal essay as an

experiment in bureaucratic communication. Having been so

appalled at the newspeakishness of bureau.cratese, I now run

the risk of seeming impertinent. Others perhaps will find a

happier medium than either. My only regret is that resisting

committee-like diction tends to obscure the contribution of

;Tam Bigby to the report. A former mass media student of mine

at the University of Pennsylvania, he has been teaching

English at Santa Rosa (California) for several years, thus

possessing a. rare combination, solid training in the liberal
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arts with an i.dventut.rous approach to MCEIS conximnication.

Ilas been ind spensable every step of the way, And Itdith

Claim -kiaive l. in her work as project secretary that the more

responsibility one gives undorargduate's9 the more they

relish taking, a phenomenon our educational routines don't

take nearly enough note of. I should also like to thank the

administration of Beaver College, especirdly Dean Margaret

LeClair, for extending the greatest latitude to us in the

execution o71.' our project,

Patrick D. Hazard

30 Aoqt 1965

Place de Fontenoy

UNESCO



N.B. Part nt"Strategy," is possibly too ambitious

an effort to explain for myself and other English teachers

why the humanities are so estranged from mass society and

mass education, There 5.s so little of this kind of speculation

that everyone ought at least to try to define the issues as

I have here. The naturally skeptical are advised to begin

with Part III, 'Tactics," which is concerned. with setting

priorities in a war on aesthetic poverty. Part iv7

"Logistics," tries to anticipate road blocks and practical

difficulties.



II. STRATEGY: THE BATTLEFIELD AS (NOT OFTEN) SUN

FROM i,N IVORY TOTTER

Humanist scholars have been accused of being
overly genteel, contemptuous of popular culture,
snobbish and anti-democratic after the fashion of
their aristocratic Renaissance progenitors, backward
looking, hostile to the present, fearful of the
future, ignorantly petulant about science, tech-
nology, and the Industrial Revolut..on -- "natural
Luadites.i? "It is a sad thought indeed that our
civilization has not produced a New Vis," a modern
technologist complains, "which couldionging us into
the new 'Golden Age' which has now become physi-
cally possible, but only physically....Who is respon-
sible for this tragi.icomedy of Man frustrated by
success?...Who has left Mankind without a vision?
The predictable part of the future may be a job
f4A: electronic predictors but the part of it which
is not predictable: which is largely a matter of free
human choice, is net the business of the machines,
nor of scientists...but it ought to be, as it was
in the great epochs of the past, the pregogative
of the inspired humanists." (Dennis Gabor, "Inventing
the Future," Encount3r, May 1960, p. 15.)

Scholars in the humanities may modestly reject
the suggestion that they can ever be the inspired
prophets of ci new age. But their scholarship is
essential to enable us to distinguish the inspired
prophets from the fanatical Pied Pipers.

-- Richard Schiatter, general
editor, The Princeton Studies:
Humanistic Scholarship in
America, in Walter Sutton,
Modern American Criticism

The Arts are for all, like the- bluebells, and not
for the few. They should become, in some form or another,
common in an uncommon way, in the home, in the school,
in the church, in the street, and in the parks where
man sits to think and look around. They must be brought
among the people so that man -may become familiar with
them, for familiarkty breeds, not contempt, but a
liking.

-- Sean O' Casey, "The Arts
Among the Multitude"



The Absence of Vision

What C/Le misses most in the humanities today is some

sense of the possibilities in industrial civilization. Where

are our
u211f Ai tti.s 0 t4,1-- I 0. sk fade

dreamers? Perhaps in over-compensation

ft.
- a i.4.3... v-kotf.)

t o the ad-men

and politicians who flood us with four-color cliches about

progress, the 1!..1.umenist effects a posture of disenchantment.

Yet his .6radition is one of hope, of co:serving man's

wisdom so that he can live more fully as a responsible

individual, And an individual becomes responsible only

by choosing wisely within the institutions of his own

time and place.

icte q i e..lee,t(ch% °tie

There is a kind of instant defeatism in the humanities

today which teaches students to despair about achieving

the good :cif e within mass society before they've ever tried

to grapple with it themselves, All the tremendous energy

inves-"ed in criticism arid scholarship cannot disguise the

thinness of purpose endemic today. There is almost no vision

at all to speak of; a kind of apocalyptic torpor defeats us

before we begin. Above all, we never ask if what we do do
/7



is the best thing to be doing.

In 17th-century Britain the univen_ity wps out of the

running. The forces that made modern Britain possible were

extracurricular, so to speak. The superiority of Shakespeare's

drama to that of the university wits may stand as a symbol

of the paradox that there was much more energy and excellence

within the secular society of London bysinessmen and

scientist-inventors than in a university system paralyzed

by its own self-imposed burdens of irrelevant learning.

wonder if the mod ern American university doesn't provide

an analogy. The men giving our world what humane shape it

has are extra- academic -- Charles Eames, Minoru Yamasaki,

Michael Roemer, Victor Gruen, Eliot Elisofon. Some sectors

of the university have tried to find a place for this kind

of creativity on campus. Can the humahities do so too?

America as 04112aiEnE2alala

Perhaps our paralysis, our lack of liberating vision,

is due to America's having become an ancien regime. In the

nineteenth century, of course, we defined ourselves as a :cation

precisely the opposite of the established order in Europe,
/7



No classes, no established churches, no rcITalty or
k.

NC
/1-40aristocracy. Tie were a virgin land for new Aden.. Our 14re-__ ptt,co.,

chamber-of-coramerce rhetoric still talks as if that were

+ 114C ,rein
.731:Lt L.C7e se 46 t d inou y .L1. L U

M0f4 Scs DL IStSia.b 1..0% A" r S
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middle-class anc ion r e ilme -- with Big Labor, Big Government,

and Big Capital making fresh looks and fresh starts in our

major institutions exceedingly difficult to bring about.

Perhaps the way out of the ir-Tasse can only come through

the civil-rights kind of protests Martin Luther Kine, and

the Berkeley dissidents, in their various ways, have

demonstrated. That surely is the and way. I think the
Wheft of Oar cif fv-vne 4 (P 7 )

humanist, if he would, could start a safer course of

action. Perhaps we need to redefine the humanities so

as to inc".ude courageous actions as ihell as courageous
yo,Awol. 14... e cat; ine,,N4 0,11 4.A..%

thoughts. The new Arnold must teach the untutored the
A

best that's been thoua and done in man's pa st. Perhaps

we're too logocentric,

Self-Examination of tho Humanist
We have overflowing libraries of materials explicating

this poem and studying that minor writer. But we look in vain

/Y



for hunonists analyzing their own estublishment -- in the

way Lionel Trilling does, for example, in "The Two Environ-

ments: Reflections on the Study of English (Encounter, Tune

1965). .That the humanities need more than any other single

-Laing is such articulate self-scrutiny, I suspect -,e would

find that an inauiry into what literacy and cultivation

really amount to in the modern world, and how they can be

best achieved, would lean to some rather radical departures

both in what was researched and vii at was taught in cur disci-

pline. *.le have left the most basic ,u-.stions (about pedagogy,

nedia, creativity, community, collaboration) to the

educationists and sociologists. Is it any wonder we're dis-

satisfied with the results? We should be dissatisfied first

with oursolveE

Scholarship for Sake

The usual postulate that scholarship is its own excuse

far beings that knowlec is intrinsically valuable, that

to know is by definition a humanizing activity, has so much

truth in it that It fast becomes a binding cliche. So we
c20



ought really to question it ccnd.idly3 playing devil's

advocate, to recover the truth from beneath its cliche

cocoon. In the first aric. best known formulation, the

.Aristotelian man was regarded as a being with a nature

in which the desire for knoviledge was a potentiality which

had to be actualized to perfect a man's "true'. nature. This

concept of man conveniently ignored the slaves who funded

the knowing leisure of a few, and grossly underestimated

the psychological and sociolocical purposes of knowing as

a human activity at any point in time. The Christian synthe-

sis added the conviction that the fullest human knowledge

had to awn it the good fortune of the Bectific Vision.

Sub Lucie ternitatis, moreover, no single secular act of

knowing really counted for much, except insofar as it pre-

figured the sacred knowledge of the Supreme Being reserved.

for the Elect in eternity,. Both traditions, pagan and

Christian, tended to regard truth in relatively static

terms, as a kind of Veracity Bank of already existing

truths from which you !wade withdrawals. These static

.2/



conceptions of truth still, it is discouraging to consider,

determine the structure of most of our curricula, That is a

primary cause of the pathetic waste frustration of much

miss cducL.tion.

The emergence of the modern world based on a now techno-

logy was prefiured by the Baconian imperative that knowledge

is power. To understand nature (with a small, non - metaphysical

"n") was to control her. Mbn's desirc to be on top of things,

rather than any abstract nee(q to fulfill his Nature, explains

the Ialue of knowing in human and social terms. The expansion

of formal elacation was 2redicated in large part on preparing

most people for participation in this new world of techno-

logical control. The utilitarian synthesis devised a fell-

cific calculus aimed at insuring that the greatest number

(i.e., more than the reigning business!aen)

happine4n this earth.

'Aeatest:

The crisis over religion and science in the nineteenth

dentury had many repercussions (still only partly understood)

on both-Do higher learning, popular education, and the



relations that exist between them. (A principal one as

of a
the desertion by university ifitellectualeApopular education

crippled by a consensus of conservative religiosity.) The

praRnatism of John Dewey, one such intellectual who refused

to atandon the sc::ools to the caprices of an anti-intellectual

ostilblichmcnt, ,,constructedi; a philosophy whiCh defined truth

as the solution to individual and group problems. Inasmuch

Es the problems would be constantly changing, one ',knew"

provisionally -- ec,ch unique problem presenting an unprece-

dented challenge to the intellect. Some knowledge in such a

view is inherently obsolescent; the most unintelligent thing

an individual can do is to decide that the repertoire of

truths ho has discovered is adequate, fixed.

Indeed, the whole range of assumptions Suzanne Langer

explored in PhiloEmpyilJ12elilez amends in wite dramatic

ways earlier cesicept ions, from Aristotle on through the

British empiricists and positivists, of hou an act of knowing

is constructed. There was a much greater role for the

knower in this stream of knowledge; he constructs theories



whose symmetry he tests ag...inst the ever-changing flux of

reality. There was no longer a right way of knowing,; reality

is an inexhaustible array of pero,-.Avable relationships.

Knowledge is no longer True, with a capita/ hT"; knowing

becomes, now, a more or loss adequate scanning of a changing

terrain of marvelous complexity.
The gpi.1.....torlolo

I wo uld argue that the biggest single cause of the two-

cultures controversy is this epistemolosical one. Scientists

have been taught, by the internal logic of their scholarship,

to accept a dynamic view of kn.o1.71edge. Humanists, in many

cases intellectual expatriates from a scienc e-dominated

world, view their work in the old static categories. "Any

knowledge is worth pursuing for its own sake's is an opera-

tional definition of pedantry. For the sophisticated percep-

tion of hierarchical differences in value is precisely what

the hunanitie s are about. But outmoded epistemolo,Ic al

assumptions neutralize the humar' is tic ant erpr is e at it s

very center.
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Zachcabias Is 1To Accident
The same line, of speculation explains for me why the

scientist (vide Zacharias et al,) has had the wit and

commitment to invest considerable time in hih-school

curriculum reorganization. The discovery method is basically

an application of the new epistemology to school bchavior.

That the humanities by comperison have managed only the

feeblest kind of retrenchment and tinkering derives

ineluctably from their 1111001ISCiOILS adhGrealee to an outraoded

theory of knowledge. This is a galling irony.

For Knowledge is not, in the Socratic sense that the
valuable

humanist respects, /for its own sake. It is precious instru-

mentally, as it '.elps to clarify and cultivate judgment.

Ripeness of judgracnt -- moral, intellectual, aesthetic --

is all. .And for the hu.iinist to do vthat he eventually must

do in the reconstruction _of common school education, he

needs to scrutinize his own inadeauste epistemology

which tempts him to think in terms of Great Books (the

secular equivalent of Revelation) instead of in terms of

ma tar ing individuals who become more and more a ut onomous



as a teacher puts none readers into fuller poLs ession of a

complex work. This process is exhausting and fraught with

ambiguities in a mass culture which tries to grab greedily at

culture's outward signs for status instead of patiently

cultivating those inner graces which are not even negotiable

at all in monetary ten-is. The process has in fact been so

discouraging in America in the past fifty years that many

humanists no longer believe they can cultivate the masses.

So a kind of Regents syndrome has taken over -- test the

memories of the slobs on the surface knowledge they'll soon

forget anyway; their judg;ients are incapable of cultivation.
Perishing ile Publi..n

Scholarship is vitiated by a parallel defeatism. For
ed

one thing, if we follow/the discovery r'iethod in our own pork,
.

the Alexandrianis:1 of much of our scholarship bould be dis-
ed

placed by adventuresome speculation condition/but not strait -

jacketed by the fullest possible knowled7,e. Our work Would

then become rationally subjective rather than objective in a

pseudo-scientific sense. Trivial scholarship should be

sneered down by a confraternity with pride in its work. Yet



today hunanit.-Its rho deride the secular wor.!.d fog eth er --

dir eat, ad men freely c onf es s to el e Dhuntia sis of tie it own

17hy? To placate deans they Tofess to despise

(who are the pronoters but those too ea3er for promotion,

too vfilling to con:promise their EputatiA high standards

to get cn tho assistant -a ssoc ia te-full prof essc _z treadmill

at a D-C-E-A-AA school, and so on into the surrounding

gloom!) . What would happen if pr,,fessors conducted. a psycho-

logical sit-in on those demeaning pressures?

21121ILJIALLL

The first thing that micht happen would be a decline in

eTAgonism. Humanists night see that interpreting the implica-

tions of the knovaedp,e that tho7 have accurately established

is an essential aspect of the hun.a.nistic transaction. Too many

humanists exhaust ther:Lei:ies pelliainarily in data Bathe r ing

Knailledc,0 remains cloi :3tercd, uninvested in the moral and

aesthetic decisions of extra-acaderaic life.

One cannot sufficiently understand the crisis of English

studies in contemporary America if one does not search out

the "logic" of its anomalies in the history of hilman.istio
,2 (0



studies. Until almost yesterday, a kind of rialthusian fear

has inhibited the humanists' action vis-a-vis the creative

life If his own times. He hob been anxiety-ridden about the

precariousness of high civilization. (Characteristically too

he succurabs easily to the hubris that his study is, if not

civilization per se, then at least its apogee.)

Cultural Malthusionisra
The Malthilsian anxiety is the fear that the population

of berterians is always jeopardizing a bare margin for sur-

vival: high culture is perennially vulnerable to those

Visigoths forever noised at the outskirts of the City,

i'eady to plunder and despoil as soon as the Elite Guard

drops its standards an inch. This Victor Ian melodrama still

-vitiates the humanities' posture to ards the creative life

of our times. Letting in a few creative writers who use

traditional forms, however, is no adequate answer. The

university should cultivate standards in the popular forms

of its civilization.

The sentimental democrats who construed raass ape die

(vide "audio-visii.c1 aids") 9s easy solutions to tough
.27



problems have thrown the humanist cff track by their untenable

programs. Comfort and ease are not the reasons for integrating

the new -lodes of communication into the instructional process,

Eloquence is. /7e need to remember the Iioratian dictum of

literature as both dulce et utile. In trying to justify the

inclusion of, first, vernacular end, then, contemporary

literatures into the university curriculum, the humanist

fell into a trap of cultural Jansenism -- his subject had to

look tough enough to compete wit the shecr drudgery of Latin

and Greek translations. The whole apparatus [-al established

tests, unabridged dictioncries, concordances, et alias makes

the true-blue hulamist suspicious of a lit eretur e which is not

only immediately comprehensible to a dullish undergraduate,

but cffoxds him intense intellectual pleasure as well.

To one who hos rh.D-eified himself by submitting to a series

of obscurantist rites .A1 passages, this seems grossly unfair .

Serious literature, after all, alight to hurt some. But

students balked, and demanded succesbfully, as Lionel Trilling

ha lately pointed out, the inclusion of contennorary

literature in the curriculum. You might say they conducted



a successful snore-in.
Aesthetic jonsonisn

The audio-visualists offered aids, anodynes, 4 :1 it

vere, to deaden the pain the huilanist felt compolled to

inflict. Their l';role cold war needs a re-exoraination, it

seer as to me. The humanist hcd'too little faith in mon --

inheriting Manichean dispositions tbat suggested man had

to be flogged (metaphorically) into whatever virtue he

might briefly achieve. The audio-visualist is an archetype

of the modern corrupted by a technological hubris, confident

that his machine can do almost anything. This very schizo-

phrenia is That we are most concerned 1.:1-ch in alit. essay.

Our suggestions mean to heal the psychological division

which paralyzes so much in contemporary education.

The humanist Lust renounce his pedagogical theories based

on fear and punishment. We must disavow the assumption that

most Ron are ineducable. Indeed, vb.= one looks at the

wasteful way we have turned humane studios into mazes meant

to intimidate in the past, lie re lucky as many people stayed

with us as Ilave.



The Im erative of Prudence

A professional vise man who is conE.istently foolish and

imprudent is c filure. Hence the huncnistcs shamefully low

batting average as a source of int %llectual counsel arl moral

support for the common schools in Aiaerica is not just a

"too -bad' thine; it is a sec-alai, however repressed. And

the "Johnny-can't-read"-some-latelies are involved in a

monstrously unfair case of projection. They try, u.nconvinclngl ys

I should hopes to blame our collective myopia on the mete in

a schoolmarm's eye, when it's the beam in their avn which

has..really muddled matters,

Humanists Killed Pro resbive Education
Progressive education, it is argued here, failed because

it was either scorned or ignored by the humanist establishment.

If one proposed such a larginol speculation before World War II,

it could have been dismissed with indifference, But the suc-

cessful experience of rapid language teachine., through the

oral-aural method was essentially a belated, even unacknowledged,

intellectual victory for the principle s of progressive e duc a -

tion. Tnere were, of course, other reasons for the fdlure30
1



of that ticu.cational strategy. Thy; ener 1 anti-intelleetuclism

of American society, for examplo, did not sustain extra

muros the Socratic exLnination of life uhich Dewey outlined

in his Reconstruction of Philosophy. That anti-intellectualism

derived essentially, of course, from the activist traits of

our frontier past in which doers eclipsed thinkers where

Edison and Ford put Henry Adaras and Henry Xames totally on

the periphery at Alnerican consciousness, Moreover, the

side erfects ate` rapid industrialization tremendously

accelerated the forces erodi.% ti:Lose traditional values

the classroom rather futilely attempted to inculcate. Maas

production made the automobile Inftnitoiy more attractive

to the teenager; mass communication esteemed the popular

entertainer as hero in so formidable a way that the teacher

cane to be regarded as a dredge, his tasks as ones easily

ignored or given mere lip service. This is to say that when

the intellectual and LIE ginative climate of the economy of

a bundanc e glorifi ed insistently a kid of callow consumer

hedonism., Dewey's program of making the common school a

s?



vehicle for humanizing industrial society could not seed

without the moral support of the Acaderaic Establishnnnt. It

may even have failed with the help of the university humanist.

Without it, one could scarcely expec t an y-th ine, but vb. t has

heppened.

The Trivialized Common School

The emergence of our kind of Educational. Establishment in

Americas with its ilstitutional structure of schools of edu-

cation, state departments of education, and local superinten-

dents, is coaceivablo only in the absence of those intellectual

resources perhaps only the university humanist is able to

provide. The trivialization of the common school -- with

home economics, driver education, and a cheerleader- football

coach mentality -- is then as lauch a result of the bad faith

of the humanist as of the bad ideas of the educator

Some humanists argue that their first duty is to their

research, narrowly defined -- that it is oven weird to

propose that, say, a specialist in medieval literature have

a sense of comffitmgrt to common school education. But this

failure of vision itself suezests just how far we have yet
3 2-



to go to co.iprehend the crisis facing humanistic education

in America, The cruel paradox of poverty amidst pro guess,

of a brilliantly productive "pure" re --,e'312, , the humnities

in America co-existing with the imminent disaster of our

center-city schools, is a measure of the sevcrity of the

crisis.

When. Arnold, a titular deity of the humanist, insisted

that men be taught the best that has been thought and said,

he went on to argue, so that a fresh stream of new ideas

could be brought to bear on the problems of modern society.

Unfortunately for all of us, professional humanist and

common men alike, Arnold's proc,ram is only half undertaken

in our universities, The toujier half of the assignment, of

providing a fresh stream of ideas on the anomalies of the

human situatIon in contemporary America s has never really

been undertakent Perhaps it has looked too political, as

indeed it may 1%11 be, for the humanist to stopp to conquer.

The result has been a tradition of easy alienation, of

unearned superiority to the vulgarity and destructive



condit io_ ;'_ i_Ch f_s_c: 6:0 up ino 0 p

schools and cities today.
,Gadflios Naneues

) 7,, _dean

This is not, of course, to argue that the humanist

should succumb to the destructive tendencies in American

life. Far from it. What is really deplorable about the

humanities are its gadflies, mar22ths who never sting, who

merely buzz among themselves at English Department meetings

and in Faculty Clubs about the withering vulgarity of mass

culture, That disparity between ideal and reality is surely

unworthy of the tradition of engaged inte111.3onc e the humani-

ties are supposed to represent.

Nor does it moan giving up pure research for mindless

activism, the aesthecie equivalent of political doorbell-

rinaina. That would be a stupid waste of talent. Tie have

too 'little high tzllent as it is in the humanities, largely

because academic imperialism and political egalitarianism

have overextended. as Inell es underfinanced our enterprise,

and be our action-prone society attracts morcN of its

vital talents into the secular ,zikotbr of business and
3



affairs that into our own. We need to husband the high

talents we bay ec Mass communication indeed is one way to

husbknd then.

Perfecting Tcxts or Mon

But this kind of sulking in the tents of our libraries,

which has ensued among some of us because the Federal

Government woli't prove its good faith by financing standard

editions of major American authors, is, I must coffess,

discouragingly =generous. Do we lack perfect texts as much

as we lack perfect confidence in the value of that we

already know about Emerson, Whitman, and Thoreau far the

empty minds of teachers and students lost on the battle-

grounds of the contanporc:4ry American city? Prudence, after

all, is suprmsod to be a pirmry effect of humane studies.

Can we in all candor argue that catching compositors'

errors in Hawthorne's ouevre has any meaning whe e know

full well that the centers of our citi3s have become unin-

habitable? How perfect a text of "The Celestial Railroad"

do we need to counteract the American innocence about

progress which has led the cities to this impasse? One would
3s



suppose that it might be regarded. as a failure in judgment

to call a conference on the history of fire-fighting equib-

ment in the midst of a conflagration.

xlyvneeis
Since this indictment of the humanist begins to sound

like a theory of diabolical conspiracy, lot us pause for

perspective. It is not argued here that every evil now be-

deviling American culture can be tracckh. do a defect in the

prof essional hunanistts mind and behavior, Far from that,

it is precisely t.1.-.) sequestration of the hums lists energies

from the major now institutions which set the direction and

quality of American life which is the problem. These insti-

tutions can scared:- beceme civilized fast enoug'.ri without

the special talent of the humanist, of 7q h ch the English

teacher is the most n.umerous, and throughout tile educational

system., the most consistently conspicuous example. Our so-

ciety needs the humanist badly, but it needs hilt). where the

action is, Cdsturbing, testing, proposina alternatives. And,

what is less clear to the humanist, he himself needs the

activity of eiv-',1,2,ement to fulfill himself professionally. An
3(



isolated humanist is a generator without a flywheel.

Despite our current canonization of Thor eau, Proust, and

Kafka, aliemtion can never become a strategy, only a

tactic which must be continually assessed for its current

value as a way of civilizing society. We have fallen into

the trap of thinking that in the wasteland of modern America

one must be content to cultivate one's Gon kind of beanpatch

near one's own kind of nralden Pond. This is to miss the

moral itplications of these minority reports on Progress,

they are meant to shalle or shock us out of our moral and

aesthetic squalor, not to suggest that, finally, integrity

is impossible in industrial society. In fact, the supreme

irony seems to be the emergence of a jot-set professoriat

which effects Jeremiah-like gestures behind the safe barri-

cade of an expense account. It is perhaps past time that

the humanist confront just how deeply he is implicated in

the disorder he so riphtly deplores. He is, indeed, .with

honorable suggestions, as contained by the larger

Establishment of America as an encien regime as his junior

37



executive counterpart outside Academe.

The Co=Lisnof American Individualism
It is really a uastc of time, part of the outTloded ad.

hoc tonper of the American pragiatist, to recommend innova-

tions which safeguard the i,radition of the craft of English

teaching, if one does not coraprehond fully how the excesses

of American individualism have corrupted the htzianist without

his ever becoming aware of hot:; he to vorship.oed before the

Bitch Goddess Success.

There is so little innovation in English teaching partly

because of the incentiv c system. -within t.1]. academic es-L:dish-

ment. Junior prof essor s do not do what their seniors do not

expect. And those now senior did not do what their seniors

did not expect when they were trying at the turn of the

century end for two decades after, to establish "easy"

vernacular literatures as fit subjects for scholarly study.

And so, in the absence of difficult texts, they ii vented the

_aya of pure research. As soon as it vas there, they

had by definition, to climb it. No one ever stopped to

question wnet.,,_- any and every peak was worth the effort.
.3 h"



Mgt kind of talk demoralizes the born iour÷oin cliraber.

Everyone assured the s tuu./ of modern ye rm., au la TS should be

a sicailacrurl of the pagan literatures Teem:zed in the

Reniiisance. An,: since everyone IlAzited to be prof.iotod as

fast as possible, everyone assented to the unexamined

proniseo. This has created absurdity (recently observed

by me) of very successful prof essorr ashamed even to describe

their doctoral theses, dIsmissing the curious with the

crestfallen admission that they just did some Ph.D. drudgery

they'd rather forget as intellectually and inaginatively un-

mon ti on able..

The Dissertation St ck Market

Some graduate students, less other-directed, have

shr ewdly played tJhe academic stock .m.uket, hopping on the

Faulkner bc..'slwae,on, nr speculating on the Helville boom,

so that the noble aiabition of "a unique contribution to

knoviledge" ha s fr equent ly d ec lined to a choice of a top is

"you can ra(33.(e a national reputation on." Such arri.viste

acquiescence in cheap jobbing has created the paradox of

a profession eommited to the candid Socratic exaraintion



t,

which s almost ontir ely innocc...it of scif- examination

itsoL..
Tne Over-Tramtled :vinEI:vard

The "publish or perish" scandal is a direct result of

our not eSorcising the idols of our min academic cave.

Retiring LEA president Morris Bishop complained in 1964

that the vi_neyads of scholarship were suffpri.ng from an

acute case of over-trampling. Little wonder A false

analogy from natural science haz, persuaded the uncritical

that "pure research" in the humanities justifies any and

every topic. Ironically, this "'valuo-freo" objectivity

means in fact that wholly capricious reasons in fact sot the

research agenda: what o graduate school professor happens to

be hooked on at the moment (for equally fortuitous reasons,

probably), what fellowship seems nraspahlc, whet "unworkedli

(unworkable) papers happen to be at hand.

Only the fact that as Americans with a corrigibly

innocent philosophical naivete we share the overly Empiri-

cist temper of our society can account for the vineyard

el° 9



trampling some are beginning to :iuestion. In all truth it is

not sour exa.;.,.. cont al that humnistic scholarship cannot

be .ffiae-froo. And our lack of self-esteem vis-a-vis science

only exacerbates the problem,

Value -Copse ions Humanism

All the great ages and =re

critfcism have been value-ladel,,

same as being triLmers of the tr

liUmanities, for example

m

:

ents of scholarship and

which is not at all the

uth. Take the Renaissance

...the humanists regarded classical antiquity
as the most substantial suAnation of human ex-
periences; but they were loss concerned with
placing it in a museum than with using it to
revivify the p.Luzkliit and the future. There is
no humanism without this double movement: we
seek to steep ourselves in the richest traditions
of culture, in order that the still living sap
may swell the life to be.

-- Charles Baudouin, The
12.1:1111,Z (Allen andMin)

Or take Natthow Arnold. Raymond has reminded

us that we usually overlook the crucial clincher in that

school superintendent's analysis of the travails of emerging

mass education in Britain, in Culture and Soci car pp. 114-

115k
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And surely no one would deny that ti-..e Eliot-Pound

perspective vld.cil has dominated uniqorsity English curricula

in the post generation is ,by a
permactc,:d0 -r.)()litical end socioloc,i-

The semi-literacy of the hordes of "college" students

now confronting the college Enaish professortwe must remind

ourselves, is one legacy of the alienation of the academic

establishment from the dovolopraent of the elementary and

high school curriculum since the turn of the tventioth

century. This alienation, we now ber:dn to see, has been

disastrous. It is incumbent on the English professor, not

just as E, matter of charity but of the simplest justice, to

invest such energies in the reconstruction of the cornon

school curriculum as are neccE.'.-3ary to con-)onsato for _yore

than fifty years of failure to help.

r.grie.c.922.9.1191.1.921 0

One of the most serious cor46ta:4.acnces of the hunanist,s

desertion of the field of common education was that it left



the sontimentz.-.1 expuisionists uncilposed.. This cheapened,

first, primary education as already short resouiccs were

diverted into the estDblishraent of q widely-based secondary

cdunntinria And nen :.)ollego is threatened with the same in-

flation. So long a s American culture pretend s that education

is a Good Thing in its official ideology but acts as if it

doosnit matter in practice, it aill be crucica for the humanist

to resist equclitaric.,nism which lets, say, everyone get into

college inc.-,tead of using the pressure on college entrance as

a moans of making high schools become increasingly decent in

stoneforJsa Even if the battle is lost more thr_n twice,

it is essential for someone to keep resisting this kind of

ac;..idemic imperialisra. And since the humanist is a specialist

in the clarificatinn of values, it is primari17,r his task to

indict this confusion of expmsionist illusion with democratic

roality. And the English professor -.those work is most compro-

mised by the numb,;rs game has policy as well as principle to

motivate him to this long struggle.



The Enenw! L2992911
Indeod, I suspect now that

strt,,e's ing

for ; ;hop

Enslish professor is

aga ins t the expo die zit oxp as I onism of the budge tiers

bigness is everything and excelleno a shibboleth,

he may find it even more difficult to be rational about

mass communication because the exirnsionists regard the

newer nedia as convenient theoretical solutions to the

conse-luences of their cun territorial ambitions. Mass media

thus seem , by definition almost, a v :eapon of the enemy.

Yet surely a sense of irony is an indispensable side of 'ihe

hutr,Anistic ally nurtured temperament, Thor is much mere at

stake than the trivial posture of promoters in sheepskin

cl athing.

For while we may agree that the university is most

us oful to the world when it most r esis is the blandishment s

of +he secular world, when it remains a redoubt of clear

vision, coherent values, and responsible continuity in a

world dominated by fuzziness, ex-pcdiency, and innovation:

it is equally true that if mass communication does not

become mere civilized, modern civilization. as 1:e aspire to



have it is probbbly not possible, It is one thing to

jealously husband one's resources in a prodigal world;

it is anethcr to assume that those resoures _are an enJ

in thcms elv es rather than a fulcrun. point for raising

standards In the world at large. It is one thing, this is

to say, for the university to remain an unequivocal critic

of the inado-ivacies of mass communication: but it shouldn't

for a raoraent fall into the facile trap of assuming that the

new institution is Iper se incorrigible.

As one scans the history of the humanist in twentieth

century America, one cannot help but think that a kind of

inverse snobbery was at work: the smaller the circulation,

the more valuable and therefore pr estigi ous the medium.

Often this paradox did in fact hold, but as a

principle it is metaphysically untenable and historically

untrue. One wonders how many advertising copywriters dre,rled

of writing the Great American Novel (instead of raising

standards of truth and taste in their givonitrade) because

of the implicit contempt for modern life and institutions



to Ivy League English rata or before the Cmteel

Tradition brok--, up under the sneers and ge od sense of the

iicw American v).r.iter ..;_n the 1920ts. t iaL 1s of varions

VV. 0.1e1 r, a.%
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popular medla. The brief flurry of Marxist activism in the

1930's taught those who succumbed to its lure that popular

institutions were terra inctlita to the .humanist where in

exchange for commitment he suffered acute embarrassment, even

betrayal. Overcompens ati on for the int enc e of the lia-r-rist

0110 d

interlude still further doopt on the ideological conserva-

tisn of the t50s and '60s. New criticisn, whatever it rieant

in terms of greatly expanded technical expertise in the

teaching of literature, was old fears about industrialism

confounded. And no Englis'I. professor in his "right" mind

urged his brightest students to become independent- minded

filnuall'...ers or to wrest independence within the new institutions

of television. Get into Lemon, Poetry t. o. Oscure.

That's where the status if not the action was.
,

So that, realistically, when one proposes, as this

report does, a aajor kind of reassessment of the humanist's 4/-6

t



posture vis-a-vis mass communication in all its ft,rms he

knows he's runarting against the grain. And unless he is a

moustrous egotist or has come to a new understanding of

the situation historically, he would be extremely reluctant

tc propose recommendations with the confidence he does. Others

will have to construct an egotism index; I think, in fact,

that I have un historical explanation -1,hich allows #s to

view the future with much less rigidity than even a year ago.

This perspective involves E.4 crucial episode i n ;ngi

intellectual history and an analysis of the breakup of the

American midd3.e-class ancien under the force of the

civil rights and Sit-in agitation.

The..22-essive Retrenchment

The progressivist interlude in common-school education

in America, which coincides roughly with the period during

which the humanist absented himself from such problems

(ca. 1900-1950), attempted to do so nany trivial things --

telephone conversations, dating, etiquette, and relatedly

prosaic "communication'? tasks mr- that the humanist
st.'s



entered the curricului:l. dialogue with a savagely retrenching

mentality. To be all things to all adolescents, he argued,

was to be nothing much for anyone. Hence arose, after

conferences of HIA, NCTE, ASA, and CEEB, 'Cue outreatly

acceptable trivium in Eaglish lanc,uace, literatur e, and

comr.iosf_ tion.

There f.s much to be said in favor of such a concentration

of energies. One can, indeed, teach only a few basic thircs

well: a fortiuriratie can only teach what one knows. The latter

assumption, ho-ever,, tend s to checkma te two kinds of r eorgani-

7ati on nf the hntrinnitin 0111/1ra, one concerned with the

total aesthetic context of literature, the other considering

the importance of understanding non-Lrestern cultur es in the

light of an emerging world community. I would cont end that

if the iaunanist is to be as imacinative as the Zacharias

bloc has been 14 revisin-:, the science curriculum, he must

define his task in such a way that it includes the se two

new dimensions of his subject. The flabbiness of the pre-

retrenchment phase should not keep him from expandias or

3L2



redefining the curriculum in ricorowi i:Ja7s. Studying the

telephone is not the same as learning Canadian poetry.

African literature is nuch, nuch more important than dating

etiquette. Past mistakes are no excuse for future inflexi-

bility.

§22111GaQtCulture Steadily and Wholja

The tot al a esthetic co nt ext of lit era tur e vies until

recently, unteachable in any widespread riay. Cheap nt

arrived in modern Western democracies at the precise moment

that they were devising mass educational strategies for the

common schools. This technological fact froze the curriculum

in a peculiar focus which abstracted printed art forms from

the rich non-literary ambience which gave the literature its

special qualities to begin with. We must now examine the

defects of this strategy in the li:;ht of more recent techno-

logical opportunities for teaching culture. Emerson; to take

an example from my own specialty, ;vs what he was partly

because of his intellectual cad imaginative filiatio.ns with

the sculptor and aesthetic theorist Horatio Greenough. To
'1- 9



try to comprehend the forcer uitl' out an awareness of the

latter is to be content with a now easily corrigible

asti,Imatism Similarly, there will be no ade..uLize comprehen-

qinn of 011ilmn 1:41,:ltrnm4- 1.1:74rineNvi+
.1.11%.4LJAAa

Cole and the Hudson River school of artists. No comprehension

of Bryant's postpoetic jiurnalisni without the story of his

collaborating with Frederick Law Olmsted in creating Central

Park. Later, no Hart Crane without Joseph Stella. No Dreiser

without the Ash Can school. Mass media used artfully could

fill both underpepared teacher and hence undertaucht student

to see American culture steadily and wholly for the first time.

It can't be done without the newer media, either.

UNESCO As a Courier for a World Communitz

If we cannot comprehend American (and by extension

Western) civilization steadily and as a :hole if we abstract

from the richness of its extra-literary ambience, we shall

be blind indeed if we try to understand the emergi.ng world

community without accepting the inevitable if unenviable

new burden of studying non-Western cultures. This is a hard
6-0



saying, given the ratrenchment mentality but thsrd it is

the humanist's responsibility in coming to term with the

anguish of contemporary man's transition from traditional to

mod er ni zed communiti es ,

UNESCO has taken the leaderohi-) in this inmensely

exacting task, and the fir st bit of homework the Aneric an

humanist ha 3 to accept is anexamin.ation of 1..that that agency

has done already and what it proposes eventually to do. The

first thing this honework will reveal is that UlT3SCO's

greatest intellectual strength is its open-minded revis ion

of what "scholarly publication" must become to meet the new

agenda of creating an ade:ivately civilized world humanism.

ly
UNESCO uses brilliant/photography, film, radio, and televis ion

as well as print to do vraat has to be do no, 71e must learn

as much,

211.2112.2 Tradition 03c1cliazaza

Take UNESCO's extraordinary exhibition, The Art of

Writing," which explicates with all the eloriuence of modern

photomontage the greatest human achievement the indis- ri



pensabLe aid in liberating the individuul from tyrranies

of time and space ,thich inhibit the exfoliation of his unique

personality, and the humanist's principal tool in his twin

tasks of literacy and cultivation. Here is where humanist

responsibility and social deniand converge. The handsome

cataloii raisonng of the exhibition refutes %Wholly the

fallacious assumption that newer media replace print.

We need more, not less, print, resonating as it does in

this kind of exhibition, with a new tradition of eloquence

civilizing the potentials for humanism in modern media ar

communication. Others point the ray. Industrial designer

George Nelson's photo exhibit at Colonial Williamsburg,

polymath C:.arles Ear.es's film on. science as a humanistic

enterprise in Minoru Yama saki's Science Pavilion at the

Seattle World's Fair, Craig Cliborn's slide essays for the

Vinterthur Museum, Marshall Fishwick's Slide Packs on

American Culture for the Wemyss Foundation, Carnegie's

Sandak collection accessible- to high school history and

literature teachers. There are just enough examples extant



in this new tradition of 21.umzinist eloquence for one to

be confident that one's s7)eculations are not a bit Utopian,

however visi °nary.

.122zond Audiovisuclism

In my opini.on, audiovisualism. hz.s the same stre.nEths

and 1..Jecknesses as capital --E Eduation, of which it is a ma jor

ally. Its strengths a:re its faith in popular education,

its involvem.ent in ed,ucational problems, and its willingness

to experiment. Its weaknesses are a sentimental view of

learning not nearly tough-minded enough, an uncritically

expansionist attitude, and a simplerdnded faith in machinery.

Like the humanist, the audio-7isu.al man's virtues are

sairror images of his vices. Thus I think it essential,

p6rticular17 in the elementary and high schools, that

English teacher trainees be encouraged not to be intimidated

by the audiovisual infra-aesthetic complacency. Do-it-yourself

variations on first-rate media have an important place

in the classroom (as I shall try to suggest at length under

"Logistics" in nay remarks on the overhead projector as aS3



trai,s±tional mess mdtum), but one of the first-tasks the

humanist should assu.a as he re-enters the fray of common

school education is to cleanse the Augean stables of

L-sc-F1 -1-1nollvr 1-Narl 4ncyl-Ttvin-F4rinn1 ht n

Herculean task. Have you ever loolzed at the obscene

graphics of the typical primer? Why isnit Ben Shah or

Antonio Frasconi doing thom? The whole third-rate quality

of instructional materi:Ils puts me in rind of a kind of

Hooverville of the spirit, just barely existilg.

A Place for Amateurism

When I argue that we dhould begin to be ruthless about

the quality of "instructional materials" (ugly term I wish

I could replace with the simpler "art") we use in educating

our young, I do not mean to exAude the professional craft

of the teacher or the somtines shw.,gy amateurism of the

student. Both need to flourish in our classrooms in a

healthier- relationship with the first-rate creative than is

now the rule. Great art energizes the spirit, releases

undreamed-of reserves of moral and aesthetic energy. But
Li-
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amateurism prepares one boLlt t:Nf all for the first-rate,

and we shamefully i.ealect the educative potential in the

extra-cu y:ricular amateurism of our students. Thy teacher's

precious craft is pr ecisely to be the catalyst between the

private, semi-articulate :orld of the amateur and the

publicly eloquent domair., of the serious artist. i.11 classroom

must becoae a place 1.;he re ama teur inclinations are oncy:48ed

in the cultivation of respect for and enjoyment of the

the s uperla tive .

Take the still and moving picture hobbies. Almost no

one has seen the obvious value of ustig these home media as

instigators of a deeper and i.viacr literacy among the people.

It t,:kes so little tine, too, to harness this vitclity. One

day spent shol:::_ng v;hy .Ansel Adams is the Robert Frost of

California landscapes is enough to start students thinking

of the formal elements in their heretofore :Kodak-like

(you press the button, 1,1 e do the rest) non-art. Themes

explicating the richness of a really first-rate photograph
S-
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(see Beaumont kIo-vvhc.ill's The 1-11..;)::co_s_L of. Phytqa,ra.plat Museum

of Modern Art, 1949, or his essay on the photographic

slides in Arts of the Uni..ted State-s, Pierson, Tr.

Martha Davidson, eds., IrcGraw-Iiill, 1960) and term

papers with photograliiiic illustrations (rejected if they

are the visual analog of sentence faults or run-on sentences).

Ccption exercises, patterned on Life and Look, will do more

to cultivate precision and economy in diction than seventy

sermons on i'The Duty to Be C:_t:ar".

The same with movies. Vie ought to encourage our stud .nts

to become a s artic ula to a s possible in eight -millimeters,

setting them tasks (Ugliness in Hometown, U.S.A.; The

Cityscapes We Are Most Proud Of Here; Teenage Leisure;

Pop Art and Pop Kulehur), exhibiting their work in class

and out, criticizing it candidly but affectionately. Out of

such exhil atinG dialogues, by the way, will come the next

generation of photoosayists and filmmakers Itho will never

think of schizophrening their artistic lives into high and

low:, serious and pop. They will say what needs to be said



with the eloquence every ,lish teacher alonc, the way will

have helped them to master. And those who don't, finall

have the talent and dedioation to bra come great in these new

forms will swell that audienec -whose oun arna tourism (in the

original sense of the term) is the kind of greatness Whitman

arguod was a prolegomenon to great Art. Nost of all, the

teaci'.c.,r needs to have. a fierce lover' ,.uurrel with popular

cult re, bEainine, -v.then it suc coeds, bert."Iting it vihe-n it give s

in, kissing and king up when it justifies a deep love.

The -Fetish of "Creativity.:

A gnawing dou bt eh out the v al ue of organ iz, ed e due, do n

accrueo from our recollection th, t some of our freest spirits

--- Leonardo, Edi2oh, Einstein have made their unique

co ntri bu.ti ons tQ modernity in s pit e of fan al e due ation .

There seems to be something about the bureaucratization

of education which diminishes the very best talents when

it would exalt. "Academie" has bocoine a posiorative because

eof what we might call the "Salon d3RofuseS irony. Porhaps

some constitutiori'l timidity shrivels the mind and heart of the
S* 7
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mart who submits to the inri-iitu.tional bonds of oizanized

educational life. Perhaps only ;;b;-..d" schools, prorly

financed and incompetently staffed, corrtlpt in this way.r

r.us t alvi-ays keep in mi.nd 1.-R-:ir:ado.x of the school

as subversi-ve of th t personal maturity which, 1,then

achieved, unleashes the irnmeasureablo energies of the

free individual spirit.

Yet we must maintain too an am: eness of the result of

an extra-academic overcompensation for this ores ion of

c.re-ativity. "Creativity" has become a shibboleth for

public-relations moil blowing up a brainstorm, for narclssists

achieving fame as aesthetic solipsists in scatolocical

writing., abstract inn.ovationism in the plastic arts, tape-

recorded happening,' in lausicolocical expcnaents, in anti-

films like A Warhol' s eight-hou_. mc I:ery of the cinema ,

"Sleep.- A v. media ould avoid both kinds of corrultion.



Tho Best As 1Tecessaiz

There is a vocal tlicory in audiovisual education today

that aestheibically excellent instruction31 ric,t6rials are not

only not necessary, but that "a:osearch" E..lzovis that technically

taper feet prograras are sonatinas more of fact -_tve ( unc tio na lly)

than well-produced ones. Quite apart from the cilestion of how

credible such research is (as it alwuys deals in "2-io significant

differences" one wonders really just hot; controllable the

variables are), there is the much too unconvincing postulate

that bad ari can be more instructive than good art. I have

a hunch this thhory Is a kind of elaborate, scientific-

sounding rationalization of soni-conipetence. T grass-

roots fallacy in Anrrican education is still based on little-

red-schoolhouse concepts. Locally produced (over: teacirr-

created) mterials are per se raore manna -like than a F :'rd

Foundation - controlled Goliath like LIPS I. (One of the

few reasonably competent, telecourses in .i.laurican literature

was the one done by E,:stman of Trichigan for that la:, cinatively

or3anized consortium; that the c9xperinent was snuffed but
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by many tiny people Taho wanted their private piece of

the action is something that should ?Lunt the educational

broadcaster's conscience for some time.) c can do without

thousands of flannel-board experts; what we need are a few

of the greatest artists eve have, creating instructional

materials from kinder&rton through twelfth grade.

A Sophisticated Research A_

More courageous souls, like Professor Bf.r,hop of Cornell,

are beginaing to lionder out loud whether z trampled vineyard

is a tolerable irony in a civilized economy of humane studies.

.he skeptic could even ask what loos on when the salt seems

to have lost its savor. my own tentative speculation is that

the humanities arc muddied precisely because 1-lulanists

opted sixietim durinc, the Gilded Age to beco AC a highly

cerebral cheering section for the ',.'ASP ::,.tablishment and

have never really gotten off the hook of boin3 the Ivy

1,3 ague e,uivalent of finishing schools. They have defined

themselves as custodians of culture for an elite, rather

then as cultivators of maturity for the masses. You can
0



hardly blame the: -or
) bcdtter, it is easy to understand the

temptation to which th; succumbed. Its the old Fs v.rsonian

dilemma: the J,,cicsonians have all the good principles, but

the Whigs have all the good mon. It t.l.kes a large-minded

man indeed torcchange the good men with outn_oded principles

for the not-yet men rilio have a possible future as persons

for the first time in history. :Tany of us have not yet

courage enough to help the latter. vie to accept the

challenge, over-trampling would diminish.

Translation as a Major Liode of Sc;tolarly Publication

The overtrampled occidental vineyard suggests another

arena for trained humanists: translation of African, Latin

Americgt, and Asian literLtures by persons who have sound

scholarly propatation in compar&tive liter. tune and who

arc fluent to the point of portry in the exotic tongues.

If we really believe our basic postulate as humanists --

throt literatul,e is a special kind of knowledge indispensable

to the 2ullcst life -- then the shrinking globe would seem

to impose on us with the rigor of a syllogism, the rapid
/



accessioning of the lit orc:t ur e of tLE; cnerging nations.

K atiledgc of those new literLtur cs would sce:a to be not just

desirable but mandatory. The Eliot rationale of putting, the

reader in possession of the work a bSUI1CS an unan-bicipeted

and unpr GCCdcnt od dimension. I would guess the exterior

services of the BP.0 -.odd be a good place to begin recruiting

a group of such polylinaual litorary critics. Eventually

perhaps many of the new Ph.D.s in translation would earn

part of their keep as scarce intollectual resources by working

for educational broadcasting. A cadre of translators is hi1ier

priority than perfect texts of American classic authors.

As soon as one accepts the disciplines of interprotation,

h forcswears triviality. Whot is worth communicating is worthy

of investigation. A great deal of humanistic scholarship is

neither.

And once ono has assu-icd it is incumbent upon the re-

searcher to have his own dialogue with the non-specialist

(the unatteaded scholarly discovery is like the unheard

Platonic timber falling in an empty forest -- motephysicLlly4,2



interesting but morally and aesthetically irrelevant), once

he admits this duty to en audience now much larger and more

heterogeneous than the aristocratic and middle-class one he

accepted aftoiAh e invention of printing, the whole co ne ept

of scholarly publication will change. There are some things

which cannot be best .3a id in print. The University of North

Carolina press has accepted this principle by publishing a

book on medieval medical history which contains 35-millimeter

color slides of medieval images illustrative of the subject.

The color slides are cheaper and more precise than larger

black and white half-tone pages.

A Donestic Eruivalent of Ct.1.1t1122211

Prudent men have tried to compensate for the political

tensions of the Cold War by going out of their way to ac-

celerate the flow al' cultural ma terials between would-be

combatants. Wooing our Soviet enemies and mollifying our

fearful European friends with displays of Iimerican culture

has the unarguable merit of putting artists to creative

work. And if it fulfills its political promise, vle are
63



doubly blessed. But we must alvays be aware that the long-

range purpose is parupolitical. Before there can be a human

community on the face of the eatth, there must be communion.

Art at its best commences such dialogue. And as Rabindrcnath

Tagore argued decades ago, anticipating the possibility of

a globa human community, beface there can be significant haction

union there must be diversity. It is art's great responsibility

to make men sensitive to this paradox in their daily lives,

to transcend all xenophobia by cherishing the protean

qualities of the human spirit.

Hart ever much vie can agree on the interim importance of

culture export as a function of diplomacy, we must keep

reminding our and our statesmen that the first value

of culture is not to establish international status but to

give a unique identity to a people. Ironically, America seems

to be an underdeveloped nation in this respect. The best

introduction to contemporary American culture I have yet

seen, for example, was the Ford Foundation - sponsored

per2,L9_21ANes USA (a serial of 16 issues with essays andrawntimon.
6



creative work from every sector of American art). By comparison,

many text materials seen feeble and devoid of eloquence. Again,

USIA films about American life, many of them very good indeed,

cannot be screened here in the States. USIS exhibits on

architecture and design deserve an American viewing. One

wishes then, our educational and business institutions

could. set up internal circuits of information so .Americans

could begin to understand their own culture.

Comparable exchanges ought to be set up among Engli sh-

speaking peo ple ss beginning 'vie. th the ComnonT.-; ea lth co wit rie s.

The Broadcasting Foundation of Arrierica, shamefully und er-

financed, is the natural vehicle for stepping up the .Arerican

intake of understanding. The new and dynanic Commonwealth

Broadcasting Union and the recently organized scholarly

organization, the Assoc I c.3-t ion for Commonwealth Lit eratur es ,

have the knowledge and 4.;:.e know-how to brim; off a really

significant experiment in the enjoy. tent and comprehension

of the creative diversity, now emerging in the Engl ish

litemture of the world,



The Comraonwealth as a Parcdi-n.
The first Commonwealth Arts Festival (London, Cardiff,

Glasgow, Liverpool, September 15-October 2, 1965) has

identified the artistic vitality lie will be tie poorer

for not knowing. Fifteen days of poetry reading, original

and cla ssic theetre, film and television festiv els -- in

a wide variey of genres the Commonwealth bloc has invented

a format for intecratine old and nevi (lanres in a civilizing

way. A humanities :::Tof ession sensitive to the possibilities

of the modern world find a way to apprehend these

riches for their American constituencies,

It is not a mere traditional .Anglophile chauvinism

which makes one want Anericons to attend to creative differences

in the Commonwealth countries. There 1E: for the purpose of

this rep or t so to spe ak, a n ulterior motiv e Anisric an in-

tellectuals for the moLit part have only the vaguest idea of

what broadcasting services in the BBC tradition can do to

support the intellectual life of a country. Frankly, it is

my hunch that, were the college-bred to see how grievously

short-changed they are, both as consuners c,nd producers,



listeners, and writers, they Viott 1 d insist eveLtually that

the 1112 and NET be subsidized c.,ubstLntially and consistently

enough so that they can begin to E.4slire to the level of

excellence taken for grcnted by the BCC and its aesthetic

heirs, CBC and ABC,

Having lived as long as I have with the humanist's

assampti on, I appreciate how an thematic' this ane t_toymous -

sounding alpheb3tizing must seem to the readers wh.o.m I

most want to consider these matters, For I know most of

the symbols mean nothin8; which I intend to suisgetA is a

great pity. It's an (-1.b1era of the humanist's slick rejection

of the corporate forrs which make modern life, pod and bad,

indeed. his own r esearch, brilliant or pedE.ntic, possible.

11e likes to think, with Thoreau.vion disdain, that mass

institutions ere themsell)os \hut is ytoms 1;ith conteraparary

life. This fierce anarchic impulse (this Huck lighting

out for the ter±itory) is a fault 'ton not entertained'

ironically. Other societies less Adanic than ours have

intellectuals who 'mow th i G and 1EV e, co M to more honest'7



terms Wit:i the corporate farms inherent in the, interdependence

of modern sociely,y.

The Anorchic Iti ulse.
Indeed, the same c eat r if ugal t end one y which explciins in

part the American humanist s aloof= i3S from bur eaucrccie s

what might be described as his implacable hatred of committees

where, by definition, one mist suffer impossible fools

grimly, this same Edenic urge accounts foe' the shoddiness of

much educational broadcasting and film. This "loner" tradition,

which often is the most tram p° rent of covers for indiv id ual

ambitions which could never survive in a gre&tor 1.7orld, has

led to the grass-roots syndrome A ',ere literally hundreds of

radio stations and scores of ETV stations &Ate-a:Lit to create

materials which could only be done tell by concentrating

resources. Luckily2 the educationn broadcasters themselves

are calling for the artist and professional. The time, thus,

is ripe for rapprochement beti:;een humanist ond newer media

ertist.

The fear of federalism, we must be candid, is frequently

the t:asror of the undercompetent at disemploymont. Yet the
4



CBC wLlks off '?ith the prizes at the A= Conference at

Ohio State each spring because it husbands its energies

in Toronto (it manages regional excellence too, but only

becE.use of its prior commit..lent to a fey: thingc:-, done

duperlatively). One of the reasons NAEB and local affiliates

sandbaaged the IT.ATI (Mid-Ttlest Program in Airborne Television

Instruction.) experiment was because a rag-tag assembly of merely

pretty fair broadcasters were afraid a successful, centralized,

airborne television exporinont would keep adjacent television

stations either underfin.anced or frora over getting on the qir

at all. Vie whispering @bout resenting slick Madison Avenue

high-pressure methods was so much kaudre ux Le...Luca.

So the first value to be gained by having the humanist

accog6 the challenge of hclpinE, civilize /lass institutions

like the comraon school and brc&dcasting is that be could

create a bloc for, the superlative in services always

tempted to put cuontity ova; duality.
The Archetype of Excellence

Lot us include as much as we can in our perspective.

The NAEB after all did prove a decade ago what a lot of
6,Q



American money C250,000 plus from the Fund for Adult

Education) and a lot of Canadian broadcast eloquence could

do in popularizing without vulgaizinc, the most significant

new humn is ti c discipline or we tt, entieth century "I7c.;ys

of I-ankind, thirteen programs on the basic concepts of

anthropoloc,y, is an archetype of the kind of eloquent

enboditle.nt of sound knowledge the modern world is exceedirr,ly

hungry for. The series, in my judgment, in fact, is the only

truly superlative radio series American educational radio has

produced. Its only classic ., really. Skeptical huraanists

should begin by hearing "A Word in Your Ear: A Study in

Language'l and "I Know What I Like: A Study in Art." That

Antrican radio is an aesthetic Appalachia for the ears in

the hur.mist sector is as much an indictment of under in-

vo lv ed humanists a s it is of under skill6d educational

brce doe stems

The Filmmaker in Residence
14.4114411...I.M.M.....,

I can think of no better v'ay of redressing this silly

situation than by establishing exchange "artist-in-

residence" fellowships in mass communications at majar
7©



universities, Itthere the BBC traditions can be grafted onto

the shrivelled American trunk. '.re need to read what, say,

Troy Kennedy Martin has written about the aesthetics of

television drama, and what lie has done in "The Diary of

a Young Man," a six-part picaresque tale testing his own

aesthetic theories acaptrically (and successfully. /fe need

to see the kind of doc anent aries BBC' s lionjgto has been

doing, especially ones like Kenneth Russell's ground-

breaking biography of Debussy. I suggest such an exchange

be VIO rke d out with the off is ers of the COMMOM ealth

Broa dcasting Society. They would learn more- about .A.mer ice

as vie learned how to create in the modern media -- a fair

exchange which-would rob nobody.

The Festival Tradition

The festival concept is one the humanities profess

in Americo would do well to consider. The modern warld

has so completely organized energies in the spheres of

science and business that the arts, left to their uniquely

valuable yet idiosyncratic selves, will not exercise the



influence they need to, if contemporary civilization is to

be kept reasonably in ba].anc e. Festivals are, if you like,

modern varia tions of' the rituals pre - industrial societies

contrived over milennin to heirtclitc.,:n aviareness of crucial

turning points in the cycles of ni): tur a and of individual

life: the reassurance at the return of spring, the joy

in a successful harvest; and ceremonies for birth, nanhood,

marriage, death. More self-conscious about the importance

of art, and, indeed, more harassed by a sense that the

effluents of Progress threaten to submerge everyone in a

sticky sea of trivialities, we orc,fanize ritual celebrations

to one, another, or all of the Muses, Festivals reminding

o communitie s) as we reaff inn publicly to our selv es) that

no life tour thy of the sobrir:uet "free" is possib3.e- without

the en hancerient s of that consciousness ue call art.

The Artist in Residence Tradition.

The way to get the kind of aesthetically first-rate

teaching materials we need and deserve is to extend the

"artist in residence" concept to the curriculum laboratory.
7 a



We don't nced endless production lines of prari table junk;

we need but a few superlative works of art to open up the

sensibilities of our stud(ats to the exponential pleasures
--.
of literary experience. To borrow from Eliot, we need a

few works of ar o put readers more fully into possession

of significant literary vorkt.

Let me be specific. A few years ago the Poetry Center

of San Francisco State appealed to several local foundations

to make a film on Theodore Roethke, then teaching at the

University of 17ashington. Vrho needs a film on poetry? was

the discouraging refrain. So the Center, in desp3ration,

turned to the Student Government of their college, I:vhich

had the great wisdom to commit ..;7500 to the project.

David Myers, the filmmaker, scratched the rest out ar

his own pocket. The result, "In A Dark Time," completed

less than a year before the poet died of a heart attack,

is the firLt film I know which is as poetic in a filmic

sense as its subject and which does not intervene between

poet and reader, but deepens their communion. Here is a

73-
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paradigm for the humanist: 11.74.r:lii.th professors who cared about

the sad state of poetry teaching, a student govern.raent with

vision, and a first-rate filmmaker. should be a Myers

at work in every significant E':glish department chn the

country. At the request of the 1MA, Mr. liyers has prepared

a budget for a film on norianne Moore. Thut could be the

beginning of a very significant tradition.

The Collaborative spec x rn Conmunication

rzihall not appreciate fully enough the challenge

facing us today if la: do not examine the collahoarativ e

nature of the arts of modern comnunication. The achievemen.t

of In A D::rk by a poetic filmmaker, a dedicated

Miglisb. center, and an idealistic student government, was

not the work of solipsists. The idea that an artist is by

nature a narcissist is simply one of the more egregious

errors groiiing out of an overreaction to philistinism.

Hass communications, like the modern commun.itic-s it makes

possible, is a complicated and interdependent thing, no

fit arena for willful children. The Hollywood tradition
74f
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of the committee destrintion (rather, cancellation) of

responsibility should not blind us to the fact that in some

places, more defensible traditions do obtain. I shall not

soon furget, for example, tile BBC: :chc-arsals for "T: :c-

Good Soldier Sehweik" which I watched in London. First

of all, the calm there differed sharply from the surface

excitement so often observable behind the scenes in

American television. But what most impressed me was the

dialogue taking place between director- and his collaborators.

The ligting man tactfully suggested reversing positions of

a small and large man to solve a liating problem. Generously

received, the suggestion worked. The sound man gently rminded

the director that since this ra.'ogram. was to be heard in

schools, the noise level had to be lower, making a tighter

frame necessary to la:ler the sound boon. Accepted. We

should want our best students to emulate such dialogues

in the U.S.A.



Patrons forthe Liviter

Tr-editional strategies in the curricula were essentially

strategies for persuading most they ;r.-renTt, capable of

leadership. In aristocratic societies, this was a sound

expedient. You had to have a 1Jay to separate a few po-

tentially privileged men from boys with little promise.

The Latin-Greek puberty rite, to use Walter One's phrase,

worked at least some of the time. When edudation expanded,

verna cular literatures eased in as repl6cements, but the

immedi6to pleasure of reading readily comprehensible litera-

ture had to be "earned" by studying, vernacular literatures

though the wrong end of the telesco-pe9 by endurinE the

difficulties of vthat was really other L.nguages, and other

cultures, in Beowulf, Cha ucer, Spenser and Milton. Having

survived this rite of pc:ssa3o with one's interest in

literature still alive, one vas re-arded with eighteenth,

nineteenth, and oven tiontic-th century literature. As
secondary

mass/education generated its own indigestions over this

-no



diet of vernacular literature, safe classics were triomed

down (or abolished altcg4.-;ther in Classics comics that

insanely insipid confessien of defeat in tic traditional

strategy) .

A Sensible Sense ofi.listori
Actually, if one looks at the matter di spassion.atoly,

that is, without the vested interests scholars tend to

accumulate over a career of Spenser or Dryden, it is

ludicrous to expec,t mill ions of people to carry the

burdens of English literary history on their reluctant

shoulders. That was more than .aost of the very brilliant

in each era were able to manage.

What each man does need and what the humanities, before

the rise of the New Criticism especially, signally failed

to provide, is an understanding of how to participate in

the cultural life of his Ginn time. This does not imply an

anti-historical bias, either. It is a truism that an

activated sensibility is voracious. Equipped with the skills

needed to attend to complex works, such an individual

needs so arm-twisting to ass45 his responsibilities as a



seriouti patron 6n a popular cultural democracy. Great

majorities of such an active. public 'Jill never read

Paradise Loot (zi*Lndeed ths.: olite5 of many non-English
,

f 1 ntivi glispeal:ixz societies have faioevis'd to siiry4v,.: enri

without readire, it). No single work is indispensable to

a liberal education; no s.,ries of workk, selected from

every era of literary history adds up to an awakened

his curiosity. A sense of history can exist on

many differ ent levels. It can one omi7e ss ) say, the f is tion

experienced since '.7orld War II, or it can go back us far

as the first 7Tar, or to the rise of realistic fiction, or

to the dim prehistory of the form in popular romances or

storytelling. It doesn't really make one a superior patron

of living culture to be fully inforn.ed. Indeed, we all

know pedants who arc precisely such because they have

let a passion for the security of facts erode their

judgment. The historical sense is valuable because it

makes our imagination resilient , our intellect skeptical.

That is to say, it doexns and broadens our capacity for

7z



judging wisely. Ripeness of judgment is all, we need

constantly to remind ourselves as the bureaucracies, which

support the humanities schoolr testing bureaus, depart-

merits,' re-Learoh institutes ell 'ben( to be On autotelic

Haling decided the schools should concentrate -on

10 tura participation in co nt anpor ary culture, the tea clEr

is then liberated to cm. ploy the whole r.,nge. of historical

literz:ture in pedi:gogically useful ways. He pairs poems

with common themes centuries apart, and world view and

style stand out boldly because of the juxtaposition. Once

a student h;:s experienced the intellectual pleasure of

perceiving such a relationship, we will have equipped Lim

to roam. at will throughout the entire range of lit ert3tures,

indigenous and in translation.

Moreover, once the goal of humanistic training is

accepted as the intellectual and imasination preparation of

students to share in the creation and aprzeciation of a
common

living/culture. (of which the accessibility of more historic

culture than any other society in the past is both a -79



potential blessing and yet too a source of confusion),

once this task is clearly defined, literary study cannot

be confined to the eighteenth-century genres. Phtograph,

film, recording, televir_iion arc nor; part of that dommon

culture. To pretend to prepare students for participation

in that life without giving then critical training in the

new forms is at best obscurantism; at v;crst, learned stupidity.

Yet the tail of graduate research so W863 the dog of

andergraduate and secondary teaching that no one seem to

have the wit and/or the cour6ge to call this spade the

blunt, incompetent instrunent for digging it so obviously

is. Vie will not have a renovation of humane studios

domparable to the Zacharias one in science, then, until

leaders in the humanities admit their theory of knowledge

is no longer tenable and concede that the courses they

teach must have as the primary task the preparation of

individuals for a sophisticated participation in contempo-

rary culture, as creators and as patrons. It may seem

illogical to some, but I do not even think it may be as
10



necessary to change, the curriculum itself as it is to change

what we expect of it and of ourselves. Vie are really

victims at confused purposes: we've lost sight of our

task, which is to use the traditi onal yds dom of man

to help the innature judge more and more wisely in art

and literature, and through then. to choose wisely through-

out the entire range of decisions dertandcd by modern life.

Can the Humanities B 3 Bureaucratized?

This ours Lion. has hawited me ever since a poet

scholar "put on" a dinIzIg room -ful of too-prosaic :s.7cholars

by entitling his after-dinner lecturd, "A Festschuift for

Walt 72i tma n The pr e-d inner papers had been unwittingly

gee-whizzy accounts of the happy inflation of prices of

obscure Whitnania and early editions of Leaves of Grass,

an irony from the point of view of Whitman's kind of

-,ural economy. Had Mont 007 been a Ph.D. candidate,

he might have thrilled in a low-key way to tales of manu-

scripts saved in the nick of time -- from the reaches of

another research library. Our poet countered this display



of pedyntry ands de mourir with a mock-Teutonic disserta-

tion on poetic tributes written bsr himself and his poet

friends all centering on the contradiction that Walt

Ilhitman, who looked for a popular audience, is known and

loved alike only by poets. (The scholars knew a lot, but

what perverse forms their loves for '.7;L::.t.man took -- they

should be punished by reciting "Mien I Heard the Learntd

.Astronomer" a thousand times, as the old schoolmarms used

to intimidate.) Can the huracmities be bur eaucratized? Have

iy
they not alroady been undone by thorql.igh! cerebral dis quisi -

the
tions never in touch:Atli/life, the mein truth of the

literature they profess to profess before the world?

The Humanist is. . Dilemma
The nerve-wracking dilemma of the hun.anist in a

world of massive institutions is whether 1.',G will lose mare

by trying to bring the new creator in modern forms into

touch with the analytic scholar than we gain in vitality

of teaching. Would ve gain more by c:.eatik; interstices

in academic and contaunications iastitutions, there. the

loner could thrive? s Till a man who reduces Whitman to a
S2



concordance break the spirit of a filmmaker of real

talent? Is the filmakor creating a kind of criticism more

in keeping with tie poet th.-n the pedantry that would undo

the faith of sextillicins of true believers in Whitman's

magical visions? Who indeed has a light to shine, and who

deserves to be busheled? Four well-said poems on the tra-

dition on T7hitmania and its countercurrents, I begin to

believe, are more humanistic in effect than entire platoons

of dreary drudges committed in actual effect to a sccrched-

earth policy on the clean and open world of T.Tnitman's

Leaves of Ci:n.ass. Can you, one mast finally ask, keep

from disowning the real Whitman when you spend a career

flattering rich Whitman collectors into believi.ng

rare book room is the rarest of the rare? 17alt, who are

your friends and who are your enemies?

A Triurakoltise Over Wisdom
"A Triumph. of Expertise Over Wisdom" may be the epitaph

of the humanities in industrial America. The humanities are

being forced by the momentum of scholarly overproduction

farther and farther away from their principal function:
83



clarifying the entire range of moral and aesthetic choices

this generation must manage. As the bibliogrpphies in

w.r lolls specialties expand exponentially under the pre ssure

of the academic status system, it take s all the int ell ig enc e

most humanists can muster to bccordo certificated as

a celta in kind of specialist. The ideal of the V/ IS 0 man

is lost as one succumbs to the dictates of specialization.

A vocation diminishes into a career.

A Motely Curatorial I urAanis
focus of the English curriculum

on "literary" concerns is a principal effect of a humanities

profession so trivialized by specialization. A wise cirriculum

in the common school woul(1 bring traditional wisdom to bear

on all the moral and aesthetic choices men mus t fin Ice in the

contemporary world - fashion, indus trial d csign , architec-

ture, civic planning. A purer, "uncontanincited" curriculum

which refuses to stop outsi.e.o a literary orbit avoids

thereby painful controversies win a power stricture

thriving on the creLtion of the shoddy. This purism also

tends to generate a Golden Ago mentality which romanticizes



preindustrial culture. 'That it thereby unmistakably does

is to make the humanities, by definition, the concern of

the dilettantes. This is a pathetic situation, for it gives

the humanist the heady illusion he is working manfully to

save civilization from mean and mediocre, ambitions then in

fact ha has failed to provide Iihat tie -4L-; very right to

expectihim to provide? not a neatly bureaucratized array

of careers assiduously devoted to organized knot:11.cdge viaich

is never used, but, rather, a humanistic criticism of popular

4nstitutions %/Lich exerts a steady, urr,Lzvei.ing pressure for

amelioration upon them. The failuze of the tiiinglish professor

to come to terms with mass communication is thus part of a

larger problem: a failure of vision in a clerisy demoralized

by the ascendancy of science, a failure to see that if the

huraanities are only curatorial, if they never formulate a

vision of alternatives for the new society, they are nothing.

Partiction
To participate exuberantly and wisely (the Dionysian

and Apollonian sides are both needed) in the cultural life

of one's own time is all We can rensonably expect most men



to accomplish. Critict.1 acuity develops partly from a

historical cense (ti, teacher must surely have it), but

mainly from lmving one's unfledged judr3ment tried again

And attic 11 in 'r iD.ht int',o the unknolvns of now contemporary

art. A false scientism and a fear of failure keep most

of us tidily and incffebtively tied up with historical .

classics. Great Books are the death of wisdom. This

staggeringly complex fixation on the "superior" past permits

the elaboration of a discourse ariong a handful of Chaucer,

Milton, Johnson, etc. specialists, but it has practically

nothing to do the cultivc.tion of filature judgment about

one's ol;n time':. ; g e of creativity. Indeed, to

judge from the sensibility of SO= Of those history-locked

humanists, the process ci:tri disintec,rute one's capacity for

prudence and discrimination.
Etdro o Scholar 24,

Scholarship in the humanities today has no visible

connections with everyday American life. One night argue

that it shouldn't, and if what went on in this sector of

the higher learning today wore that impressive on sheer



intellectual terms, this argument Iiould be more compelling

than it is. A more credible explanation is that scholarship

in the huaLnitics has become elutotelic: folloviing Parkinson's

third law on? I Onn szys that any orzanizotion that7

levee begins to 114Ve a life of its am, oblivious of that

goes on "out there" in the larger world. Indeed, it is my

impression that a great many hurnnists have effectively given

up on the modern world, and t; .eir work as specialists in

some a esthetic nook and cranny in itself becomes their own

excuses for boringWhat I think the humanities are for is

quite dif fer:.n.t: their job is to civilize the now inc,titu-

tions of mass production, comunication, and education by

raising the literacy and cultivation of the producers and

consumers in those ins. titut ions.
The Flight

The so-called "fl ight from teaching" ur the r und er-

scores the acquiescence of the humanist in dysgenic feattr es

of A r5. can academic life. The folklore of e,raduate school

trains the young humanist to lee teaching before he has

even begun it. In an era when the biggest money and most



obvious status go to the acadmic activists -- business

administration, science, behavioral studies, oducz.tion. --

it takes a 1,:rge-minded hurts nist indec,d not. to compensate

by vinorousl y pursuing rnsrvi -r--;,11-hs and -Pr nrilorn frnm

teaching responsibilities which have thrown the economy of

research and teaching even father out cf* balkince-.

"loner" instinct of the humanist combines with his justified

op-)osition to egalitarian overexpansionism to make him the

most antipathetic university person to innovctions to like

television teaching. A passage in a dialogue arranged by the

Educational Bo unication Systems croup of the 14,:,tional

k.sociation of Educational Broadcasters is relevant here:

TschirLi: Some of you may have heard about a
recent series of episodes we-had in Berkeley. Ph rt
of the problem is, of course, the :reeling of imper-
sonalization in mass education at the present time.
Unless we are very careful, the very focus of that
antagonism will be the computer. I.-1 :act, the IBM
card was one of the images which was set up in
Berkeley as being what the students were reacting
against. And we aro going to have to go a long way,
for example, to ova come the terrible disservice that
has boon done to television by the casual comment
(3. -:;herefore the only one which most people carry
around with them) that the purpose of television is
to enable thy; lecturer to lecture to five thousand
instead of five hundred students. The students are
already up in arms because they fool so anonymous
when they are one of five hundred in a room; the thought
of being one in five thousand sitting in front of a



series of television sets is absolute anathema, this
is horrifying. So we must stop this, and we must re-
verse it. I try to do this little bit whenever I talk
semi-publicly, pointing out that the role of electronic
communication is not to take the hunoneness out of
education, it' f: to put it back in. is what tele-
vision can do. It'- not a question of distributing a
lecture to five thousand instead of five hundred
students; it's to enable stud .nts in groups of no
meene, 4Inws 4-1.,^1A4-wr ^.44-walcAl& v'ivtlyj w1/4/ Q.L.V 141 Ca J.UCJLLL vu.un
a teacher. as a small group, experience a lec-
ture coming over a television set. Interaction is
possible between thea, with a secondary teacher imme-
diately available to them. specifying how these
techniques can re44ntroduce humaneness rather than
remove humaneness, we may be able to overcome some
of the serious damage that has been done.

Miller: The educational equivalent of the Hippo-
cratiraXE sworn by faculty should state that every
faculty hour spared by computers or electronic infor-
mation processinfi. technolbgy will be spent in small
personal interactions with the students.

A few leaders in the humanities complain bitterly in

private about the flig:At of some of their most brilliant

minds out of teaching altogether into research professor-

ships, but the issue river reaches the point of open dis-

cussions. 0 .ce again we see the travesty of more and more

stockpiling of critical intellectual materials with fewer

and fewer front-line troops to employ these hard-to-get

resources in the dispiriting but necessary fight against

ignorance and com:Ilacency in a culturally impoverished

America.



Sufferinc119.22Ets Grimm

The ambivalence of the scholar vis-a-vis the publica-

tions crisis in the humnities is evident in Marius Brewley's

review of three now books on Scott Fitzgerald ("Great Scott,"

1\TV DAVV;AW D^^1..-m n/14/4c ne) nil A.t.
.L./ww.ts ) 7/ .A.v/ ) A.A.-4.1+,. nu one p0.1.1.4%,

defends vineyard otertrampling as productive of a kind of

collective critical wisdom, a consensus poetics, if you

will: "Except perhaps to the professional academic, there

is little more depressing than the vast and growing critical

bibliographies that have attached themselves to every writer

of importance. But trivial or repetitious as much of this

work inevitably is, the collective effort of evaluation,

analysis, and definition it represents is important

toward reshaping the contours of literary tradition for

which there are few other caretakers today than the pro-

fessional critic." Yet no one with as fine an intelligence

as Bewley can long suffer foolish work gladly; so after

dismissing a book which simply rehashed earlier books and

articles or churned up data which got in the way of sane

critical judgment, ho speculates, "this rather wasteful

90



duplication of effort must be attributed to that nemesis

which is likely to attend overproduction in any field,

and which is likely to be more and more with us as the

p op 'lie +4 nn c .irp lnainn g Tbry a raryn ea nri +A Heal sinfi the -4 piahl i

cation requirements of academic communities more and

more insistent 6 " Why in heaven' s name do esn' t it oc cur

to the humanist that he is :free to change the publication

requirements? 'ih.y doesn't he have the courage of the

students he praises at Berkeley and refuse to publish

trivia? Why don't we hoar more ctitic ism of publication

practices?

The Ten-Pound Biograph
The ten -found biography, for ex&mple, may stand as

the symbol of humanistic scholarship unwittingly mirroring

the automobile industry, over which humonists affect such

moral and intellectual superiority. Schorer's Sinclair,

Lewis, the Geibs' O'Neill, Swanberr ,s Droiser aro

as awesome artifacts of industriousness in their own way as

Detroit's prodigious output is of its. No one would deny

that they represent a fearsomely intellectual productivity,
91



the literary equivalent of Detroit's mythical 9-million

unit year. But to invest such talent in cerebral leaf-

raking is monumental bad judgment, when the literary

.LIZMUJ:UVU.LUIL 111 Wit; UUUMAJU W.:ilk/LUZ IWO LA till zuvuul-Ly

deteriorating. It's precisely like making all Cadaiacs

and no roads. Too much power to no possible purpose. We

have something to learn hero, it seen.s, from Venetian

gondolas and Kwakiutl totem poles.
Gondolas Totem Poles and Tail Fins

Venetian gondolas today are all painted an austere

Model-T black because of sumptuary legislation stopping

a water-borne tail fin race some centuries back: c-lispicuous

consumption was so overdocorating the craft that they wer4

risking their canal-worthiness. Similarly, when the
5

European trader gave Northwest Indian chiefs tho.r first

really big discretionary income in the mid-ninetconth

century, totem poles, heretofore modest four-square lodge

pillars, succumbed to a can-you-top-this mentality with

bigger and bigger poles triggering the carving of yet

still more toy/0ring posts -- the gargantuan ones we know



best today.

The t en-pound biOgraphy is what hap pens when int el -

lectual energies are channeled out of secondary and

undergraduate education where lighc-r literary standards

could materially affect the quality of our common life

and into bravura performances, inspiring but fruitless.

This is not to complain that intelligence is not displayed

in such gargantuan labors; it is just to deplore the diversion

of such brilliance from the work that needs to be done, that

has to be done, that isn't done be CGUSO ar a shartg.lge cif'

literary intelligence.

The Marble Monuments Synclmse
Perhaps the greatest stumbling block between the

humanist and a rationale for "scholarly publication"

reasonably congruent with the needs of the modern world

is a fixation on permanence, which I take to be the tail

end of the tradition of Biblical knowledge. Secular

knowledge becomes obsolete quickly, and only a timid

or defective judgment keeps one from discarding and

displacing old ideas by now ones. To be in print is to 93



prestigious, say, Princeton print is to be glorious. To

be permanent (unless one is done in by chLmical deterioration

in paper). To be broadcast is to be ephemeral. To be in

minnta, --,1
k#%. w44 LIAP"UUM,

Broadcasters and Scholars

Ironically, a few serious commercial broadcasters

have pioneered a new dimension in scholarly publication.

The CBS -owned and -operated station in Philadelphia,

WCAU, has for some time now featured a political stiientist,

John Clough, and a litrary critic, Dr. Charles Lee of the

University of Pennsylvania's English department, in its

first-rate "Evening Edition," a daily commentary on

important news. Lee :vseviews the lively arts in this magazine

of the air. Every radio station in the United States ought

to have a professional humanist playing the same role.

And every TV station ought to have a camera-trained humanist

"publishing" through filmed document cries.

Westinghouse's Baltimore television station has made

an oven more extensive commitAmit. It has hired a Ph.D. in

drama from Ohio State, Dr. Jack Hunter, to become its 99



"house historian" with the sole responsibility of preparing

six thoughtful film documentaries on local topics each year.

His first efforts, incidentally, were literary in focus:
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more connections. Scholars who want to accept the burden of

a twentieth-century audience should screen Hunter's ''publica-

tions" to got an idea of what is involved. This responsi-

bility to the larger audience is not quite what British
?'

academicians are very willing to do. Talking to one's

intellectual peers over the Third Programme is useful and

important work, but it is the electronic equivalent of

Partisan and Ker_am. rather than an alert service to the

less sophisticated.

Lip Service to Poetry

Two wholly unconnected incidents in the summer of 1965

revealed with unusual clarity the anomalies of the F..1-0 ailed

cultural explosion in the United States. Both are very

germane to the humanist redefining his role in a Great

Society. Both concern what might be called lip service to 9s'
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poetry -- one) Lyndon Johnson's misquotation of Matthew

Arnold's "Dover Beach1T-tind the other This Week magazine's
) )

publishing with great fanfare Richard Buton's five favorite

poems. By way of preface, let it be said that some contend

poetry is better served today in America than at any time

in history: the troubadour circuit of nearly 2,000 college

towns constituting a veritable coast-to-coast red carpet.

Yet as knowledgeable a po( t as John Ciardi questions this

Utopia by pointing out t1t poets can live regally precisely

in proportion as they do things othcr than 17rite poans --

lecturing, writing articles about the perils of lecturing,

touching moderately untalented students how to write

"creatively," all those non- or at least quasi-poetic

activities bring a poet a king's ransom. But few of such

celebrity worshippers pay the poet the only homage he

wants or deserves -- the purchase of his books and, more

importantly, the investment of the time it takes to attend

carefully to serious verse.

(./69



In this (to my mind) self-deceiving atmosphere of

mutual congratulation about the culture boom (as if art

were stocks to be bulleu. and beared for speculators'

profits), it is reirealinglto see poetry disservcd by a

.President and a matinee idol. Both acts of disservice

reveal the way public relations corrupts the poet's

only wholesome relationship with his community: the rela-

tionship of arduous attention, the relation of mutual searcherS

for truth.

President Johnson's classic gaffe began as a way of

appealing to (or appeasing) the vociferous minority so

vehemently opposed to Viet Nam. When their hero, Robert

Lowell, wa E. '3anquo's ghost at a Presidential Love Feast

on the Arts in the vihite Honse, it vas decided that if

these young rowdies are soft on poetry, well, we'll give

'cm some poetry. And so the gauche citation of Lowell

scripture 4n the "dream" in support of Johnson's aspira-

tions on the Space Program in particular and the Groat

Society in general. The only trouble being that it was a 91



nightmare allusion from Arnold's "Dover Beach." So much for

placating intellectual minorities. The pathos of the situa

tion went largely unmarked: a society whose leaders are out

of touch with its poets, whn see poetry and puetryluddiets"

as just another problem in press relations acre really in

greater intellectual trouble than rampant Philistlnos.

Similarly, when the larg.;st-circulation Sunday supple-

ment decided to make a move up for poetry, it chose as its

ploy a bonus insert of its tind cf anthologist: Besides
01.00,

being the biggest box -'offico draw around, he is a man of

culture" (This Week, 9/19/65, p. 9). And, not to miss a

sentimental touch, The Editors noted that the Gerard Manley

Hopkins poem included wall "interesting for more than what

it bays: not long after becoming acquainted, he and Miss

Taylor discovered that this was the favorite poem of each."

Wouldn't the SesLit Hopkins find Burton's comment "interesting"

(as Burton puts it): "It is, of course, a profcbundly

religious poem, but then I suppose all great poems are"

(p. 12). Serious poetry is religious in thu sense that it

9b
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probes bravely and with fullest imcginativo pavers at

an ado:Luato sense of life: which is to say it is per se

opposed to the mainly blond diet of fun and games which

This Week dis2enses, week after week -- asking its readers

to be high-minded about immorality, bUt not to stretch

their minds and hearts to any point of pain. Stretching

repulses most readers, and there is no greater evil in a

MSS magszine. If you can make the turnstiles click

by having Lizts lover shill for the Muse of Poetry, however;

that to a different story. The appearance of respect for

poetry is easier to put on than the reality is to gain.

2101na.aft2maallalaa

Culture, in such an image-making world, is not the

arduous pursuit of personal perfection. It becomes mere

refined amusement; it adds a mudh-neoded luster to the

diplomat's American Eagle in lands where the painful

search for personal excellence is the ingrained tradition

of an elite; it pacifies the egghead minorities. In con-

sidering the prospects of using moss ccomunication in the

humanities to reduce the depressing backlogs in our education9F



establishment, one would be foolish to blink these powerful,

perhaps even insupemblo, impedincnts to the creation of an

authentic human connmnity enjoying the advantages of indus-

trial civilization.

Culture is so demeaned and contained by those who want it

to dress : up their images (irresponsible employers setting

up tax-dodge, humanitarian corporations;1 ealthy heirs

trading their fortunes for the status of honrary degrees;

artists playing the fad cycles; uncultivated politicians

praising Culture as a Good Thing) that it would take a

rather innocent optimist to expect a way out of the tangle

through bureaucratic financing of educational innovation.

Yet facile dezpair is self4fulfilling and as destructive

in its own way as fatuous hope; and abundance for all is

so attractive a human prospect that it is as necessary

to fight for the true ideal of self-culture us well

exemplified in our best poets as it is needful to dis-

abuse ourselves of the glib theorizing bbout explosions

/60



of culture so prevalent today. The only things explosive

are the leisure now available to almost everyone -- as

well as the networks of communication through which men

rn -r r4 c r± ttu r/r+ brith r- i T; n fi i t i r. a ro i n ri ti lin 1 a P. nri

their duty to share in the creation of a community where

cultivation would be a matter of everyday living -- not

a question of only-on-Sunday museum-going.

More Money as a Unique Crisis
Institutional reports are not the accepted place foot

metaphysical anguish, but that is a fault of the organization,

one of its characteristic blind spots. The humanities in their

institutionalized aspect are so for removed from the bread-

and-butter tasks facing the schools and the miss media that

any analysis which limits itself to upbeat cd hoc proposals

would be intolerably shallow. Indeed , the humanities have

been so undernourished financially for so long that I

predict expanded U.S. Office of Education funds and the

budgets of the National Arts and Humanit:c.s Feundation will

at first exacerbate this crisis of mans and ends I have

been trying to describe. L great incremwt of financing for
/ 01



what is already being done will simply compound our con-

fusion. As Thoreau reminds us in Walden, what good are

Improved means to unimproved ends?

Mlle% 0^ofo (4 rrP,ln 01114-iwp+4en

In an idol world, one could take a year or more off to

devise strategy, tactics, and logistics for a vier on aesthetic

poverty. Vie haven't that option. Nevertheless, some of our

energies ought to be set aside to question whet her the con-

sensus we have already reached in a retrenching mood isn't

wholly incommensurate with our task that of raising

sharply the gradients of literacy and cultivation throughout

mass society at the same time we try to repair the damages

to our basic fabric as a society a century of American

prodigality has allowed to happen.

Lip service to poetry, mere iar o tense of commitment to

the endless threat of meaningful cultivation, sham devotion

to high seriousness s are probably more destructive of the

nitics' goals today than outright -)hilistinism. Our

enemies we can manage; our friends arc the ones who could

do us in. They are all those who tlink the transition /0 .2--



from omnipresent confusion to a reasonably decent metro-

politan civilization for all can bo had without some personal

loss or sacrifice. This illusion that Culture can be bought,

that wars on material or aesthetic puyerty can be won by

raising the tax rates, is the greatest illusion of them all.

Condor About Failure

American democracy is an ideal that is tough to accept

honestly, tougher still to live by. The humanities are

supposed to be in the thick of that fraying task. They

aren't. And many Americans no longer believe in the open

society; they merely say they do. The poets call them on

this hypocrisy; the true poets hence are very under-

attended; they're looked at, cheered, even, but largely

unread. Our unlistened-to, widely cheered poets may be

taken as an emblem of our malaise. What we need every

bit as much as more money is love, compassion, dedication

-- of the kind the rise of the Peace Corps shows us still

to achieve
exists. And we need more than money/intellectual discipline

and emotional maturity of the kind our popular culture does

not encourage, indeed some would argue makes impossible. To
/0.3



devise tactics in a war against aesthetic poverty which

dualt include some strategic thoughts about the grim possi-

bility of defeat is not realisitc. And forcing our invoter-

ately upbeat country to confront the possibility o1, f a ,lure ,

it seems to me, is a necessary if not sufficient condition

of our succeeding, as I hope we can if we plumb deeply

enough the causes of our present troubles.

Thus the currently fashionable ottimiom about a culture

boom in America is paradoxically a serious liability rather

than a useful asset in the war on aesthetic poverty proposed

in this report. This fallacy is it part of the larger

optimism about America as a non-failing nation which makes

honest solutions to our dilemmas so difficult.

Never Have So Few...

The intellectual crisis for the contemporary Zmorican

humanist centers on the fact that a smattering of specialists

know too much to be willing and/or able to tell what they

know to the great majority which knows too little, indeed,

. not even enough to get by on. The publish-or-perish

/04 syndrome is a function of the status panic of the academician;



what really hurts is that a complex society, particularly

a consensual democracy, seriously risks perishing if its

specialists don't Imblish in ways that got needed knowledge

into circulation. Mass education and MSS communication

are the channels adequate to the task, yet both are shunned

as a matter of principle by the professional hOmenist. Until

and unless this anomaly is analyzed and transcended, the

two principal civilizing avncies of the mass sociotr --

the school and the secular media -- will stumble along,

one mired in boring and unliborating routine, the other

wasting eloquence and verve on triviality and rat-pack

antics. The humanist thus in effect demeans what can only

be enhanced by the traditions he conserves; and our ex-

periment in cultural democracy approaches overall failure

because our elitist biases are a very poor substitute for

real leadership.

......1OneIELEELenEILJAW96Y

An all-out war on aesthetic poverty in the United

States is a necessary first step for retrieving our

'Os



school system specifically from the lethargies of the

mediocracy. To try to do tho latter without a full re-

connaissance of the former is simply to court a frustration

more exasperating than that Ifvhich now ob46ai s. I doubt

seriously whether the general public and its array of

mass institutions can make this analysis without the

generous support of the. professional humanist. It's

possible but not likely. 0 rospects would rise sharply,

were the humanist to enter whole-heartedly into the fray.

This implies mainly, at first, a moratorium on the assumption

that what looks good for the humanist is necessarily good

for the general society, a principle suspiciously analogous

to Engine Charlie Wilson's infamous adage. The humanist,

frankly, is, as he sometimes seems to think, not civilization

itself; rather, a society subsidizes him to bedevil

itself Socratically, Yet today, surely, we have too many

stingerless gadflies in the humanist Estaqishmont living in

high-minded is and alienation, only pretending to

prod this particular society into civilizing itself.

/6(0



III. TACTICS

The unargued assumption of most curriculums is that
the real subject of all study is the modern world;
that the justification of all study is its immediate
and presumably practical relevance to modernity;
that the true purpose of all study is to lead the
young person to be al; home in, and in control of,
the modern world.

-- Lionel Trilling, "On the
Teaching of Modern Litera-
ture," Be. and C ultu rem
EssaN 9 Z5.13Litr a t ur e and

earning, Viking:7765): p. 4

Now is the time f or the nation to make a major
commitment of money and energy and thought to wipe
away the ill-effects of centuries of Negro inequality.
The high proportion of Negro unemployment, both for
teen-agers and for adult males, has to be brought
down. The severe deficiencies of Negro slum schools
have to be overcome; if'these children are to break
through their handicaps, they need the best teachers
and the smallest classes.

Personal effort by individual Negroes and equality
of opportunity are not enough. While a sizable minor-
ity of Negroes is successfully climbing the ladder of
opportunity in the traditional American way, a greater
number are trapped in a stagnant, deteriorating social
situation. If society does not ransom them from their
crippling past, they will retaliate against society by
violence and delinquency. Huge public -works projects'
and radically improved schools are better than jails,
mental hospitals, and narcotic treatment centers.

-- From an editor ial, "Tao
Negro and the City," The
New York Times (12/12765)
p. 10E.
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A First Word About Tactics

If we consent to becoming serious about a war to

make !America safe for diversity (and one raig.t as -well be

candid about haw many sunshine soldiers and summer 2ctri at s

this tes is likely to reveal), once committed to the,u

contest, the first test of our prudence r =ill be the

formulation of an agenda for action. Having accepted. the

strategy of total war on aesthetic impoverishment, we

must devise intelligent tactics. My analysis of the situation

persuades me to the establishment of taro top priorities: (1)

hus.ian renewal in the center-city schools vith all the implicit

anguish of the race crisis at the heart of this most important

failure and flaw in. Amri can democracy; and (2) the ma ssiv

reallocation of resources from traditional ave;lues of

scholarship into teacher training based on an adraf_ssion

that ',publication" t;iroush the mass educatior system. is the

most crucial. if at present least prestictous form of schokrly

communication In a d oe C. cy.

/08



The Self-Destructive Polarity

Much of What i- disintcarating the school system

before our eyes can be traced to a pathological polarity

in the dr=to ^yrr nt rose,'" c .Put simply, this IN "el et 'WTI e. "W i V %.0 IJ

that the students Clio need most help in becoming autonomous

individuals get the least, and those who need least get

most. The suburbs flourish with well-staffed and amply-

financed experiments; center city descends, inevitably, it

ax,aars, into c darkness of dissolution. Only our rampt:nt

if genteel individual isrn, our utter disrecard the con-

itions needed for a hunano community, could hove calmed

this death-age polarity to hove gone as far as it has.

As we try to heal the ravages of a century or so of rapa-

ciously rugged enterprise, we must try to understand as

fully as possible how we got th, way we are, because if

wo do not really understand the origins of our malaise,

it is highly unlikely that ye can ever extricate ourselves.

The rotten center city did not 'begin to decay last week.

It began with the flight of wealthy entropreneurs out

10



of the ugliness their success ,..ought in its wake. The

tr-rm, "Main Line, " a syncrsyn far Philo de3 -1:;-hia' s firs t and

wezathiost suburbs, tells the story itself: the "mill line"

of the Pennsylvania Railroad bc,tvicen Philadelphia and Pitts-

burgh made it possiblc, to commute and thus keep industrial

ugliness out of sight, if not out of mind, Liter the working

day was over. Newport in the summer kept the problem out .of

mind as well, On.c hundred years later, in the 1950's, the lbwor

middle class brought the nicht almost full circle with the

creation of Levittowns, This loft the cities to the Negroes,

and 3n the tren.ohant phrase of- former Philadelphia :Icyor

Richardson Dilworth, "the white noose of the suburbs"

tight ened ever so UnVit tingly its knot on it Self . If we

do not cooly, With out a trace of eLsochisra, accept con-

sciously the burden of guilt vhich this tradition of le-

responsibility hc,s left with us, ad hoc panaceas, hor:evor

high-minded, 1/111 not come to iiluch,
Suburban Shock Therapy

I would suggest that simple justice dcmanes we compensate

for the neglect of decades by go1n3 to the other extreme
110



for the interim -- draining resourc,:s away from the

suburbs and trying to make up for the enormous deficits.

To make such a redirection of energies possible Lill

entail a kind of shock therapy on the refined suburbs.

Possibly the Negro riots, past and to cone, 1.111 effect

this "basic education." Surely there ought to be more

civilized methods, ones .u.:.12 loss fraught with -waste and

hotc,engende5:ing in turn their on problens.

Here is where I think the humanities curricultun in the

Regents-oriented suburbs has got to give. We must find room

for television programs like the East Side /West Side programs

"Who Do You Kill?" (on a Harlem rat bite infanticide) and

"No Hiding Place" (on the moral courage required to inte-

grate a polite Long Island bedroom suburb), We must emulate

the Language Arts Division of the Detroit Public Schools,
ar

which has devised. excellent required ninth- aril eleventh-

grade literature units on the Negro'S contribution to

American Culture. When curriculum loi:ders, including some

Negroes, contend this perpetuates segregation, I would urge

11/



upon them a re-reading of Ralph Ellison's Invisible 1,1an,

where a nuraber of clilemms relevant to this discussion are

handled. with imaginative force: the con:.)romised position of

some 1Tegro acadcniciLns in the South, the need for the Negro

to find his identity as a man (oui of the turmoil of race

conflict, evon), the indict:lent of vlite moral hypocrisy. It

:ts essential that this "dangerous" subject be net head on.

No consensus politics here. The schools have been playing

consensus politics so long that their humanities curricula

are virtually ernascul3ted. Later on, when white touchers

and Ilk it n st" r ent
eilimeekxlitarealwe

understand in a co p'1 (VT way t n mnr

meanings of racisri, then we can go on to fully integrated

curricula with no interim compensatory factprs redressing
suddenly

imbalances our nov/very "objective" critics passed by for

gen era ti ons in silence

The Artist as Educatar

Another prime prospect for educating the American

imagination (much harder to touch than the intellect) is

Robert Lew ell Q s ors adaptation of s novella,

Benito Ceram. Even if this weren't so germane to tho race

2-
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crisis, it would deserve a major educationA effort for its

media implications alone. Itve been fascirr.ted by the

custhetie problems of trcnslatinc, from one nedium to another

over since tia.rsilall McLuhan's journal, Explorations, published

an essay on "The; Caine Mutiny" as, successively, novel, film,

play. The heroes, respectively, wore Willie Keith, the U.S.

Navy, and Barney Greenwald. Once students become- sophisticated

and critical about the way a medium influences a message, they

have a kind of openness of the sensibility which it is a

major responsibility of the huraan:Lties to cultivate. One might

argue that it is this skill which itself creates the auto-

nomous reader; some, including no, would argue that this energis-

ing of the individual sArit is the min difference in human

charactc.r the humanities can be expected to provide._

At any rate, ir. Lowell's versc play we have an exciting

and too unusual exorcise in traditional poetry a

contemporary writer revering an older one with the most

convincing kind of flattery, the creating of a related

work of art worthy of its original.



Martin Duberman's of -Broadway play, In Ighite

Amarica," is almost providentially .1..ppoE,ite to this dis-

cussion. A l6- millimeter film of it should be financed

immediatnly for massive distribution in the schools, Had

he not at the very least written his play, not to mention

his thouts:itful preface, I could but foolJly speculate now

about what I begin to cegard as the next important development

in the relations which must obtain between the intellectual

community and the general public in a viable donocra%)y. But

Dubcrman was looking for a way to be true to his craft as

an historian and yet have more impact on readers. So he staged

readings of documents from. the history of slavery. This is

mass education with a wallop. The Columbia LP of the play

can change the hearts as well as the minds of white students

zruptoci by racism and stiffen the wills of Negro students

demoralized by prejudice.

The.....2_____Im.artance of E i hanies
There is indeed a h, oritago of defeatism in the humani-

ties becaus3 we have tried to persuade people that litera-

turo was emotionally and intellectually excitine when we
/OL
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had only the dullest of resources to transmit that convic-

.

tion. Poetry, before the LP, for example, was most often

read drearily. (Some poets read their min work poorly, too,

hirE +hnrt. ninny mnving to rirlynnn SR

the NOTE Committee en Recordings, under John Muri's loader-

ship, has helpfully informed us.)

Drama, moreover, cannot really be taught at all in

total isolation from performance, yet we have tried mouth-

to-mouth resuscitation on printed texts of plays for children

who have been experiencing outside the classroom popular

forms of theatre in films and television since before they

started school. Outside school, too, students sing their

folk songs end play their guitars. But when they enter the

English classroom, a Victorian curtain of silence falls.

Against such a background of impoverished moans the newer

media are perhaps most valuable to us because they

provide elecorous enough ways of making a transition from

the old classroom as mausoleum to'the new classrooms as

basic' staging areas for all the living arts. We need this



activism, this Dionysian ap71,oLch, to banish passivity

in everything we teach; but cs-oociolly writing.
122211.i_by

The toughest (and most neglected.) task facing the

English teacher, next to retrieving the promise of democracy

for those trapped in the urban eji. vto, is just this teaching

of writing. Roger Lpplebec's tripod really falls down because

of the tiny third. stump of composition. There's no getting

around it: correcting papers is hell. And writing them hurts

toot if done often enough and consthientiously enough. Everyone

agrees the responsibility has been scandalously neglected

for a generation or more, end that journalese, podagese,

legalese, Pentagoneso, sociologese, and other acformed

wz itton dia lects a ttest to the puny inconsoclue ntia 1 ity

of our me thods . What's wrong?

The physical education teacher could toll us in a

minute. No practice leads to incompetence. It's as simple

as that. And imagine what kind of basketball we'd have to

watch if high school cagers nevcr practiced lAth a real

basketball, but only 1:ent through the motions of guarding
i/ Co



or shooting which is the court equivalent of the 'work-

books we use to no good effect.

How Modern Writers Write

Mat we need is a context for writing cs open to disci-

plined play as the b:sketball court. I think a very unassuming

man at the University of Southorn California has found one

suuk method (there may be score: lot's hope we find than) .

Francis Christensen calls his method of analysis a generative

rhotoric. He shows how good contemporary writers create

the rsentencos and paragraphs they do. Not as the workbook

seems to imply -- by stringing together simple sentences

into compound and complex onos. Rather, his careful

scrutiny of creativ3ly successful prose rovecls many

layers of meaning added to the principal elements of

a simple sentence.

Christenson's rhetoric, then, star6s with a close

reading of how our best writers write. A student's own

writing then takes off from the insight gleaned from this

kind of close analysis. Student writing submits to collective
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qscrutiny. New work of published writers i studied. New

student writing goes through the affactionate grilling

of class analysis. And so on, ''6o firmer and firmer mastery

ref YVVIAC,et
%. J. V

Theerz

I have seen a first-rate high school teacher in San

Rafael, California , quite independent of Dr. Chris tensen' S

direction, try out the generative rhetoric din his ninth-

gra de English classes with impressive success . Rus sc7 1

1311 uses the overhead projector with some transparencies

made at home ( to introduc c the method syst aide ally) and

others made right in the classroom (so students can study

their strengths and we;;:knosses right on the spot). We have

shot a film of Hill explaining this system to four of his

students. We did not .make a film of him Lctually teaching

a class because our analysis of USOE films trying to show

a cinema verito classroom failed because of technical

problems of sound bounce and camera focal longth4 or

because of incdocluate aesthetic analysis of the filming

situs tion.
/IF



Dual-Gaucatiasa

The film is shot in such a way that it can make a long

film for 16-millimeter projection and a serics of short,

self-contained 8-milli raeter single- conci-,pt films. It is

our hope- that this combination single-concept opi,r occh

will be accepted as an archetype for cn archive on fresh

approaches to tc;aching writing. There is no single

aspect of English teaching in such miserable shape. Yet

by cone- c-ntrating on the rejuvenation of writing instruction,

we can obliquely clarify the study of lancsuac,?e in literature

-- since the act of writing itself is understood as a way

to deepen one,s responses to literature by strc-n(:thoning

one's control over lexagucLe, the r E v ; .ris:; tor hi of Literature

as art.

A Transitional Mass Medium
The thing about Hill's method Iihich is so liberating

is that ho has found a way of involvin3 an entir c class,

first individually, then collectively, in the inductive

quest for higher strindards, His use of thr, overhead pro-

jector with transparencies which allow for Socratic

improvisation suggests that here the English teacher,



natural Luddite that he is may find c transitional mess

mediun -- a half-way house between print and electronics

to
to T ,r a) the transition/ an era of niodorn instructional

technology lrf ss painful.

We were so convinced that Christensen and Bill

provided a sound way out at the Sisyphocn impasse of

vacillation between peritne tory workbooks or perittnotorily

graded therms that uc mnugactured ten sots of transporencics

of the illustrative sentences Dr. Christenson used in his

presentation to the 4 C's Convention in St. Louis in April

1965. In this way he was able to "seed" his systcn. at the

several NDEA Institutes he 13cturcd in the summer of 1965.

The NOTE offico also hats a sot to test. I propose that if

their expor iem: es with the generative rhetoric transparenc ie s

I ' 2

have been as favorable as ours, tots of these transparencies

(along with another set on the paracroph Christensen has

generously provided us uithito seek U.S. Offic c of Education

funding) be provided to all the /IDEA Summer Institutes in

1966.



Next to our proposals for ameliorating the Negro

crisis, I regard this as our most important single initte-

tive. Indeed, .T would like to propose a feu modest expe..ci

ments combining use of the Christensen-Hill method in the

context of the Negro in Arierican Culture unit. Our teachsrs

desperately need both perspectives,

Remedial Grammo:e and Constructive. Lin uistics

As important as developing more activ ist techniques for

teaching writing, such a s Chris t enstm' s generative rh Aerie

is the diffusion of more effkient _methods for reraodial

instruction in gramar, methods less enervating to the teacher

and more individualized for the student. The University of

Houston' s Engl. ish d epa rtoznt, under Dwight. Doro ugh, has

devised, with U.S_ Office of Education funds, a workable

system for handling grammar for remediul classes through a

teaching machine. Shortly after this system proved itself,

however, the department dropped remedial Engl:Lsh part of

a nation-wide trend to push such remedial won: back into the

2--/



high school. It seems to 111G that the logical move would be

to farm those machines out to a semplin, of high schools which

feed the University of Houston, /;:hat seems to stand in the way

of such an obvious expedient is the usual 15.4A-NCTE gap between

those I4no teach in the colleges and those who work at lover

curriculum levels. It vould be a ti tz. c aesture, given a gener

ation of neglect if 1141 would take the initiativc; :IL this

Houston situat ion,

It would be oven better if this initiative were taken

quickly enough so that a report on proaress might be ry.,de at

the 1966 NCTE Convention in Houston. TviVhatevcr eventually

happens, however, it seems a waste to lot those expensive

sea chines sit idle when so much help needs to be given the

high schools in their remedial work in graranaaf*

.ZE2EaErina112Plistios

Much more attractive to me over the long haul, however,

would be the perfection of a programmed instruction book to

give linguistics the real thrust it should have in the

classroom. The programmed text is a technological inno-

vation ideally suited to the psychological problems of )



closing a yawning gap in in-sorvice training. For a

manual designed for student use gives the hardQpressed

toachf-:k Ilh o will ncvcr have the advantage of a summer

inst it ute a chance to assimilate a bare minimum of infor-

mation on the subject. I should argue ftrtlier that the

-provision of sound programmed texts in linguistics for

the sumer institutes should be a high --priority challenge

for +,he Center tbr Applied Linguistics which is, I under-

stand, now anxious to address itself to tie hiGh-school

phase of the linsuistics predicament.

A-Tele c our s0 6n TPngua go Study
INCIG..11011.64VININO.1.10.0.11.0MaigypamillIM,Itel.y.....1111.41111.1110111ga........maffj...........iil

It would be ideal if they could undertake this task

after reviewing the several film end television series

recently attempted to close this ga the Fitzhaber films

on transformational grammE.r at Oregon; the Postman kine-

sco,es on inductive teaching of linguistics at New York

University; Bergen Ikvans,s "English for Lmericans" (ViBZ-TIT

Westinghouse) ; and "English: Facts and Fancies" (111ET.A-TV,

now available through the new National Center for School

and Collosci Television at the University of Indiana ) 0 All
%":6



of these attempt significant things; a fa':: are fairly

successful. And before the prpposal for a telecourse on

linguistics in the Philadelphia area is acted upon (see

attached proposal, dated 1/29/65) , the first such

attempts should be thoroughly analyzed by both the linguists

.iron an organization such as CAL and broadc-asteis from NAEB-,

convened, perhaps, by Edward Cohen of the National Center fez

School and College Television, an organization viith an

important new tradition of identifying good grass-roots

series and raaking them much better through modest production

grants It seems clear to me that linguistics is an. area

where we need tooxperiment it and in a- great

variety of ways with newer media such es teaching mehines,

programmed texts, films, and television to abolish the

illiteracy about the nature of langua8o which has caused

so much confusion and waste in English instruction for

such a long tin)

Er oven Assets and Cold Hearts

The problems involved in geiting a film made of "In
/ ?-411-



White America" which can be widely shown in the schools

is- emb16matic of the "freeze" on potential teaching mE.iterials

of the very first ardor. I believe a task force ohould be

set to work immediately to tackle the rediclual fees and

copyright problems head-on. A fcvi hardy souls have tried ---

like Columbia's Louis Forsdalo's work as chairraian of the

NCTE Television Committee in releasing classic television

dracilas far school 1:s o. But there never was enough institu-

tional support for his isolated though valiant efforts. And

the nroblem must really be attacked as a problem of adequate

compensation for the creative talents in all media uhose

works have staggering pedagogical potential.

Frankly, I think here the profession's attitude on

copyright is untenable. Let me try to psych it out. Educators

have for so 1113 ny years been relatively underpaid that they

resent what they regard as the greed of individucils and

corporations who would rather lot curricula go hang, if

they can't get ,,cut in" fbn the new money. I appreciate the

re,gentment c,s only another teacher who deplores the childish
/lc)



wastefulness of our populer culture v.h:Leh flourishes while

the educational establishment staggers from one financiel

crisis to another)can feel the stupidity and injustice of

this misallocation of resources,
Artist and Educator as Churchmice

But we must Yu.. let ourselves be victimized by last

year's anxieties. It, truly seems that the Federal government

is about to give educators the financing they need to tackle

their discouraging agoida. There will now b enough money to

compensate artists adequately for their creative labors.

Remember, they too have suffe::.ed as much as wi:,, have from the

prodigality of the past two generations. It is as important

that funds be found to de-garret the artist in zlnerica as

it is for education to stop being the proverbial fiscal

churchmouso. We must identify with the creative artist; indeed,

the "new eloquence we're demanding for our schools is pre-

cisely predicated on bringing him into the classroom zessively,

if vicariously, for the first time through his graphic

design, of textbooks, from primer through. seminar texts, his

creation ct filmstrips, fi Las, and broadcasts with an



wmommaziabot

acisthotic airit commnsurate with the subject they

are trying toteabh. ?Ire have tried to live without the top-

flight artist in mass education without success; the banish-

ment by indirection of our most creative sensibilities

from mass education has been ir my juegin.cnt a grievou,

tactical error, one compounded by the fact that neither

artist, humanist, nor educator seems to understand the

scope of the loss. The artist must come to the cent ex- of

the humanities curriculum, where ho has belonged all.a".i.onz,
Aid mad Corr:fort to the CrentoY.0

Tc unfreeze the superlative a es the tic assets I atrt

about to describe in general terms,we need first a new

point of view. Fight the speculators, the salesmen who

think only of profit margins, but don't fight the creator

the writer, the composer, the artist, the director. We, to

be brutal about it, are supposed to serve them. Vie are hired

to "create" (I use the term advisedly) more demanding

audiences for them. We ought really to sit down immediately

with the Authors? League of America (whore I happen to know

there is a sentiment for transcending the current deadlock)
J.:a 7



and work out a way of adding the cloguence .of the original

creator to the dedication of tb.d creative teacher. I d©ubt

if anything else will unleash the requisite energies needed

to make up for decades oL jerry-built solutions. The official

position of the ECtucational Establishment (see patTtisz

Re a, 9/16/65, Communimations Suction) is petulant and

self-defeating. NCTE ar d FALAI if iiot the NEA, should identify

with the creator.

:11.1iLtu' Is Fear of Excellence
Unfreezing the assets locked up in newer media vaults

will Involve working out a realistic scale fa: programs done

before the naw guidelines of compensation are set. Ile must

seek out the key people in the cc-iun5-cations :Industries,

Let us not be as innocent about this as our idealism would

:tempt us to be: there are those in the instructional materials

field who will fear the infusion of really suparlative art

into the classroom because it will consign their _mediocre me -

t oriel s to the limbo they have long deserted. Big money is

at stake, but even greater educational problems hang in the

balance. We have stumbled along for generations without our
g



best creative minds engaged in the struggle of civilizing

everyone to the point of autonomy. We can't concoivably do

th job with near-art, pseudo-art, cnti-rrt in our instruc-

tional ELtezicis. ;fie need every erg of eloquence we can

muster, The artist has it. We must got it into the classroom.
Education's Fri-t Knox

program like the CBS "Americans : Par raft in lierses,',

for example, lying idle in a film vault while the teaching cte

iy,),3try languishes, is a pe&zogieca crime crying to h,-invon

justice. Rumor has it that a poet can't be bothered about

clearing the copyright so this film. so far has only boon

cleared for a handful of prestige, imup,o-building screenings

to English toachel's who experience frustration of the most be-

deviling kind when they learn they can't use it in their classes,

I contend that by all that's fair and just, the tILA and the

NOTE have a moral obligation to unfreeze this asset. If it

means one less monograph on "The Pearl," one less book oven

on Melville -- well, that's the price of

scald of values -- what the professional

to specialize in, after all.
/,2
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Nogotio ting for this film will bring our craft into

contact with two remarkable "teachers," Richard Siemanowski

and Pamela Ilott. Our ne got is tors will discover thr: t a veritable

electronic renaissance has been going on for over a decade

on CBS Sunday mornings because of people like them. Miss Ilott,

has made her "cultural ghetto" a haven for creative people

who want to say something significant with their voices: or

their hands, or their bodies, over television. Fier ilcurriculomil

is a paradigm of what a really Arnoldian humanities curriculum

should 'le, as opposed to one vitiated by subservience to

an over-producing scholarship and criticise. industry, Her

writers and directors don't talk about the need to throw a

fresh strenra of idca.s on the problcias of modern man by

studying the implications of conservative wisdom. They do

it At times, I think, they arc the real humanists of our

age, just as Shakespeare n:ad not the university wits created

the living theatre of Elizabethan times.

And contact with the CBS religious series, "Lamp Unto

My Feet" and "Look Up and Live". would lead to an exhaustive
/30



"his tor ical" assessment of the kinescopes of "Comer a 3,"

hold in escrow for us by the New York State Department of

Education. When will 1,....)bert Herridge and his aesthotic

successors on "Camera 3" become the substitute tocchers th ey

should have been from the start of television? Looking at CBS

in Nom York would lead one to discover superlative locally'

produced docu...lentaries on William Carlos Williams, Edward

Steichen, the writer throughout Now York City's history, and

Ben Shahn. Our classrooms arc aesthetic .tippalachias without

these mn toric.ls

Un-American Know-How

When one turns abroad, one's sense of deprivation

deppens Cana do , with one- do v enth the ple , does el es' on

times as v4ell as we do with the newer nodia in the classroom.

The reason? Concentration of resources, continuity of personnel;

close cooperation in Toronto with national and provincial

school outhorit ies. The quality of ma toriceJ ls in the hurarant,i es,

produced both by educational and general broa dcasters there,

makes our diffuse efforts hilariously amateurish. The way

Cana di c .ns bring home the bacon a t the Ohio Ste to Annual



Institute for Education by Radio and Television is a standing

if painful joke mom/ competition from south of the border in

the Land of Know-How. (For a "bibliogrvphy" of Canadian films

on the toencger suitable for school use see Append ix / Cl.)

In England the achievement is even more intimidating.

The best contemporary writers in Britain (e.g., dramatist

John Arden and poet Ted Hughes) were commissioned last year

to write on gina ma ter ial for the school se ry is c. The Brit ish

backlog of radio and film ncterials available for a modest

price to the American educational rearkot made this writ or's

mouth (and eyes) water. One strong reason for pushing the

Commonwealth Language and Literature project so hard later

on in this report is that it will in passing show Amer lean

educators what they're missing by no having a BBC tradition

in their broadcasting services. The Federal government ought

to create one, by first of all financing NET and NEil adequately

(their improv ement since the Ford Foundation famed

them to conbentrate reveals their potential), and then by

setting up a School Media Service. It would be practic n1 to

/2 Z



begin such a service in English since the "dntertainmcnt

possibilities of dr,:..ma, fiction, and ?poetry programs would E,iiv o

materials created there a dual prupose. UNESCO's radio service

nicr, Vit-tm nt,
..11 44 %4

1_.eb!archive of w.ograns litsuxt,b

Tagore and Chckov which would add. immeasurably to the effecti/n-

noss of the humilities program, especially at the secondary

ietrel. Their folklore and music programs would be equally

useful in the lower grodeso
New Media Leadership

What we need most at the point in time, however, is

leadership. Leadership to initiate negotictions with the p):0-

fessional organizations and unions involv ed in securing

clearcrzes for unfreezing these aesthetic resources at

home and abroad; leadership to Elet priorities of 2urchase;

leadership to estcblish preview circuits; leadership to

create oriticc.~.1 materials in print to support teaching with

such media materials; leadership -- cnd this is the most

important of all -- in the establishment of a Medic Center for

English which x;ould systematize the auditing of these rewcrces

and lay plans for the creation of now materiels to fill
/3 3



current lacunae. This creative function at first would be

distinctly subordingste to the curt-Aerial function, but it

should exist nevertheless from the very starts Creation of

Pirrhiv Pt-1"ml' films and filw5-tri-os on. tonchors like The laa

Hutchins and explanatory films like the ones begun on Russell

11111, or well devised plans for tcoching a now sdbject like

linguistics such as that submitted last year by the writer

of this report (see Appendix10 ) must be under.tok3a.
yle Too Dislike Poetry

It is extremely important that the first such venture

be aesthetically superlative. That is vihy it is hearteninc, to

have boon able to persuade Mr. David Myers (erector of "In

Dark Time," a film on Theodore Roothke) to submit a budejet

for a film on the poet 112.rianne Moore as on indication or his

immediate willingness to ere ote 013 ssro ora toria is I should

add. that he has t' .e express opproval of the poet herself. Tho

advancine, years of Miss Moore make it :lost E:Diropriato to

proceed without delay. English teachers deserve eventually

an archive of great films on every major poet, novelist,

and playwright, The incorporatio4 of the .thdopondont film-
/ 3



maker into the orection of such materials would be good

for us and helpful to tAe filmmaker.

The E.--`g...mrasr institute as gatalyst
The fastest way to galvanize the English profession into

fuller use of the 'Indio would be to hold an NDEA summer

institute on the use of the newer 'Indic in teaching Negro

literature. Fifty teachers from the most hard-pressed

metropolitan districts in the country where the risks are

greatest and the need for curriculum changes in the humanities

most urgent could study an expanded, media-supported version

of the Detroit unit on the Negro, s contribution to American

Culture. Thus prepared, they could spearhead the

specific item in curriculum ciaange in a progltex designed

to domesticate newer media instruction throughout the entire

range of the English curriculum.

An Urban Humanities Center

Ideas for the creation of an Urban Humanities Center

should be tested in practice at such a summer institute

in which mornings would be spent; in tougt metropolitan

summer schools trying out the materials and teaching

technique s experienced teachers and curriculum had ix opal' od
43 6



for !afternoon analysis at the summer institute° From such

an exporimentol institute would come needed innovationso

The program of most CE -style institutes implies we already

know what mods to be taught to whom and how, a fallacy that

will work only when you have highly-motivated: prop-sohool-

calibre students. In the Urban Humanities Center thigh would

naturally grow out of successive summer Institut es, we might

discover that the waste and deterioration of c enter-city

schools corms from trying to impose c gcnte,D1 curtain at

silence between what we half-heartedly pretend to teach

Nogroes in our Victorian classrooms acid the terror and

confusion of their extra-curricular lives.
23e onW.24.313.nyl.pnd Sha

I firmly believe a humanities curriculum for dropouts

and deprived should boldly confront the crisis of the city

itsolf. Those children will grow to autonomy,if indeed they

do at all, by being taught sympathotically but not sentl-

frontally to Judge the reality of "Naked Cityv" The Dofendozs

"Z Cars," and "East (ido /V1ost Side" from their awn con-

siderable exporience of the truo-lifo subject matture Thir
/3(0
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create tension at first, but surely that is preferable

to the Elsa' .mcet is the our rent the re de of u curriculum

(Homer, Cho ko spear°, The ckeray) most of them now tune out

on, A h nities curriculum which isn,t willing to risk

a little preliminary chaos is b.ypecritcal in my judgment

anyway, the cheap kind of compromise of those who have

blinked inequities all along, of those who say piously that

they wore for the Negro until Watts, Thu very much afraid we

must go into the eye of tho hurricane. Getting there 'will be

fairly windy,

yal.s.§2.irame.. Irs tit ute s
The .1965 Summer Institutes, by the way, &imos t ant Ira y

ignor ad the heart of thc ctisis in Engi ish and everything

else, Gewher, as fL:r as I tun. aware, wcs the honorable

exceptions It is close enough to the Drobleru in Baltimore

to have the workshop classrooms nt hand, and surely such

an institute or institutes as I propose should consider

carefully the morionce of Gouchor, But make no mistake

about it, if 1966 sees us still concentrating on getting-

br lab.t er-studont s-int-the-bottor-collego-oriented ins tituths
X3,7



we can't blame the late filing tilito again. it will be an

indictment of rl bus no s s as usual mentality unworthy of the

humanities at its visionary best. If we, who claim to be

the Socratic ones, cannot establish prioritiesi then who

in higher attraction can be expected to? J Task Farce on

the Gymprivileged will then have to be convened by the NOTE.

Once the crisis begins to abate, or at least lien

stops have been taken in the direction of abating a crisis
along

that could bring dom. English as a disciplindwith the. rest

of our civilization, we can take a wider vision. I wish we

could go at it right away, for it attempts to heal the

breach between scholar and teacher-trainer which in no

small WC is responsible for the depth of the Negro crisis.

It's what I call a fresh start.

Tli 3 Commonwealth as a Fresh Start

There or so many built-in problems in getting the

humnist re-involved in teacher education tbat will be

helpful if we can find a new terrain where noither humanist

3i( nor educator has vested intorests, The more:Inc, Commonwealth



literatures luckily provide such an intellectual virgin

land. Other very important values also inhere in this terra

1122.20.1.2:19. It is by definition intormtioncl -- exorcising

the xenophobia and parochialism built into Western-dominated

humanistic study. Such study provides a paradigm of a post-

nationalist world. community of men. It is based indeed on a

lio of diversity, Yet it is literature in English, froo from

the cosmtic dilemmas of translation. .And certain developrcnts

make it easily accessible,. The isssooittion for Commonwealth

Literatures, founded at Leeds in 1964, is the first scholo.rly

group sot up to organize the study of the subject, in 1965

the Commonwealth Arts Festival displayed for the first time

the exhilaratinc chic, v ements of those emergent culture s

Moreover; the British Council, because of its work in

touchily, raglirfA s second language, and the Royal

Commonwealth Society:. becctso of its concern for the arts

of these countries, afford intellectual resources and insti-

t uti oriel support which are indispensable in the kind at change

advocated hero. Mor oov er, the formation of the Commonwonitli



Brix dccsting Union moans that the world-wide technical

resources needed for the body of mu ss medic nvaterials

jectod here are accessible.

pore a New Hunianisn

In simplest terms9we want to create works of art in

the newer media I interpreting Commonwealth longue ge which

will do several things: (1) prove to the humanist once and

Dior all that mass media can be aesthetically superlativ c and

hence deserve a central place to the English curriculum; (2)

give humanist and ethrotionist a corner, task so they will

discover common ground togcthr for other tasks as they

explore the Corunorm with literatures together; and (3) lay the

groundwork for an International association of teacher s of

English (UNITE Union of Nationals Interested in Toaclaing

English) by involving them first in the research and production

of a radio series on English as a world 1,nguage; and, second.,

in a television film series on the literatures in English of the

some countries,, We'need a fresh start if wo are not to be

haunted by the old ghosts of audiovisualism, educationism,

and English.
N



There are many practical ways to show how scholarship

can support teacher training at the same time that 1:i widens

its own horizons. (In my opinion, an alert clerisy will reach

out for an adequate familiarity with the new Commonwealth

lethargically
literattres, not waits'. for "thorn" to come to us.)
Enaishls2L 2/2...e...Inun e

One of the most serious defects in teacher preparation

today is the absence of training in languago study. Studying

how English takes on a unique flavor in each of the Common-

wealth countries is one way to study linguistics humanisti-

cally, that is, to see the general principles about language

in the context of the differences historical traditions and

contemporary forces impose on English in each of the Common-

wealth count fies 0 The science of lingu is ti cs quite properl y

pursues the system. tic study of language . II humanistic

porspo ctiv o on languago is as selective as the artist is;

he attempts to create an imaginative order that has its awn

out enemy.

Let no give an example. If I wanted to show how Canadian

English differed from American English, I would look for 14/



Wilma situations which reveal how language and culture

interact. When I talked to Canadians last year in search

of these illuminating anecdotes, I was surprised at how

easy it was to find them.

Ta.lAcilish" in Ontario

For exnable, one CBC radio producer was giving

Scottish emigrant to Toronto exercises to de-burr his accent,

Fin felt that the tweed in his voice would keep him from ris ing

as far as ho hoped to be able to go. There arc a definite set

of exercises which macadamize the Scot peculiarities out of

his speech. Ironically, at the same time that this Scot was

trying to blend into the linguistic scenery, a successful

BBC announcer (where English,we know, is spoken the way

God meant it to be) was trying to put, as ho said it, "a

*Ale Ontario" into his voice. His BBC style sounded con-

descending to Canadian listeners, or so ho feared. And what

was "Ontario"? -- why "aboot" and "oot," a thin patina of

Scotticisms the original settlers of Ontario had loft on

the local speech. What is the human meaning of these two

ambitions, intelligent men passing each other in the nignt

2--



going it opposite directions to get themselves the proper

kind of speech?

Cana diem Bilir, el

And the same week I learned about these Canadians in

search of the "right" kind of English, I reed about a sit-

in at a Toronto kindergarten, whore French- speaking mothers

were insisting their children have their bilingual kinder-

garten restored. to than. What happens to English in a

fiercely bilingual conflict, where even the now freeways

have to be equalized as in the MacDonald-Caxtior Exprc.,,ssway

between London and Toronto? One Canadian scholar point ed. out

that such Confusions go 1=k to the time when both Eng.lish-

xpeaking end French-spooking geographers were transcribing
Indian

the same/place names in the different phonemic inventories

of their languages. Indeed, the whole problem of naming a

new land with its own kind. of flora, fauna, landmarks, and

weather is itself a process intrinsically fascinating. Thy,

for example, if Canada was settled by the Scots, are there

so many English place names -- London, Windsor, Kingston

instead of Glasgow, Aberdeen, Edinburgh? The answer seems



be that the of moved in the London administrative

orbit and their idea of prestize names underwent 0 50 c chnnge.

Indeed, even so prosaic sounding a subject as Canadian

English is full of fascination.
The Lister Sinclair Touch

Canadian English also provides us with a model for

interpretation. The Fund for Adult Education financed the

production of a series, "Ways of Mankind," popularizing

the basic concepts of anthropology. "A Word. in Your Ear:

A Study in Language" is a classic example of how sound scholar-

ship can be combined with eloquent art. It is that combination

which the CBC-Lister Sinclair tradition cc,uld bring to

American scholarship.

Such a radio series on English cs a world hnguage

should be done in thirteen programs so that it could be aired

over NER, from whose stations English teachers, forewernEld by

NCTE publicity, could tape the programs for permanent use in

their schools at the times they found most convenient.

Print Research for Radio Producers

Basic research far sucha series could be done by com-

missioning 8,000-word or so essays by linguists in each



of the Commonwealth countries follawing a questionnaire

outline fashioned at a pr elimincry planning co nferenc e of

American linguists meeting under MLA or Ca auspices° Thus

a some or so essays would be the background research for

the radio programs. Collected, they would provide cxc ollonb

paperback supplanente, for teachers using the tapes or LP

discs in their classrooms. The essay-tape series would

provide an e xcellent opportunity for organizing UNITE, a

global body of English teachers who would then tend to

share ideas and talents over a much wider range of pro-

fessional activities,, "Its Infinite Variety: Radio Essays

on English as a World Ltznguage" would thereby do many

things that need doing, besides showing how moss communica-

tion can bring the humanities scholar ba ck into contact ith

teacher training. The BBC School Service has agreed to furnish

cost estimates, if the USOE is intorestod in financing such

a series,

as a World Literature
The next stage would be expensive but oven more re

warding. A few years ago I viewed an ESSO Vlorld Theatre
/ Sr"'



television film called "Nigeria: Culture in Transition,." To

see tb,is film is to know how Keats felt writing his poem about

first looking into Chapman' 3 Homer. For names entirely )2,nknown

to me turned out to be very moving writers. Isn't it a pit

that with modern communication devices at our disposal, we

don't know about these new literary realms of gold? I think

we should commission a series of films on the literature

being written in the cauntrks,s whose variants at' English

we will have studied through the radio series. The world is

shrinking too fast for the literary scholar not to include

newer media in his range of publications.

When I mentioned this proposal to a leading literary

critics, at the moment on special assignment interpreting

American culture to England, he agreed thE,-, idea was fine,

but feared it might end up "mere sociology." Only I replied,

if we can't find good enough literary critics to work on

the series. If the Association for Conlonwealth Literatures

took such a responsibility and worked with the Commonwealth

Broadcasting Union, we could achieve an outstanding fusion
ict Eo



of sound judgment with artistic form,

fi Radio TiaiEgj_. Commonwealth Literature

But well-funded projelts like these take time and money.

There arc ways of beginning quite simply to propare a profession

for theese clq,?."ges. Why nett c Ps k .1L;7*.c.' fi.vrs hnlf n" 11^1TY. n smearear

beginning fall semester 1966 for the MLA Conference on Common-

wealth Literature (meeting, in December 1965) to produce a radio

magazine on this new literature in English, Call it "Realms

of Gold" after Keats and have several different scholars

contribute short reviews, recitations, correspondence,

criticism. And publicize the .x.ogran. through local NCTE

affiliates; badger librarians into displuys and acquisitions

based on the Commonwealth litcratures.

Photo-Film pg....et...x2

There are other methods of using such a fresh start

for the humanities and mass communications to get the brisk

winds of innovation ventilating our studi,s and classrooms.

I have suggested to the NCTE, for example, that a sampler

of poems from Commonwealth Poets ?65, piablished for the Cardiff

Arts Festival, be blown up for duplication on fibre boards

for display at the Houston Couention of that organization.
/Y. 7
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Later the inexpensive cost at such a display could

amortized by circuln it at a small fee to local affiliilte

meetings. Mr. John Szarkowkki, curator of photography at the

Museum at Modern Art, is willing to counsel us on the graphics .

He was fascinated by the prospect of pairing fresh photographic

and poetic talents. Lator, when the prototypo has paid for

itself, further "editions" of the Commonwealth sampler

should be produced with young photographers creating

images germane to their countrymn.'s poems. Finally, 8-

millimeter film. loops of poets reading their poems for a

World Library of English Literature would further employ

the newer media Is resources of eloquence to oul- task of

teaching poetry

A Folks-Seholastic Pashi
The mcrgor of Folkway Records with Scholastic Publications

in 1965 suggests another podogcgical parley. That firm's

Iii.iioxa4LCavalcode to s long done a superb job in presentin.g

contemporary poetry in the context of compellingly

dosignod graphics. I can see a splendid photopamphlet on

young Commonwealth Poets reprinted from that magazine along
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with a Folkways disc with those poets saying thoir own

poems.

POatta

I have limited my discussion to poetzy for simplicity's

sake, and because pee try lends itself well to first intro-

du.ctions. But what I've been urging applies to other literary

arts as well.

The British Film Institute held a World Television

Festival in 1963; the Commonwealth tafts Festival in 1965

included film and television festivals. Many of the entries,

and many more I have discovered in ray year of searching,

would constitute invaluable addition to our teaching re-

for using them
sources. More suggestions/following under "Logistics."
Ou.rjRin 22AugaCommonw Galt h

It rontins to suriftrrize the tactic at introducing

Comraonwealth Literature thraigh mass media. Humanists are

suspicious of muss communic ation, la rgel y because they don't

know how sdrious the media can be in the BBC tradition

inherited by the Commonwealth Countries. They also are

diffident about involvement in teachUr educations This new

global
part of tag/ literary firmament allows all parties to the



transaction humanist, a th e. ati onist, broadcaster to

have a fresh go at it, unencumbered by inherited impasses.

I have purposely played down in this discussion the need

for international understanding (which I think literature servos

fcst.r and more surely than do the social seionces))but it is

foolish to ignore t a s dimeniAon of the discussion altogether,

What, then, are the logistics of the strategics cnel. tactics

I Inve been proposing?

The Trivium in Balance

In his national study of high schools with outstanding

English problems, Roger aft3 pploboo noted that the tripod of

the English curriculum (language literature, and composition)

would never stand up because the legs were so unequal. That

imbalance also derives from lack of focus and purpose.

Writing is shamefully neglected because the old methods

of teaching it were enough to crush a saint. Language is

poorly taught because linguists have not yet found waysi of

institutionalizing their research in classroom rractice.

And literature is fun to teach (especially when it's taught



IV. LOGISTICS

Now just so 1Dng as our educational institutions
above the grade of the kindergarten and kindred a srects
persist in foisting a feudal and hence now artificAal
system- of thinking and feeling upon en active-minded
people, just so long Shall we continue to be character-
ized by spiritual poverty instead of spiritual wealth
in our civilization and in our art. For art cannot
differ materially from our civilization, and our
civilizatiOn cannot essentially differ from our
thought, our education. Hence, we may seek and find
the existing center of gravity of our art within
the nature and tendencies of our educational methods.I am. gratefully aware of important movements for
educational betterment, even though they be sporadic.
I know the brilliant minds impelling these movements
-- striving against the inertia of academic convention
and the languor of habit. The leaven is working, and
some day will surely work largely.

Thus, my son, do we obtain a general view of the
orderly form and content of true culture, in contrast
to the relative shapelessness and emptiness of what,
amongst us, passs for culture. Culture to be real,
to ring true, in this day and land and for our people,
must become democratic: as the ,111;-,t bccoAe. It nust
justify itself as the most simple, impress; 'e:14 ob-
vious output of the spirit of democracy in its
subjective aim and social form. Otherwise, culture
for us is an illusion, a delusion, not a power. When
two iF,uch words as Democracy and Culture are conjoined;
there arises from the conjunctioil. a new idea, a new
sense and vision of power -- a new world wherein
Democratic-Culture shall signify man's highest
estate.

True Culture means the null opening of the heart:
its veritable blooming. Without this -- all else is
vanity and vexation of spirit.

a Louis H. Sullivan, jiinder-
erten Chats and Other

Wri littenborn,
b"mal t Inc., 194.7) y pp.
134-5.



superficirAlly).

For the tripod to stand up, the three logs Inve to

com to a focal point -- the development of =tura aesthetic

judgment In the individual studzit This can only come by

constont acts of attention and critieism The act of

attending is essentially aesthetic how skilled is a

reader in perceiving the complex re1ationshir4whicb. obtain

in a well-made work of literature (and mutctis mutatidi 2 a work

of art). ThYsthe art of criticizing is essntially a composition

-- an ordering of elements in a judgment sufficiently clear

to be communicated in speech or prose to other.. Until our

classroom practice reinforces this unity every day, it will

remain the crazily askew, easy-to-turn-over tripal it is i

wage- Literature Criticism

Once again, this integration does not hoed to await

grandiose curriculum reconstruction. knguage-Literature-

Criticism is a paradigm for classroom action. /Attention

to the formal characteristics of the literary medium, pene-

tration to the meaning embodice) in the work, exdlication

of this to others with similar training. Repeated with a /S-2-
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wide variety of works under a wide range of conditions, this

critical kixere ise results in judgment, practiced and r ture

Media can help at every stage of this .process, but they can

never aM repent never tokr% the p3nce of that 4 in+ evr, 4 !WI
S.L AV, VA. %.41.

student monologue which can lead to the dialogue that makes

civilized lift possible.0 Media will be importqnt only insofar

as they are instrumental in accelerating the quantity and

quality of such critical acts -- with the noteworthy exception

that occasionally the media themselves contain works of art

complex enough to be at the center of this paradigm --

language-literature -crit ic ism.

acv can media help at each stage? If you've over tric3d

to teach Robert Frost's "Stopping by Woods on a Snowy

Evening" to Hawaiians, you know how essential experience

is to some kinds of sensual imagery. Language must be rich

with reference to reality, or it becomes man's greatest

hindrances No one who has never been in a slum can pretend

to know fully what Stephen Spender is writing about in his

poem, "Elementary School in a Slum." American nature poetry



is a bland blur to most children simply because they don't

see what's involved. "The Yeats Country" is an indispensable

prolegomenon to Yeats the poet. Whatever can the

selisuous and of fe c t iv e exper ic nc e a stud ent bring s to

reading is worth attention, provided the teacher makes it
such

clear that /c preparation is not a s3abstitut ion.
Multi-Media Transloti ons

Multi-media translations can also be very helpful, How

this applies to Melville's "Benito Cereno" is examined at

length elsewhere in this report. But the bifocal perspective

that comes from seeing "the same thing" in differenc literary

genres is so valuable a method of developing undei'standing

that the university community could do nothing more useful

than to create a repertory of such cross-medic critical

studies putting the techniques of the new criticism to

work in common scilool edtr ction. The wank of George Bluestone

as a critic (Novels Into Film) and filmmaker ("Bartleby)

suggests the kind of rrn needed to create such materials.

Raymond s essay on Shake speare and the ma ss mQ din

(in TV As Art, ed ib) Patrick D. Hazard) is an example of how



the cross-media explication works. Father John Cu Ilan' s

ways of studying both film translo tionS and original fiimS

is another productive method for stimulating aesthetic

bifocalism. Father Walter Ongts comparison of the differences

between Allan Sillitoe's short story and film, "Loneliness of

the Long Distance Runner," to elementary and high school

teachers at the 4 C's Convention in St. Louis, 1965, is a

rodent example of how well a ran of profound learning can do

this kind of teaching, once such scholar accepts the

c;-).mmitr.rnt, as Father Ong and a few other s of his stature have.

Finally, the media can assist in teaching the act of

criticism. The CEEB films like those of Walker Gibson counsel

very practically on the problems of teaching writing. But I

believe what I hove called a transitional mass medium -- the

overhead projector -- combined with the now generative

rhetwic of Francis Christensen can show us one way

out of that wilderness of rote exercises in writing which

only taught, ultimately, contempt for writing, and by exten-
contempt for

sion/everyth ing that w exit on in our cia ssrooms.
else



Compassion as well as shrewdness force us to seek ways

of lengthening the writ i ng le g of our tr ivi um with out mak ing

paperwork Sisyptiuses of us all at home. We must .cultivate

evvr: 4. Ir... er- 4 A A ... A
A4:5 4./4 1.$11../ 3.0 0 0.1.-V 111LAV,A.S.
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must encourage in-class student ark icism which is not

psychologically destructive.

Under logistics, a film c:431cining the gonerotive

rhetoric taught both by means of home-prepared and class-

roora-created transparencies is described in detail. What

they can do for "dom3sticcting" the teaching and criticism

of writing in school may well z clorie for oal xprossion

by a combination of the pioneer work of Ruth Golden at

Detroit's Northern High School with the new project of

Nelson Francis at Tougaloo College in Mississippi. The tate-

recorder language lcb will aid us aurally to focus attention

on spooking well, the way the overhead projector allows alls

t) focus attention visually on writing well. We would do well,

however, to keep in mind a landmark essay on +he problems

of teaching unitorrlity in style and usage. by James Blethit
The English Journal, November 1965. 45-s---



For us to take a now look, we must first admit that

the university is justice--bound to train a nevi generation of

tescIrs, solidly tra-lned but willing to experiment with all

kinds of aids kept ever subordinate to the main task of

fostering literacy and doopning cultivation. If we keep

our eyes firmly set on this dual task; any number off' help:

will bo welcomed, And our unending job approa ch closer

to an always illusive ideal of perfection. The trivium

need. not be trivial,



The "Miracle" of Detroit

By this time, the stcry ce Detroit's urban readers is

fai2rly well known within the craft of English. Basically,

what the people working under Dr.:, Gertrude Whipple in the

Detroit Public Schools have found is that so- called "inedu-

cable" Negroes begin to read in the first grade when the

reading materials they use include images of the and

tbBir urban surroundings. In other words, curriculum

specialists have discovered that scones from the s uburbcn

Utopias which form the iconography of most basal readers

have been psychologically threatening to the Negro; indeed,

they seem to be an 0/abler, of the very denial of opportunity

wick the real-life metropolitan landscape faces hfra. with.

And so, it should not cm ze us (it is so obvious once it has

happened) that Negroes would learn how to rood if their

instructional material reassures them by, as the cliche

goes; "getting where they are and leading them someplace,

hopefully farther."

/57



Technicolered Shoddiness

What remains to be observed about the urban readers

is aesthetic poverty. As someone rerarked, they are rarely

technicolor versions of the san old shoddy grophics. This

raises the larger question at vihoth(,r Americans would have

put up with the vis u.a 1 chc os cf their everyday environment,

had they been taught in their primers to respect integrity

in de6ign. Which raises, this is to say, a qtzstion for

beyond the immediate one of how to overcome sociological

dropouts in the minority sub-culture. This poses the

question of how we can devise primers and other instructional

materiels up through graduate school represaiting the most

eloquent visual designs our culture is able to produce. Why

is it that our textbooks should be such an aesthetic shambles,

while designers like Saul Bass create movie trailers for

!.'ilmmakors like Otto Promingon Is it really tolerable that

we should so raisalloccte our resources in phis way? Why do

not Ben Shahn and Antonio Frans coni work on these osselitials

materials which pi-ovide our youngsters N.7ith their first glimpse

of what the world of learning can be? Indeed, it seems to

/J-48



me that an all-out war on aesthetic poverty would begin

precisely at this point, by creating an archetype series,

kindergarten through twelfth graded that will revecl to

all the other cti"riculur, ccztcs:ts .how their subject rztter

can be presented In the most offective way by using the

very best artists to design the tcaching-reterials. It is

highly unlikely that a commorcicl publisher is going to

risk bringing hnericals best graphic designers to a curri-

culum series when the mediocre and third-rate have raarnged

to sell a highly profitable number of books.

Interest of Humanities Branch
This question of integrating indtruction in the humcni-

ties with the very best graphics and visual design is so

crucial and neglected an issue that it has formed the basis

of jceveral conversations between the writer and the Humanities

loction of the U.S. Office of Educ ation. I merely want to

remind my readers in this report that this is an issue of

paramount importance which, so far as I know, has not been

dealt with at all. We know that a few people in the craft

of English teaching are sensitive to those matters, or also
is



Professor Ken Madrorie would not imve redesigned the

journal of the Conference on College Composition and

Communication the way he did a few years ago, Such far-

sighted men within our craft are unhappily very few and

for between. Yet I would argue that the resultant stodgi-

ness nnd lack of verve hove debilitated learning at a very

fundamental level throughout our entire curriculum. Commer-

cial media use the very best designers and the most eloquent

graphics techniques; we, it almost seems perversely, are

stuck with the very worst and least effective. No one who

wonders at the low efficiency of the ;merle= educational

establishment should neglect this small but significant

point of leverage: good design.
Grass Roots Fritterim

And though the work of the Detroit public schools in

estfAlishing the theory of the urban reader, fs '3. well cs

those other experiments like the Bank Stre( College of

Education and Hunter College, arc already far enough ad-'

vanced so that we accept the principles at stoke the

toughest part of the job remains: translating these various/6 0



systems into an optimum kind of compromise or finding some

new variation on the existing system and then getting these

massively into circulation in our rntropolitan school systems.

Once again here, the grass-roots syndrome may grevail, and we

may have a welter of tiny exporincnts frittering away

previous energy, when one really first-rate series of'

readers would husband our precious resources. It would seem

that a conference on trying to analyze the various potentials

of the different urban reade'r schemes, as well as adding the

Initial Teaching Alphabet notion, should be called at the

earliest possible moment.

The &Id se of Hoy),
But beyond th '.s research and conceptual problem is one

of motivation. We think we have isolated. an example which

could have tho widest possible impact on tb.e is sue of mo-

tivation. For the past 25 years, Mrs, Thelma Hutchins Jars

been teaching slum caildren in the Detroit school system.

She is unquestionably one of the unsung heroes of this

generation. Long before it became fashionable to discover

poverty, she was the doing whatever s'ic could against

14) /



immeasurable odds. Hor story needs 4-J be told s3 that a

new generation will flatter her by being as dedicated and

imaginative in their use of the newly abundant sources as

4. --vvw JAL uLL bUclitolujs

Tholma Hutchins: Heroine
We took color pictures of her :caching a first grade

in the new Harry' Keiden Elementary School in Detroit; later

We made tape recordings of her commenting on the slides.

Further, we teat to Belle isle last summer when she was

working In one of the pilot "Hood Start" program and took

pictures of her war Bing there and tape recordings of her,

her teacher cides, :lor children, and the parents of the

children getting a toad start. We believe that a very power-

ful sound film strip coulel be mode of her and her work for

use in teacher orgaaization and community support programs

throughout the country.

Not that Thelma Hutchins is the only idealist who has

been at work f..)r years ageinst impossible odds, but she is

one of the most eloquent, surely, entirely without pretense,

a born teacher who ho s made a way of life in helping these/44?



children lr eak out of the pov *arty eye lc. If financing is

available for a color film of this woman itt work, that

would be even better. ironically, because she is only a

nacinal-school graduate, she cannot have practice teachers,

since she does not have the proper certification. Yet her

influence out to be more than merely local. Indeed. I

should say that just as important as discovering new

xeohniques in solving the Negro educational crisis is

finding new ways of dramatizing the idealism necessary to

surmount this problem. It is much more than a question of

improved teclini-uc se We need to stir up a s much compassion

as we do inventiveness in finding now techni(ues like the

urban reader. In Mrs. Hutchins we find a tuacher who

combines experimental teaching with the crucial enthusiasm.

We have shown the slides to a number of U.S. Office of Educa-

tion officials. We jre ready to move ahead on this part of

our report at the earliest opportunity, as soon us funds for

a sound filmstrip and/or a 16-millimeter film are available.

163



One Good EzIerinent Deserves Another

Bethlehem's i/t/a experiment is not only important

in itself, but its promiso as another mooting ground between

schools and media is most important for the craft of English.

Many pa:Tie who are using i/t/a takk of c marriage with TV

-- whether for classroom instruction

t ea the r training (very valuable ) or

(doubtful value),

parent indoctrination

(a practical need) -- but nobody has sucgcsted such a fusion

yet. The i/t/a materials themselves, moreover, reflect an

awareness of graphics-as-language which, while not superb,

is certainly far above most basal readers. The symbolically

important thing about IAA (lifting off the roof, letting

the children's vocabulary fly as high as his linguistic and

imaginative fancies dictate) offers, too, an effective

statement in reverse about precisely what has been wrong in

grade school for too long.
The Chandler Renders: Photo as .Art.

The Chandler readers, with their use of photography

and their commitmnt to su.perraarkets and realistically

disordered urban streets as locales, represent the graphic



sophistication t oo infrequent in Engl ish. No one els,,) 1-1_n s

used photography their way, making print soon reel to 3 tudent s

and at the same tine developing, at the primer level, a

corollary graphics literacy.

1+ 14-1 = 7

We have been impressed discreetly by Hutchins using

Follett in Detroit, a school system using iltia in Bethlehem,

and what a fine eye for good photography has done for the

beleaguered cause of good graphics in the Chandler readers.

Why not prove that in the "new math" of an a 11 -out war on

pov exty, one exae ribent added to two °the rs omit- s out to

seven at least? The elementary* school has been victimized

for a generation by the terrified and the timeserving whc

resented their duty to babysit "inoducables.".To overcome this

heritage of contempt and despair feeding on each other, the

artist needs to enter the common classroom. The reliability and

validity czars aren't within a mile of credible caswers.

We need eloquence, not authentication, to ovrF;rcome the backlogs

depressing us.



Two Circuits That Clogged.

The logistics of newer media and the teaching of

English is the very herd-nosed one of getting the most

out of available materials. The main problem is pc-zsuc ding

the inherently arm rchic English teacher to work within

the bureaucratic routines that make En ss communication

(and muss education) possible, I say this wistfully

beccus o two experiments we undertook as part of this

report make me wonder. One experiment involved nailing

a sampler of ton different mess medic packages to a circuit

of five institutions chosen because they represented an im-

portant dovUoprient in curriculum innovation. The circuit

was supposed to take six weeks, the amount of free viewing

time promis us by the distributors, To my horror, six

months later the f tins and recordings hr..d still not oll

been returned.

Further, we made arrangements with ESSO to supply ten

from their various tolevislon. series (Festival

of Performia Arts, World Theatre, and Rep, r Theatre)
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of the new materials in their 1.966 programs. One way at

making such screenings most productive would be to pass

out a checklist of possible materials at the Washington

conference f or new institute directors. We volunteer to

prepare such a list with Dr. Martha Cox() 12 one is needed.
Media Maturi tz.LInd Curriculum. Cent ors

Preview circuit should also be established in eon-

junction with each curriculum center. Indeed, a short

screening conference of curriculum center heads might be

worth the small expense involved. In keeping with my belief

that the English craft must work within the mutrix of insti-

tutions that rake up contemporary society I recommend that such

a conference be called at NET's Audiovisucl Center at the

University of Indiana. For one thing, this would accu.:+.0n,

policymakers in Znglish to the existence of this ^rvhive

of grossly underused resources -- and to the recent relocation

there of Edwin Cohen's National Instructional Tape Library,

under the now corporate title of the National Center for

School and College Television. Cohen has sonic excellent

ideas for identifying good programs made by local ETV stations



and upgrading their production vclues to outstanding

levels be for o di stri bating then na ti one lly. Too much ETV

is aesthetically defective beccuse of the grass-roots

ay nci rn ;in whinh by Aecentralizing 7u eduction thins out

the talent and funds to nononolecul thichness. Thus it

is very st.-.1u.tcry to have Cohen co unteriac that trend with

his tape library. A "Bonito Cereno" sampler would be a

convenient convening tactic.
The Y::: is Ccntonur

Once the cur riculua cantor dire etor s get a liv clier

feel of what newer 'Iodic resources are r'lecdy at hmd, they

will be chic to start initit.ting suisgestions to mot the

needs which current materials don't satisfy. Here I think

the experience of Irish television is instructive. Telofis

Eireann has total rev:zukis hardly lcrgcr than one commercial

station in Philadolphia. Yet to celebrate its Yeats

centenary year, a wide r:...nc;e of both radio and television

procrans were commissioned and broLsdenst. La,", ougat to

rebroadcast then here. Not surprisingly, Ireland hc. s

rilade as much of this iraportant occasion cs any country.
(e)



Cursory inv:)stig:.:tion revealed that Radio Eireann and

To lefts Eireann (Programm Bulletin, 27 May 1965) had

arranged c series of broadcast events commensurate with

thnir nrilin in 1-.11:1-. or4nillo ria +1.1e., T.r.-ich T.44-n.rwlystr rtzl%,1,.4ciontt-- ---- c2-........... .-,... .:...... ............. .a.4...%A....7 .......a.,....,.

Radio

-- "The Yeats 7.3 1%1OW 2 " six Thomas Dcvis lc:attires

by Frank O'Connor, Pcdrcic Colum, Francis

Stuart, Austin Clc.rkc:, Mark Gibbon, and

Earn= de Blcghd, now collected in a pape-rback.

edition edit ed by Francis Ida annus (Dublin:

Mercier Press).

Radio adaptations of seven of Yeatsts plays

by the Radio Eireann plc:yers:

"King Oedipus"

"Kathleen NiHoulihan"

"The King' s Threshold"

"On Ballets Strand"

"The Green Helmet"

"Thc, Count se Cathie en"

"The ''.'iords 'Upon. the '7indow Pane"
/ 7 0



Several proe,rams of music te sad on Yeats poetry,

including Scoirse Bodley's special conmissions by

Radio Eir Gann Symphony ...... a sort cy cic for soprano

and erchestr:a, "Nevor To Have Lived Is Best."

Television

-- "Portrait of a Poet," a biocrLphical filn on the

7.aeoplo, places, and events which specificolly

influenced his works. Research and script by

/Tic I1 Sheridan and production cud direction

by Janes Plunkett.

- - L recitation of his poons by Cyril Cusack.

telecast of Tyrone GiAbhrie's production of

l'Oedipt,3 Rex," featuring Yecits's translation

and USG of drama tic mctks which so fascinated

the poet.

A new production of "Deirdre."

Four half4hou tells (Frenk O'Connor on his

friendship with the poet, Denis Johnston on

the man of the theatre, Richard Ellmen on

/7 /.



contemporary attitudes toward the poet, and T.R.

Henn on his poet ic achiever..ent

can usc their prestige to IRSurely ILA and NOTE

persuade NM and 11172 to retransmit some of this

rr.teri;_l, with the promise perhaps thct it will be widely

used in classes.

The Cameo Performance. and the Classroom
But we ought to do better than that by Yeats. lachacl

ivineLiannoir has ileac giving as pert of the centenary and

the Dublin Thectre Festival c two-hour drarotie reading on

the poet. It is cd.ffrably dosigned for easy trcnslction to

television. For several thousand dollars, c. really useful

addition to the repertory of classroom =tasks on Yeats

could be obtained. 2,11 it would take on our girt would be a

little forceful per of NET officials. By doing one or

two things like this a year, English tea ely;rs would have

institutione1izcd an impor t ant relation with °du= tional

broad sting in 4."Jacri

/72-



Cultural Amnesia and Scholarship
One looks in vain for c similar tribute to Hawthorne

on the centenary of his death in 1964. I think such cultural

amnesia is a serious defect -we had seeds of books and

articles_ bmt no rnAin 2
0 A..a. u v aLon et..u.c. a a la 11,

.che memory of one of our great writ ers. Why, one asks,

didn't it occur to scholars to tell what they knew about

Hawthorne to the general public? There aas a great flurry

about getting perfect texts of all his works; good, bad,

and indifferent, Why is .Ancrican liternry scholarship so

much windup cnd so little pitch? This is a uestion we

ought to ask as we begin to examine the materiels already

at hand which we haven't been using, which exist in U.S.

and foreign film, vaults ,which we should got into circulation;
examined these

hcvingi arterials ;we should conunission our best artists to

create for the classroom, similarly first-rate programs.

Let me rmke a specific proposal. July 12, 1967, tnrim

the sesquicerli;ennial of Thoreau's birth. The current crisis

over the quclity of Armrican life was clearly foreshadowed

in the philosophy of Walden. 14hat could be raor c nppropri me

/73



than to reclaim the meaning of Walden for the average

viewer with a first-rate film, commissioned by the NCTE

for airing over NET? lid noninato es the liaison between

461. .4 4 Ar _ r 711U 110 ritAr U 53.1.' 0 C th-; populcz 1453us.c.1 kry%,:ywcps.vuva.

Philip Booth, whose poen, "Letter frori a Distant Land,"

does in the genre of poetry what deserves to be done in

One superlative film on Thoreau would be worth more

than a thousand scholcrly articles to celebrate the sesqui-

centennial. If you like Robert Hughes's work on Robert Frost,

commission him as c council, don't committee ha .o Risk

even a noble failure ratber than bank supinely on a bland

sure thing. I can think of others I'd have confidence in

Geer: o Bluestone, Day id Myers, sone of the USIA stud ent

f ilmrackers

Lettiql Our Students Teach Us

Hero a very heartening pre codc-nt bears repeating. The

Poetry Center of San Francisco State Oollege is an honorable

exception to the rule that the htramitie s scholar s ignor ad

the schools cinost c..s a ritter o1 principle. Because J'arles
/7 1+



Slhevill and Mark Linenthal acre about poetry, they groan

that it is by and large taught aboninably. The typical

response is to shrug and leave another generation to get

OUtrrignousel v d Pt.rsrfazil Sriviews the nr, -Han e of .1ncrj

Most professors have acted ns if this were the way they

felt. Not the Center. Its mcnbers go into the high schools

and read their peons and those of other writers; they

edit c ne wsle tter for t ea cher s; they c 01711111S SiO nc; d the firs t

really peltic film we have about a mr;jor L!..ierican poet:

David Myers' s "In .ts Dark Tine" on Theodore Roothke. Mr.

Myers made that film. on a grant from the student govornnent

of San Francisco State, supplemented by his own great

creativity which c a/mot be paid for but can only be a dnir ed.

If these idealists had not gone ahead with their film

against formidable odds, we would hay.-, had no film at ell

of a gre t teacher and poet, for itoethke died shortly

after. Yet a curious coramnication block ensued. The film

was shown at the 1%3 NOTE convention in San Francisco and

at many private screenings in the interveninG two years.

Yet almost no one in the craft of English knew about the film
/75



two years later, These clogged channels are a kind of

symbol of the inadequate information system inhibiting the

effectiveness of English teaching at all levels today. I

hnvn t 4 me t4-- .. i i t freqterithusa sa fr he iln

when I have sot up a screening for an individual or a group.

But obviously such a method is inadequcte when on entire

profession has to be informed swiftly and systemtically.

That is thy? in addition to the long -range influence

of screenings for NDEJ institute dire ct or s and curriculum

center le a ders, we need to experiment in a variety of ways

with better no Clods of informing the English tea ober about

the best th at is bang thought and so id in the new er media

that :sold promise for E:aglish teaching.

The Festival That:Didn't Draw

One such experiment was a resounding flop, The (now

defunct) Committee on Conmercial Brea de sting spent many

hours winnowing entries for a Television Festival at the

1964. NOTE convention in Cleveland. Only 500 people in all

attended the 25 different scre_pnincs. Luckily, the Telovis lob/ 7 b



Info= tion Office commis sioncd under ray editorship nine

explications of the best of those rrograms (three elementary,

three secondary, and three college) so that viten the NOTE

Iretilk14e476..e.g MIT f.ft ,_,A.urilciD bbi.1 .1.11 an in the spring

of 1966, considerable permanent value will accrue: from the

Festival.

The Convent n
Still, notional conventions are places where people

expect to find now raateri..1s. Why was the Cleveland television

festival so poorly attended? The location, for one thing, was

nrrginal; although. on paper its position in a corner of the

main lobby looked good, it was an ornery corner poople

avoided. Moreover, to,2chers are ' :eon on findinP. new

materials, they rarely have tine to ,per use then on the spot.

Hence a few minutes filling out a form for a free examthation

copy of a book is much more competitive for the craoraed hours

of a convention than sitting, down for a half-ahotrc of

"Occurrence at Owl Crock Bridge" or two hours or a color

"Macbeth." There is evidence, however, that a few "cla ssics"

draw -- Rod Serlingts "Requiem for a Heavyweight" was well
/ 7



attended and well received. In itself this program suggr-sts

an essential responsibility for the humcnis 6 -- the creation

of cn archive of the best dram which television here and

ci h Si Tint T
In.

111 A grritA) rya try% 411 1 ivyr 0 it

of a cl os or relationship between NCTE nd NET t s film library

in Blooraington. There is, of course , the Television :sec &Ely' s

new trig.rtite crchiv c ct New York University firtric cn

Univ er sit y end the Univ cis ity of Calif czen is a t Los Lrz cies,

and Mil end /or NCTE should have on articuluto representative

on thtt body.

Closed Circuit Hotel Previews

Meanwhile, there remains the practical probleri of

infornin6 teachers about what cl.N3ady is avcilcble. LILA

Executive Secretary John Hurt Fisher ha s suggested taking a

page from NE/Its book, fit their Lticntic City convention,

ASE(', members pr eviewed around the clock throuala c closed-

circuit system. in their hotel rooms: Schedules .iore stage.)rod

F.-1 a viewer has several cracla: at each filn. Dr. Fisher

has sugEostod ci tri.:1 of this system at the LILA Convention
/78



.m.tv Yorkav or Chri,:i t s 1965 _ If o program of thr ee

in Chicago '65films on poetry (Y;ats, Rocthke) meets Iiith success /

a more comprehensive system will be arranged for the 1966

convention in New York,

Media Croators at Conventions

There are othe r -cm S's to pcnc try, to the high thre sh old of

distract:Ion at a national convention. One was tried in

Dos -con, Thanks giv 1965, whi. en VICIBH-TV tele cc st Robot

Lan ell s "Bonito Cut en on a titter the Frid ay oval ing g oner al

Session.. We have been suggesti,. to NET's director of utiliza-

tion Henry Liter the possibilities of preparinfs for NM

summer institutes a pc clmt of study nctorials which will

tend to put the viewer into the fuller possession of the

work of literature on this kinescope. Vie were unsuccessful

so far to interest any ETV stction in carrying a cross-

ned.la analysis of the novel, stage play, recording, and

tolp.)cast in spite of the fact that the four principal

actacs and the director of the strt:e play, Jonathon Miller,

expressed Cl willingness to cone We must try again be



it is extremely important that .tne most croativ e people in

tbo newer rxdic tc.ik to ;.,euchcrs. For one th ing, actors and

dire decors are inspiring, and tcx.,chern need. such pick-me-ups

to keep their sanity. They hove to know in a deeply personal

w:-.:y that there are men. and NVOLIC11 ficAting the good fight,

working our side of the street, so to speck, in the mass

cornunl.cation industries.
Will Newer Medic Mature?

If the navel become one of the most serious forts in all
of literary history in f-t:;:er than a hundred yccrs,we have

, .

every right to expect that Mass radio, and telovision colild

mature iiith similar rapidity. that we expect of these new

arts, what our students learn fro.ta us to deiLnd of the new

forms, will not a little deteraino- w1.1-4t the newer =din

end up becoming. So the more creative individuals like

George Schaeffer, Lucy Jarvis, Rod Stirling, and Arthur

Penn we can bring to our regioncl and national conferences,

the better. It's good for the media people (who need to knor

we care) and it's good for the teachers. It keeps both from

losing faith in a situation which discourages many people
/80*P-



to the point of despair. And such dialogue between creators

and teachers will keep alive the option that the roadcasting

media UM. earn a seriousness the 13.0V i e has achieved in the

inst ten ynnrs,

In --Sere ice Film Explice do ns

In fact, the impiessiv e success of the low-budget movi e

provides us with anoth-.,r vay of inc orpor a ti ng the popular

medic more fully into the English curriculum. Every con-i.F.Intion

reaches a peak of ennui by its second-last day lynch no

c.4mount of high spirit or low spirits can transcend. Then is

the ideal time for a full-length povic..), followed by a brief

"collective" explication. This technieue was pioneered in

St. Louis at the 4 C' Convention by Warren French, David

Stewart, Father Walter Ong, and mys elf Based on the success

of this experinent (y100 rental, 500-plus viewers),

I recommend that no maj or convention be held hone efortb.

without sc.reening one low-budget film vhich has teaching

potential. This is "in-service" trainine, which combines

the therapy of surceaL3 from conventionoering with the luw-
/11
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key instruction of a kind of aesthetic husking party (as

theme and image are worked out together, from the podium

and from tna floor) .

Better9 this would secs to suggest, one excellent work

:111 tile newer meth thoroughly ciajoyed and fully comprehended

at each session than riErstbon viewing of nnny znny films

at one - quarter the intensity,

Local and Re-' onal Preview Circuits

Back home is ltere the extensive viewing can take plc ce.

The NOTE should seek U.S. Office of Education funds for a

number of such provieviing circuits of vcrious shapes ond

sizes. 17isconsin's Leonard Kosinski is willing to try one

circulGtints tb.rovcgia his state in the schools cooperating

with his state-wide citrricu.lum program. Prof esser Hook will

discuss setting up such a circuit among, the twenty colleges

making up his Illinois teacher training experiflont. Add the

Indiana and Minnesota curriculum. centers, a ycu have a tight

from ECTE-Chmpaign or ITETBloo.mington can coke a MEI rnximu /ge-xz

gecgraphioal circuit where screer,irg pints eu.Icted either

f.a



impact on curricula. There is no one best way to get good.

materials in the hands of teachers. A11 I can say, after

analyzing the current snail's pace for e year, is that there

must be better ways than we have so for devised.

WET and NER Patrons

Another intact:Leal -way of informing teachers is to encourage

them to be regular patrons of and INTER in their min locali -

ties i .partly because these n q t . i nnn, 1 1 7 . ors a on grti n o Tg1.-; nizati ons

need support, and partly because English teachers ore missing

a bet by not paying attention to whet they already show;

indeed by neglecting to assign their clays and documentaries.

We very much need. a =TATER equivalent of Schc.22...csti...&....,cMa a -

tines' `Look and Listen," because watching and listening to

next year's teaching aids is by far the cheapest way to alert

teachers to better newer media materials. Perhaps more spy ce

in Councilcrams for NCTE members and more FOMnotices for

PLIL.A subscribers will inform. more teachers faster. NBC's

"Exploring", of coursc, has sot up this kind of previewing

for its American 111.story sequonce. 1,33



The122..i se or Sunrise Sew star

One suspects, too, that the shameful waderacceptance of

commercial television ventures like the CBS "Sunrise

Semester" and the NBC"Continental Classroom" was largely due

to not enough people caring enough to get the word around

and to overcome the institutional inertia necessary to

cases
give credit for someone else's (possibly inferior, but in most/

actually very su-lerior) telecouses. The telecourse idea ought

to be revived for the Commonwealth Literatures project. It

is a scandal that we do not have national tole courses in

Englidh. Linguistics, the literatures of Africa, Asia, and.

Latin America, and a course on ncdia aesthetics are obvious

needs which TV could meet.

World TV The

In Geneva I discussed with officials of the Eurovision

System the possibility of screening Harold Pinter's

"The Tee Party" at the 1966 NLA convention. This play is

part of ra veil' important development in the European

community -- creating original plays for what Eurovision /y/74.



proudly calls "The Largest Theatre in the World." The newly-
commissioned

/play is translated into French, German, Italian, and any

other language which member s of the Eur ovi sion sy stern vant

to produce it in. I think it would be appropriEte for 11A

members to see Pinter's play in French and Gcrtaan as I;ell ea

in its original English. The French broadcasting system has

already provided me with a script. I have foriarded it to

1,1LA headquarters. Lrizona State's Robert Iammond, a

Romance specialist with e cheat knowled.3e of co.ntemporary

drama and film, has volunteered to org:;nize such a program.

In fact, an excellent symposium on comparative literature

might be held in conjunction with the triple telecast on

the pro blems of trans:: sting so co ntrov sia I a playwright

as Pinter. (The /villas curl of Modern Art be s expressed arm.
interest In a European TV Festival to be discussed in
Now York March. 2, 19662 )

This pro jec t fascia tes rte becaus e it seems a dramatic

way of show ing the Ameri can academic community how much mor e

the European intellectual donxnds of his broadcasting system.

I don't really see much hope for iET's achieving the moral

and intellectual support it needs to flourish as long as

lag



the academic humanist is as aloof from television a s he is

now. He will remain aloof as long as he is allayed to live

by the 77 clich, that E,;:r1 there ir4

Beverly Hillbillies."

ri sin r? 111:31,3

Loilist les for the Elite
Indeed, if one can distinguis: betweon logistics for

the elite and logistics for the popula, I should a-,gue

that informing the ac:.1demf.:, humanist about what is going

on in non-American television is i-,he higho st priority elite

business. A Commonwealth television festival, thus, would

be a tremendously liberating experience for the academic

humanist. Its high 'ivality and its surprising rance

from a Ghanian "Hamlet to a Nigerian play on ..rchcraft

both would win his all c-gianc e.

The classroom teacher needs to see such a wealth of

materials for his own sake and the sense of his studcntso

Since the NCTE meets,. in Houston in 1966, the sspa ce C apital

of the world is an apt place to stretch the vision and

imagination of teachers by acquainting them with the Euro-

vi sion idea thro ugh zoo ing t he first fou:. plays already
/ f /;)



commissioned in English versions. And when the NCTE meets

in Honolulu in 1967, a chrestonrthy of mass communication

from the Pacific Basin from Seattle to Sydney would also

be in arder.

klasbiss191.cns Drc-criin_e

Although logistics is basically a d.ollar-and-cents

problem, it also involves some dreaming. Vie hove heard

rhetoric about "one world" so much for the past twenty years

that our superficial bared= at the repetition t ends to dull

us to the absolute truth behind the incantations. I am

(pe:,:haps) simp13-minded enough to believe that the humanities

have a key role to play in -.creating . a climate cif belief

compatible-wit:.. a decent world order. It appears highly

unlikely to me that such an order will be 'possible if

American students don't find in school and college antidotes

to the privati:Ang of their lives by the pleasure axis of

Miami Beach - Las Vegas - Disneyland. I see no more effcctive

m3eas at hand for engendoring a global empathy in our ancien

Leilime than the literary arts, Including mass comnunication,
A

to bring the-se new literatures within. ro.ntge of the American

/17



conscience and consciousness. The average American cannot wait
another belligerent brush fire longer.
The Humanities (Is Politics

iiiu-Firr="017Gr media to teach English (i.e

using the latest arts to quicken literacy and cultivation)

we my. t never lose sight of the gravest challenge the humani-

ties have ever faced in America: persuading our fellow

countrymea to nick° amends for the grievous wrongs they

have inflicted on the ngro, and, having cleared our

ing
cons cienc e a t home, bee )511/ e.'gcr to id those abroad 'iho

want to share rektive freedom from poverty,

disease, and hunger. If the humanist flinches at such

elemental responsibi.litis, if he'd r, tiler ostrioL

in first editions or per-Acted texts, he shall be sorry

-- for to do what has to be done without his help will be

e'7en more de.nrnding than it iti:11 ", be even I.;ith his fullest

cooperation. evoke the Epigraph with which this book

*en* the humanist can no longer of the luxury of

thinking the arts are fcr the few. Ho nuBt go whore the

action is or betray his trust.

1)8



An ri c a as the Biggest Fumble

That action, at present, is in the public schools and

in mass communication, where a patchwork curriculum, with
$

no purpose on the one hand and a high-powered triviality

nn tha ^tlier so parfc-ctly mirr.o.r the crisis of values ial

contemporary imricon civilization. Unless Vie can combine

a new educational purpose with the poI:or of communication

that persists, we seem destined to dv.indle away, a pathetically

muffed clznc e,



V. LOGISTICS: GETTING OUR BEST TRODPS WBERE THE ACTION IS

Art cannot exist only in the hands of specialists
for it will wither cn its yedestal, It must dig deep
into the very substance at' life. It must be restored

.to the little man.
Our daily tasks, even c obking, cleaning, thinking,

talking, building, as well as music, painting, and
poetry, are the birthright of every human being. I
would like to equate all work with art and all art
with joy and satisfaction. If war can be equated with
art, surely work can.

9 Ci

Yehudi Menuhin, upon
being made freeman of
the city at the
Edinburgh Festival, 1965



By t ra di ti onal standards of a c a demi c dis course, this

report will have seemed too subjective, even bordering on

hysteria, to be acceptable. I have written this way nr gni y

because it seems to me that the standard strategies of

academic discussion and bureaucratic management have

failed so far even to confront the problems, let along to

-pose credible alternatives for their solt...tion, So, ± the

risk of boredom, let me summarize these paradoxes of the

cont empor a rsr situation in the hum nit i es e

The Paradox o1:21-2faress
Surely no uziversit les anywhere in the world have

as assiduous and Grier get a group of researchers and critics

at work as ours do now. Never have librI;ries swelled so mag-

nificently with historicr:a raterials and contemporary docu-

meats. Pa rolle.' to this I; regiend oas activity, Lawever
y ther e

is a steady deterioration in the humanistic studios inside

the large-city schoc.:1. This paradox of pr )g, r e s and poverty

parallels the situation in Our c club t 1 on a a syistoa Its elf

where the schor. 18.: which need the least 1...dp have the best
/ 9 0



staffs and the most money, TihilC the c enter -city schools,

which are on the brink" of disaster, (1-.)e scandalously under-

nancod and ur.:1(7,rrelcnried

The Powerful Throw Their 291a.. Around

Part of this pa7.edex is no more difficult to understand

than that the rich university and the suburban school 'eve

had the political power to allocate more then generously

resources to themselves, cnd have done so. quite a b:l.t of

this is also attributable to the increasingly deplorable lag

between the cleracr3racy of our country and the domination of

the rural logislatiroo over the urbcn center. There are,

within. the American political arena, forces which could

ch;.nge this belam e of or enougb. to bring, us

buck on an even keel. .11s a hunanist, ho.ever, intellectuDlly

committed to as thole a view of society as it is humanly

possible to , volor, 0113 must insist thc,t wo always risk

the possibility of failure. Indeed, we never risk it so much

as when we c-Jraplor:entl: conclude that E,'.nce rie,ve never

failed abysmally before in Americo, it is unlikely that

we will in t:cr_s: future.
/9 I



A New National St le

Here is where I find Walt Whitman Roston's analysis

of the American National Style so convincing. He indicates

that the Americana. pragmatic ad hoo tradition which was rire-

eminently suited to the slow-paced life in an aragrian de-

mocracy is the very opposite of what is needed in a highly

interdependent emerging world community. It may ironically

be that our taste of continued success in the nineteenth

and early twentieth c enturies through this national style

rigid.
will Coil to mske us intellectually/and prevent our de-

vising a nevi style of national life more commensurate with

the conditions confronting us today.

But I an saying more than this. Pm saying that the

signal failure of the humanities to do two things well

(1) to come to intelligent torms with mass communication,

and (2) to revise the humanities curriculum within the

public schools -- is, in the last analysis, traceable to the

containment of the professional humanist by the establishment.

Early in our history, his major energies vere devot(3d in

the ivy LGEIGUG universities to training an elite. Mace



recently, he-has beer) fighting a war of attrition with the

academic expansionists who have .extended higher education

in a response to political pressures from state legisitztures.
An Act of Faith in Po* ulas Culture

11111 .t .1 et It .12 1 eeco 4-1, 4 ft Ise. et 'Inn 2-,s.t 4 in 4 vs. 4 et ell 4^ +11 es v. vs*Leah, U J.J. 1/41 4.04.41. 4.1.%.7 .1.1.1J.J. C.44. !OW %/u%) LAE., 1r....'4

tioris of all but the ininority, in whose aesthetic tastes

he finds a refuge from the vulgarities of =SS culture.

That tie have of a vigorous popular culture capable of

susto.ining the education of the citizenry beyond their school

years has grown up almost entirely outside the academic

community. Until the academic community in tilt; humanities

can r::ke an act of faith in the possibilities of that

popular culture, it is highly unlikely that unvarsity

education can begin to use its wit and Brazen intellectual

resources to make phblie education the noch.nisn it must 'become

if wc.: are to solve the agenda before us.

This is to say that to pretend that a s erie s of ad hoc

proposals of hew mess commie ations caD dis seminate new

ideas in the teaching of English will substqnticlly solve

our educ ationcl dilemmas is to partici pa to in a kind of

?.3



intellectual d.olusion Humanists who cannot create a schedule

of priorities which put the crisis in the public schools .

before their own admitted treadmill of publication are acquiesc-

ing , a sick system; and if the so-et-died saving remnant

is incapable of providing intellectual leadership, it seems

prthetically irrelevf.mt to apply Bend -aids serictim to a

seriously hemorrhaging body,

What Arc the Humanities?

What 4:t4merican education needs today more than any other

single thing is a re-examinction of vbat the humanities are

supposed to do in our kind of society, and a searching

analysis of him the human Ls t needs to bt CO ttle invo lv ed. in

the erection of an adociucte educational system.
4

As it is, it is an admitted scandal that the lrightest

graduate students in English are urged to flee from

torching; the sooner one gets a reduced load and private

research support, the faster he is accorded success,

No one seriously qui.; stions this abs urdity, and until

some one doe s, the vilh ole enterpr is e of humanistic research

and tea cling is cor upt ed by the s C1210 Amer icon individual ism
?Li



which has ultimately caused the disintegration of

center cities.

Atmoskhcre of Tntelleptupilly.
One would hENe to be on intellectual ehcrL..tan to

si.zgest after having looked at the me ttor that the problems

which confront English teachers con be resolved, either by

using the .matis medic for tecching or by using the rmss media

bettor in circulc ting new t oehniquc s cmong Engl ish tea cher s:

Mcs-ro will be no substarttid progress made here until the

iimBrican public fin;lnees education cdeq.uately. Lip service

to education as a Good Thing without adegmte financing

means merely that a poor job is done mis erably. lilmeav or,

the standard tactic (..f expanding the eclucution,a establishment

to solve act hoc problem is probably Luch loss sensible than

the creation of on atmosphere of intellectuality in American

culture as a whole.

So long as solosmanship and glibness obviously give

the ambitious youngster the fastest access to on affluent

lifo, all the harangues of tb.c; clearly impoverished teacher

about the values of great th.inkA, coherence, and v2racity



neon ery little to the American adolescent, Ina culture

where the disc jockey is hero, a war agpinst aesthetic

poverty might begin by civilizing or silencing him.
The Privatized Himvinist

Perhaps the greatest disappointraent to me cs a humanist

is ray growing conviction thc,t the professional humanist does

not really want to do the job of oxpungLng arti-intellectu.clism
r.
L.in the society as a whole. Frankly, it isbauch more satisfying

life to turn inward, speak only with awe's ctv ilized pears,

and to pursue research interests which are justified not by

their relevance but just by being defined as harm. is tic ka
BO.

The Real Humanist

trnen one looks for sources of growth in the humanities

today, in contemporary Iimerica, one is reluctantly driven to

the conclusion that there is a groat deF.1 mare hope out

the acodemic world iloini;a as there was in seventeenth-

century Engl end th an the re is in it If I ha d

to bet on either the traditional humanist academician or

the two young English mca-jc_Yrs from Harvard who became film.-

makers, Michcel Roomer and Robert Young, I wouldn't Insitcte



for a minute. A film 1.J.ke their low-bud8et "Notb.ing But e

Man" takes the ideals of the humane tradition and puts
a

them ex:Jctly where they must be, in the minds and hearts

of ordinr,ry people.

The Unexamined Humrnities
If there is any formula for getting the humanities

curriculum into reasonable contact rith the dilemms of

modern lif e, it is precis ely by demo sticating , so to

xp oak the extra -curricula r cf forts of men like Roemer

and Young in the classroom. As I 'lave suggested earlier,

maverick academicians like 'Martin Dubermon have shown

also that there's nothing .antephysically irapc9siblo about

well-trained historians finding dramatic popular genres

through which to publish their own insir,hts into nature

of hmericnn historical experience

Ind cod , if we co uld sof:N.113011 cr cote a collo bor a tio n

between. such open-minded academics like Du.ber.mn and. such

ground-breaking creators of popular culture like Roemer

and Young, we might yet per 31.1E' de the humanities thr.t the

unexamined hurionis ti c lif e is not worth le ading 19 7



Finally, I don't want to odd to the lethargy and inertia

of the acadcraic humanist establishment. Given the labyrinth

through which a report such as this must tiiroad itself, one

con only be amazed if there is a reverberation enough to start

a few thinking. We mist always hope that there is a civilized

way cut of the trcraondous waste and futility which characteriz.)

education in America today, a waste and futility which, in my

judgment, comes to a focus in the humanities. The values, there

of all places, should 1.,, the clearest. They are, sad to say, the

fuzziest of all. If this report will cause just a few humanists

to wonder what they're up to and why they're not up to it with

more incentive, the anguish of trying to decide how much truth

you can put in a report will have been worth it.

Tennessee Williams wrote in a preface to Cat on a Hot Tin

Roof that he wanted to give tIle public as much truth as it

could bear. It came as a salutary shock to discover that the

humanist too constitutes a public that doesn't 'want to hear my

more truth about itself than is pleasant. Let's hope by hook

or by crook that we can gradually lower the humanists' threshold
for self-examination too. / 9 S



The Tra of the Old Trivium

An unanticipated and highly undesirable side effect

of specialization in the huacnitios has been a constantly

widening gap hntl,inpn ttxtreely knowledGe

aestheticabout historic and contemporary/structures and the milieux

they grow out of, and the increasinsly inedequat(, and

impoverished persp3ctives from which most people make the

choices that establish the qualities of their lives. Once

this gap appears between specialist knowledge and layrants choice

the splitviidens itself until it roaches present pathological

proportions.

This polatity of expertise and ignorance parallels

the suburban-center city split in educattonal resources,

of which indeed it may be regarded as both cause and

effect. Once the problems of helpina clarify the mral

and aesthetic choices of the urban disadvantaged reach

0
a crucial point of qterioration, only heroic ana herculean

measures can reverse the polarity which is disintegrating

center city. i99



Doine. the Unneedecl Sun,;rbli

It rams ins to be seen whether or not this isola tion

of humanist expertise :i..s..ora major urban dilemmas can be

overcome at all. For the kind of sensibility attracted to

the hain.anit ics in the first pia US. , Grappling with IVt7r us

so much more satisfying than grap:Aing with the problems of

demoralized people in beleaguered communities, that the mare

demoralized the people become, the less likely there seems

to be the chance that humanists will break their career

cycles to risk failure in do ink, mhat no ods to be done,

rather than do ing superbly what is a cc enta blc; in the

humanist subeultur e.

1iggpoo ant r ism

It seons ov id ont to ale , for example, thtt tL c Engl ish

trivium is wholly inadequate to prepare students as pro-

ducers and consumers of the good life in an urbanized

society. It is entirely too logocentric for that. It

turns people away from the world through a kind of

cultivated escapism. Instead or providing practice in the

use of symbols so that one becomes articulate touard an urbane

agenda , the huma nit le s goner ally oncapsuin to their partisans
0 45



in en excessively aesthetic worldThriew and repel the

majority in various defensively philistine stances.

The humanities arc channels for rejecting the whole

ethos of cultural democracy rothcr than resources for helping

it fulfill its promise for the mass specialist. Michael

Wolff's analysis may be deicer, cs paradigmatic:

...The factors which most thoroughly seTerate modern
cultures from7evious cultures are, crudely speaking,
the series of revolutions which took place at the end
of the eighteenth and the beginning of the ninetc,enth
centuries -- the American and French revelutions, the
industrial revolution; Kantianism, Romanticism --
revolutions whose tremendous cunalative inDact was first
felt in Victorian England the wake 4-)f the
revolutions, however, came something-like final-terms
in each of these series -- democracy, pluralism, a
general levelling ar: dissolving of values. Mat we
mig:_t call the hierarchical principle, once acknowledged
as God's way, and still in large part maintained by
sheer power,-was challenged by forces to which, in
the long run, the hierarchical principle could make
no direct cppeal....What is the-pole of literature
in all this? In the first place, literature is a
highly individual activity; the writer marks himself
off as firmly as he can from others, so that he may
be the more intensely himself. And the individualism
of-literature is, ultimately, aristocratic -- that
is, it defines itself by its separateness fron the
merged indistinctness of the unsatisfactory common
life, and v ishes, even if the writer-is himself in-
different or a professed egalitarian, to raise the
reader to the level of its refining discoveries....
The revo1 utional:7 and mass character of modern so-
ciety, the new neuia; the widespread literacy, the
levelling technology, even the eqaalizing redistri-
bution of worldly goods, all are inimical to litera-
ture es it has been traditionally conceived. For
literature -- and the study of literature -- still
believes in its version of the divine right of kings:
that is, the divine right of the classics, of the
suprenacy of its masterpieces. It has not yet --
maybe it cannot -- undergone a revolution to some

,2 0/



equivalent of the consent of the governed. Met would
an egalitarian literature look like?..an any event ,
literature and the study of literature have probably
no choice but. to go on doing what they have been
doing, -namely, defending the old pre-revolutionary
values; the aristocratic values of individual Doss i-
bility of the pursuit of perfection, of grace, of
beauty....No one raised as traditionally as we have
been; however competent our analysist will be able
to provide the new "way" of lettere -- -whatever, if
onytaling, that my be. All I claim is that, if my
historical examination has some truth in it, the
value of literary stud would be increased if, first:
the people engaged in it were .fore aware of the his-.
torical reasons for their relative impotence, and if,
second, instead of indulging th.enselves in the des-
perate gesture of pitying or condemning the peoplc who
persist in ignoring them, tliey worried about ways of
incorporating what they themselves value about litera-
ture into the hostile onvironnent.

The alternative to this kind of aesthetic isolationism

is just beginning to appear, It follows, I should imagine,

the lessons of Berkeley and Watts, those classrooms vlithout

walls which re instructing a self-satisfied middle class

that it :TB possible for one to reject the conformism. of

Progress for a more satisfying kind of diversity, Take

James Sledd,s bold rejection of current strategies for

"civilizing" the sub-standard English usage,
Sonothia13etter than Progress

His "On Not Teaching English Usage" (E... 1. i sh Xournal,

54 (November 1965) 698-703) "suggests an alternative to

the kind of teaching of English usage which was made orthodox

kjc;),



by Fries's AmericaiLEalizsammar and to tile cultivation

of tbidalectalisml which linguists are now proposing for

the children of the poor and ignorant. The alternative: to

cultivate literacy and humanity, not to encourage tLe quest

for status or the judgment of human beings by the color of

their vowels."

The cultural brow-beating which is s been the covert

strategy of language instruction must end. "That Medd has

had the courage to say about language study must be extended

to the entire trivium. Let me suggest what a trivium with

relevance would do:

1. Literature. It vould begin by accepting Lionel

Trilling,s explanation of the ethical import of modern

literature:

No literature has ever been so shockingly personal
as that of our time -- it asks every question that
is for in polite society. It asks us if weare
content with our marriages, withour family lives,
with our professional lives, with our friends. It
is all very :ell for me to describe my course in
the College catalog as "paying particular attention to
the role of the writer as a critic of his culture"

this is sheer evasion: the questions asiod by
our literature are not about our culture but about



ourselves. It asks us if we are content with ourselves,
if we are saved cr damned -- more than with anythingelse, our literature is concerned with salvation, Noliterature has ever been so intensely spiritual as Ours.I do not venture to call it actually religious, butcertainly it hos the special intensity of concernwith the spiritual life which Hegel noted when hespoke of the great modern phenomenon of the seculari-
7.$4+Ann not sp4"ituality.

.A lite/spry curriculum which is not focused on helping students

from kindergarten to graduate school develop ethical and

aesthetic resources for confronting the dilemmas of modern

life is cultural fakery. This mans that literature is a

secular competitor for allegiances which have heretonre

been nominally monopolized by chinch, state, family. (Lately,

of courses the mass media have quietly pre-empted most of'

this authority by aggressively proselytizing for a consumer

goods paganism.) This struggle over the training of the

modern character can scarcely be engaged in, let alone won,

if the humanities don't oxamino the bland futility that has

folloued from ignoring popular culture.

Literature es :the Least Narrow Discipline
Literature, moreover, must be redefined to include

whatever symbolic behavior enhances man t s consciousness of

himself and control of his own freedom. Newspapers, magazines,
01/-



photography, film, recording-3 each of the newer media

has some small percentage of the superlative for the attention

and explication of the student. Popular culture is not just

1'1 " 21 to bo 1J it is of ton as w ,-.111 a pc-raorf.al .herse

to bo brokene

2. Langp.ae . The old idea of one proper middle cia as

diction as a sine astm non of success is a pseudo-ideal. Man

should study language to perfect his humanity, not to fit

into somebody's IRM uniform world. Language is a tool to

become more perceptive in what one can learn from others

and to become 811 '1 a eloquent in spreacu rig the truths onc hes

perceived himself. And 3.an1/4712age must be defined so as to

include every one of the media being used in the mddern world.

3. am i91:4122. This should be changed to read "criticism."

Vie must train people to /rake mature judgments about the choices

they make. Acts of criticism show us how well we nave taught

our students to understand literature defined as broadly

as the creative people in the twentieth century have

extended the signification of the referents of literature.
11 0205"



Acts of criticism performed in visual as well as verbal

languages will permit us to see how well we have educated

students in the literacies a now world makes possible.

A New Trivium

A new trivium in short would retrieve the crucial

areas of literature, lanGuage, and criticism from the

humanistic *sp3cialities vthich new 1_e op them conturies

away from contemporary relevance. The greatest fallacy

confronting English at present is the operating assumption

that the scholar can redeem the effects of two generations

of nee,locting the common school by superimposing his

research structure on theme

Tho Common school as Publication

What is needed is fresh thinking sup: forted by massive

estments of time and one:egy into a new curriculwa in

which the best knowledge and techniques of learning of the

natural sciences, social scienc es , and humaniti es are or-

ebestruted in ways ncvor yet attempted in our common

schools. This ecns, of course, that the common school

should becomo the major mode of scholarly publication for

a gemration When yoll stop to think how ridiculous
2.0 6



that sumestion will sound to most scholarly ears, then you

have a measure of the depth of the problem facing a country

in which the best minds want to get as far away groin the

rmmp1AritirQ of nari gio e tin n Art Aa ringpngesih7z nnA thr ta in

charge are hard-pressed to keep up xiith today, let alone

plan for tomorrow.
Rostoric Worst

Paradoxically, the schools in the worst possible shape

may be the easiest places to begin some to Ing freea. The

center-city Negroes on via on the high-velocity economy at'

mass production and communication has levied the highest

psychic taxes can begin to reassert control of their

situations in curricula which define the trivium in the

ways suggested above. Supported by equally fresh departures

in the natural and social sciences, a trivium which taught

competent judgment through practice in literature, language,

and criticism could help the slum child break out of his

psychological trap and could show the submb what

education for a comprehensive urban community could be like.

Until we have a more canaid acceptance of the evasions the



human it ie s have engage d in and a more e xpori rent al

approach to formulating MOre practical aternativ es

to the trivium, what one of education's canniest analysts

hnq Aniti will remain

Examinin tho
The humanities have as their primary if largely

unacknowledged function the examination of the quality

of the common environment, both physical and symbolic.

In .America this Socratic role is made more difficult by

our legacies of activist anti-intellectualim, =opposed

irdiv id LiS lista which was so disruptive of cuthentic comlau-

nity, prestige for science and technology, and the humanists'

self-defensive postures of elitist alienation from industrial

mass culture. This multiple heritage of liabilities moans

narrowly aostb.etic programs are incapable of providing

suffi ci ant v is i on for civilizing the now ins tit ut ions

of mass society. The humanist but go beyond the aesthetic

to take into account the entire life cycle, the bread

spectrum of work and leisure roles in our country today,

the full range of trcnaitional problems of modernization
0.70g



both foreign and domestic. Ho must do those things as well

as conserve the ideas and artifacts which make a collective

memory possible and human culture an endless challenge

which penults Progress as long as Progress is never de-fined

as perfection.

Epxbbit3 Pomnent~* da.....a.afala

To see culture steadily and wholly imposes on the craft

of English the responsibility of using the newer media to

construct for the unexperienced patron the holistic

community of the arts in which works of lit eratur G wore

originally perceived. The best way to begin accepting this

essential responsibility is to make classroom do cunentaries

out of the many thentitic and retrospective art shown our

museums assemble from all over the world at great expense cif

time and money, and then diciassembleIvith. no permanent record

for the multitules who didn't see the show.

For example, the art gallery of Bandoin College in 1964

assealibled a brilliant survey of the Negro throughout the

entire rung° of America.n history. Leonard Baskin designed 2-0



momm.mlilmirammallmasir.

a first-rate catalog for curator Marvin Sadik. 's exhibition,

The paintings illustrate the Negro ordeal in images that

are both sociologically relevant and aesthetically power-

ful. For less than :11)500 I was able to film a color recard

of the shows, but I have been unable to secure further financ-

ing. I aim willing to donate this footage to the U.S.

Office of Education in exchange for :'500 further financirg

to illustrate two principles: sach archival documentaries

are inexpensive, yet would be extremely useful for

expand tag units like the Detroit required study of the

Negro's contribution to American culture.

Other pertinent example s of the virtual w a ste of

show
aesthetic resources include the NelJO ric Tdus eum' s /on "Women

in American Art" in the siring of 1965, the Gallery of Modern

Art's exhibition on the 1920's staged in 1965, the Meuse um

of Modern Art's TV retrospective in 1963, the Metropolitan

Museum of Art's massive collection of 500 paintings from

the history of Amorican painting. Not to film or photo graph

tirse for maximum school distribution is an incredible waste



of resources.

Seeing culture steadily and wholly also implies a

reexamination of the denotation of the term literature .

Norman Podhoretz has suggested, in "The Article as Art,"

that non-fiction aince the 1950's may actually be one of

our major literary genres, perhaps even the characteristic

current mode of apprehending reality. This implies to me
# I

that literature courses, not just freshman rhetoric either,

must be catholic enough to include, say, a Michael Harrington
e

or E. Digby Baltzell, an issue of Daedalus or a wholesome

development like the New York Review of Books in formal

reading requ Jr (anent s.

L lintcr hi3 i nism.

The anti -bourgeois bias of lit °r-at= e since the

inl ustri al revolution &Iwo ys tends to mike us do fine lit era -

ture too narrowly. Fear of committing a social science, as

Auden amusingly put it, makes the net effect of our carri-

cu3.am anti-social, as if it Lore in itself humane creating

an adversary culture for the sheer sake of baiting the

bourgeois. Literature, in short, is the best being thought



and said wherever the thoughts corm from and it whatever

effective form they find expression.

New Modes of Publication
If historian Martin Dube rman goes off Broadway to

Publish his insights on the history of the Negro "In White

America," are we to object because he's a "mere"historian?

When Toseph !'food Krutch and Gerald Green combine, to use

incolor TV to write valentines to the southwest r'The Voice

of the Desert" and to "Grand Canyon," are wc to s,-.y it

isn't "literature", because it's on television? Complexity

of idea and effectiveness of expression ought to be the

sole criteria for defining the limits of literature, not

the nochanical reflexes of counterphilistinismo This

narrowness in the literary establishment is unworthy of

the supposed breadth of mind the humanities prof oss.

Judaeo-Christian parochial ism., on the other hand.,

keeps the ..cumenicol spirii, from entering cur literary

warld. Teachers balk at teaching Asian, African, and Latin

American literature either because they don't know it well

enough. (at all) or because it isn't as "great" as a Western
lA



masterpiece. Both responses are inadequate in human

terms. We need desperately in the Vest to relieve our

corrigible ignorance. of the non-West, now. Literature is

the- fastest arid most efrootivo way to landerstand others

(or so we keep tolling ourselves) . That teachers don't

know non-Western lite7.-ature is a definition of the problem,

not an answer to it That they prefer to know the past and

themselves perfectly rathsr than oth:_-rs and the future im-

perfectly is a pity. This is what corms from °ruin izing

the humanities as industries for elite publication

rather than as crafts for perfecting common men,

The Multi-Medic artist
Warren Forma's work ought to be regarded as a model

for an Engl ish craft trying to break out of narrowly literary

confines. His "Five British Scutptors" (Contemporary Films)

was so designed that he made, the some time he was doing

the film, an illustrated book, a photomontage and slide

exhibit for IBE complete with sound tapes. Here is real

multi-media communication in contrast to the fleshy tech-

nological Utopianism of "Marshall licLuhan's theories in

1



Aesthetic 3-udgmxint. Ho is not separating a few masterly

sheep from herds of mlliocre artistic goats. is using

Understa. Media . Forma is not playing God at a Lost

hAs eleciuuuu to show us viiat is out there nag, for us to savor

and understand now. Tho whole Nobel Prim syndrome is well-

dorictod by George Elliott,

Ma s:Aece9rlmTothi

George P. Elliott's Enaysis of the "masterpiece or

nothing" cult in "Ctitic and Common Reeder" (A Piece of
alINIPM1110.1(.11104111esallalEYNNEAL

Lettuce, Random House, 1964., pp. 182-3) has the merit of

being the statement of a man who is a highly regarded

an
writer as well as Ax-)crienced college teacher. The classic

text for what he calls "esotericism" is from the opening

lines of Cyril Connolly's The Uneuiet Grave.

The more books we read, the sooner we perceive that the
true function of a writer is to produce a masterpiece
and that no other task is of any consequence
enisrossed in any literary activity which is not their
attempt at a masterpiece are their own dupes and, unlessthose self- flatterers are content to write off such
activities as their contribution to the war efforts they
might as well be pooling potatoes.



Elliott allows that Connolly's Grave is no masterpiece.

He deplores the kind of ultimctism which prompts a poet

to sigh that hhere had been no nett English poet worth

considering since Pound and Eliot. This either-or

approach, either genius or nonentity, has the dc.ipressing

sheer
effect of discouraging writers falling short of the/genius

And this is what I have against the masterpiece-
or-nothing theory: it is against life. It is literary
Calvinism-with a vengeance: a book is either one of
the elect, and there aren?t many of those, or one of
the damned. But a man who is full of life is not so
keen on this butchery of experience. Sometimes he
is up to reading Paradise Lost, to be sure, but most
of the time he is not; ho finds Dostoevsky a mar-
velous but awfully rich diet; \viler he sees .A Doll's
House, he is stirred deeply, but somettales he

F: rn t feel like stirring. Ho sons no reason to
ccst the novels of Kingsley Amiss Ramon Sender,
or Jean Giono into outer darkness; he has moods
in which he finds the poems of Stephen Spender or
William Carlos Williams' just about enough for him;
he is unabashed in his enjoynent of both
and M Fair Lad and the reason he gives for
liking har haplin's movies is that they are fun.

What Elliott says about the highest study of literature is

true of all the arts, elite and vernacular, in the era of
IP

the alienated intellectual.



The DoclIA_,2__._____,-7131-1-dirote SeriousnessMiriYii
What in effect the commitment to ultimate seriousness

in literature has led to is a covert thoodicy. The Now

Trinitarians worship the socrod texts of Yeats, Eliot, and

Stevens Faith a dedication worthy of medieval defenders ar

the faith. The near solipsistic arbitrariness of those

complex writers lends itself to such worship. Indeed it

may even be that those three have more to say to non

fallen from his Victorian innocence than any other inter-

preters. But it is equally clear that the new gospel is

not meant for the world but for a narrol7ing circle of

initiates.

I was once present at a luncheon in which a distinguished

medievalist contentiously asked a network TV producer how

little time a irillliant young, writer had spent "doing" a

half-hour program. on Erasmus. (There are exceptions to the

prevalent reality that off-prime time cultural shows are
Was

done with the left hand; v. nd this scholar /unprepared for

the complexity' of TV's achievements, and gauchely put

his footnotes in his mouth.) "Six months," was the producer's

.2/4



reply, going on to explain the enormous research expenses

fox out-of-print books and interlibrary loans the young man

had run upt having exhausted the resources of a city with

more research facilities than any other place in Ammbica.

Push the scene back almost four centuries, and you can just

hear a univeziity wit grilling Shakespeare's producer.

"But how much time does he spend poring over Holinshed

OW OM if you're willing to admit he's a good chronicler!"

Literature as an Enter remiss

We value serious literature as a creative activity

because it is a specially potent form of knowledge. Expocially

in the modern world has it become indispensable as a way of

placing oneself, of devising an identity, in a world full

of terrifying changes and complexity. The principal

reason for studying literature, then, is its capacity to

focus our sense of what life, especially contemporary life,

is like. Literature as a discipline is something else again.

In its highly organized, widely diffused recent phase;

literary criticism and related enterprises should be

judged successful only insofar as it serves the purposes
.21.7



of literature as o creative activity, i.o,, as it furthers

the ind.L.Tonsablo cotivity of helping anon get themselves

and their pr.bedicamentSin focus. The median level of literary

judgp.iont is the ultirmte criterion of the effectiveness

of literary criticism in a cultural democracy, This assumption

does not derive from any romc.-nticizing of the common man

but from observing the way the tone end quclity of the

common life in a society of viidely shared pov:er is

established clad improved, Vie must aJk ourselves as we

go along whether the resources of literc..tue as El discipline

serve the purposes of literature as existential know-

ledge. Doos the tail even wag the dog?
An Autotolic Criticism

I want to explore the speculation with you that following

Parkinson's Law of 1,000, literary criticism he=s created a

universe of its own which parallels rather than serves the

needs of Mal for literature as indis lensable knowledge,

Notice I say speculation, suggesting an irrcduceable

diffidence about glorifying the notion with the hentbrific

hypothesis. In passing I might urge r.; s a rule of thumb

dig



that we ought to be inane willing to risk failure than

we aro
)
by tentatively trying to fathom fundamental questions

than by retreating to a tiny and irrelevant eertednty over

'4+4.1^ Met.1-.4.3:1MWWW.0

2122.11127....a2110nee

A paradox of overwhelming importance has finally prodded

me to the brink of speculation about our literature and

cultuDo. It is a paradox of poverty amidst progress,

impoverished instruction in literature as knowledgo in mass

education coexisting with a productivity hard to imagine,

let alone soon in literaturcas a discipline. Now there are

respectable hypothosus accounting at least in part for this

situation. The Education Establishment intcrvcnos betueen

s shoal classroom and research library, damming up the flaw

of now insight from scholar to teacher, or et least

cutting whet could be a torrsnt of revivifying knowledge

down to on inconsequential trickle. Thoro is a good deal

that is erodible in this hypothesis except that it

obscures the historical fact that literary scholars



washed their hands of popular education of the turn of

tte century, thereby creating by default what has became

the Education Establishment, an institutionalization of

both the characte:::istio AmwAcnn viens nnd

nrntality and. compassion, boostorism and me3.iorism,

mediocrity and respect for the average. This situation

will change only as scholars and educators bury rusty

but still brutal hatchilts to comprehend the co on

malaise.

Corrupt Mass Cult'
Corruption by mass culture is

sis. In this explanation, the high

another crcdible hypothe-

seriousness of the
iscritic is stalemated by a popular culture which/dominated

by adolescence and anti-intellectuclism.. The youth cult

of Bondomania, hotdogging, and hotrodding is so overwhelming

that it neutralizes what could become the mcturing traditions

of literary culture. This analysis is also too true to be

good for the future of our enterprise of ambling the next

generation to know and appreciate the values of literature

as indispensable knowledge in the modern world.
.2 .20
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t the protean vitality of popular culture also

is r -sponsiblci for some works .whieb. doseve analysis in

themselves: Fronces Thompson'o "To Be Alive" et the (Tohnsonts

Wax Pavilio0s, Micha Roemer /s "Nothing But a Man" Pobeltt

Lowell's "Benito Cerenes" Ketromcdia's "Faulkner's Mi 51-

Onc cannot indict popular culture fairly if

its best works arc never riLde part of either literary

training in the schools or literary resoL:rcb. in the uni-

versity. The modern predicament is so parlous, so wrought with

the cnxictics of transition, that it is u failure in

judgment to i8norc literature as knowledge no matter what

genre or media it happens to appear in. We must not repeat

the mis take of eighteenth-century int el lec t110 1 s, who denigrate d

the new media of Bleep zine and newspaper and the now genre

of then C1V cl booc4se they often refloct(A the unfamilimo

ideas and relatively untutored ;Addle cicsses, Working

class cultural forms need to be soon, then, C. S part of

a pluralist cultural economy, with a possibility for tn.°

authentic at every level, with the opportunity for eulti-
co? /



voting literary judgment at every stage of sophistication,

Such flexibility is not very evident to ma in today's schools.

Anti-Bureaucretism and Folk SinsAst-ka
The bmeaucratization of education is still another

theory proposed to account for the miniscule impact a flouri-

shing literary criticism has to literary tuition. Modern

lite/T.:tun) in some ways can almost be defined as a program

for rejecting the bureaucratic ideal: rationalized metLods

of making Progress in industry, comixrces military are pre-

cisely the do-porcionalizing patterns the artist resents and

rejects. "Things are in the saddle" is the cry of the man

who prefers authentic existence to routine. Yet the schools

are routinized to the point that to coafront what serious

literature says or implies about freedom and identity would

seem to many teachers and most administrators subversive

anarchy. The school prepares students for c living in one

of the buteaucracies,na for life as a person. A sanitized

literary instruction gives a cultivated veneer but rarely

the painful self-searching which must precede the triumph

of the quE..;litative in all areas of Amoricon life. Bureau-
02 .2 .2..



oracles will bend to the clearly expressed desires of

their cons tit Lie nolo s, however -- that much is clear from,

say, the college students' successful attempts at Yale,

Cornell, and CONY to have a share in the grading of their

teachers. They don't bend easily, but they do respond.

Confident literature teachers can gradually expand the

freedom to discuss modern vorks which challenge routine-

prone bureaucracies' stereotypes about sex, religion,

business, culture. 'Ve can begin the transition by including

folk singing in the lit erc.ltu:70 curriculum vihere it should

have boon since we started the sterile practice of teaching

the lyrics of ballads.without benefit cf tunes,
A Hell of a Good Universe Next Door

But these pa rtially helpful hypotheses do not give--

a satis.;:uctory enough explanation to inc for the paradox of

progress in literary criticism. amidst poverty in

. literary instruction. My speculation is that the natural

tendency of a new breaucracy of literary scholershir)

tends (accotding to the Law of 1,000) to become a

separate universe. This is acooloratod by contempt for

w:t1 3



the antipathy of the typical literary scholar to those

educationism, fear of popular cultur e, and avoidance of

conflict with Establishment bureaucracies. Further, that

depersenalizinE, traits o:r.' modern life deflects him from

for how his specialty can become more effective in hostile

undertaking the frustrating task of devising alternatives

environment. Indeed, he for the most .,rt desp,-airs of the

task. Ho defines the modern world, too, us intrinsically

hostile to the values he creates and conserves. This

leads almost fivoryone in the literary 'iurdaucracy to

neglect formulating alternatives to apocalypse. Positive

thinking declines into an epithet for fatuous ministers,

chamber of commerce boosters, and cliche-ridden ad copy-

writers. But surely negative thinking by rote or ritual

is no more evidence of profound wisdom than conditioned"

reflex-levol positiv o thinking. It is incumbent on the

humanist to have more than what Milton called fugitive and

cloistered virtue. A great tradition that will not wrestle

with the °nay diminishes itself by its very quietism, I OM

as certain of this duty as 1 am tentative In skctghing some



alternatives. Hy speculation is this: Literary tuition

will derive the benefits it should from literary scholarship

only when the concept of publication is so radically revised

in the humanities that the newer medic will becom a matt or

outlet for new knowledge and the common school sys ter.q the

principal consumer of these now publications. The best way

to suggest those new modes of connunication is to start from

examples which allow extrapolation. Do not worry that some

of these innovations cone from outside the univ or sit y

after all, in 17th-century cland the university was the

source of neither the boat theatre nor ramlorn stience raid

technology. Both took root and flourished in vernacular

London, not Oxbr5.dgc,.

Thalact2InlaillaiE1911aa
The old reasons for humanists' ignoring films and other

ncuer media lips a rej ecti on of the aesthetic vulgarity of
world

audiovisualism. In that fcst eclipsing,/ half-artists, pseudo-

artists abused the film form by a hiGhar earnestness through

which they promised to rondo? cultivation easy. The film

as a c..11 uloid lent of Cie ssic Comics was not worth

,2cc



the attention of serious mn. Things hove so for transformed

e

themselves lately in the world of cinema, however: that

the humnnist looks merely perverse, even stupid, when he

cites taw-outmoded reasons for spurning tha Pilm as crt,

We must now examine our cliches and judge whether or not

the film has corned a firm if tiny place in humane studios.

211211112111121111aata

The Film. Study conference ot Dartmouth College in

October 1965, cosponsored by the U.S. Office of Education

and the Jnericon Council on Education, raises serious

questions cbout hou we should encourage grater seriousness

among filmmakers deeper mturit y in cinema audiences.

The thzust of the conference was too much towards achieving

academic status for film research and film .caking as an

academic speciaty, too little towards bringing the harrinistic

perspective of V,.c univea:sity to bear on the moral and

absthetic problans of an emerging craft.

6.?



Film and the Culture Boom

It was hard for me not to fool like I'm at a wake

when all I hear is wedding bolls. For I'm uneasy about the

now art boom; I have an unavoidable conviction that the arts

are about to be mauled, if not killed, with the wrong kind

of kindnesses. And film can't help but suffer fron that

This could be pure dyspepsic on my part. But I doubt it.

And you'll discotnt it if it appears obvious. 11:eanrhile it

may be hopiful if someone trios diabolically to advocate

some fresh lines of thought. Let no warn you too that what

I'm thinking may be mere battle fatigue from writing a

report for thr: U.S Office of Education on "using the newer

media to tooth English." My homework included sone of the

worst non-films over sprocketod. If Andy Warhol heid set

out to make an eight-hour epic called "21ceping at School,"

he couldn't have done worse than th.--;se equivcionts of

sentence fragrents. Money wcs no ob.jecG, eitbr:r, on those

films. And that has boon cln objoct lesson to LIG So what

about film courses in colleges?
.2.2 7



I think the:giro a mistake. Less of a mistake than

most humanities courses, but a mistake nonetheless. It

is often argued thwt the "kids" (a cringes?' oppellative)

love films, have clasped them to their bosoms, grill

eventually force them into the curriculum by a continental

snooze-in. But that is more a reflection on the huillmlitiest

defects then an argument for film study as another specialty.

The d4ressinc, truth is that the humanities as an institution

in higher education ortalmst wholly disengaged from the

moral and aesthetic dilenms of the society which quite

generously supports them. The turf is divided up into

research fiefs, and society* subsidizes scholely produc-

tivity that oven the scholars complain about both as to

quantity and quality. Fibs is just one of a number- of

con, mpornry art forms which should have been at the heart

of a sane and decent humanities curriculum a ganoration ago:

industrial design, fashion, food, architicturo, civic design

-- you name all of the areas where mass culture exploits the

immature, preying on an arrested development, a perennial



need first to chuck out 75% of the matc.iolsvphich the

adolescence, and there you will find a lacuna in the

humanities curriculum, We need to study films, but we

specialist foists, contemptuously for the most part, on

the lcyrxan whose justified boredom he rejects, The

task of c college is to see to it that rising standards

prevail throughout the entire spectrum of aesthetic

taste and moral judgment in a partic'ilcr society at a

particular time. We are so outrageously vested in pre-

Industrial interests, such soft touches for golden age

attitudinizing that we inhibit rather than unfold the

sensibilities of the untutored. The best students simply

ignore the poppycock; the tall.; ones knuckle under; and the

lesser broads stay outside the pale of decent taste.

92g2aalineag2Pfuscd
Film courses will confound this confusion by taking

some of our freshest, brightest teachers and sequestering

them in their own specialties. What we need is a new

humanities curriculm in which radio, film, photoessay, and

TV have a central role. And in which we are just ce critical
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of film as we are of literature.
Anti4Films as Non-Art

Which brings me to my second. worry. At the Royal

Albert Hall last Junc, Allen Ginsberg sponsored a great

interne ti one 1 gathering of poets to do the place ov or in

deepest shades of blue. The erviest part of this Scanarana

was a bevy of two femcile New York Filmmakers who made films

through the whole perfor:T..nce -- one by waving her Bolcx

around in the most c.Issymetrical of patterns, the other by

twiddling a prism in front of her lens. (What made me racily

mad was that at the tine I owed my film supplier a bundle

and this waste bugged me personally.) There are some nuts

loose in the film world, and I see no need for them.

!!Nothing But a Man," fine, but ho-hum on your handheld

apocalypses.

23.o CaIrlzyCoiaeja....)tiblos

Finally, in this campy now country, we kidding

ourselves if i.e think Bogey retrospoctives at Ivy schools

enrich our culture. The kind of film courso that mods to

be started tomorrow in our big cuiter-city schools is one

that would help fellow mortals out of the jungle by showing,
a2 3 0



them how to digest East Side West Side segments like Mho

Do You Kill?" and "No Biding Place," Mbtramedia's lay

Childhood," and "Faulkner's Mississippi," NET's "Marked

for Failure" and Coreno,- OBO's "The Luck of

Ginger Coffey" and "This Hour Has Sevan Days," BBC's

"Z Cars" and "DiLry of a Young Ilan" and ITA's "Coronation

Stre et" and "Folksong." At this very moment thousands of

half people are yawning over soma sanitized Victorian

balderdash in hundreds of high schools throughcNt the

country when they should be studying real films. If you

want to do that art and the next generation of filmaakors

a big favor, sh English teachers hots to wego a war on

aesthetic poverty in the high school classroom.

The Schools' Needs

Probably the filmmaker's side of the film in the school

equation will be represented by others. I think the school

side needs some elaboration. There is so much dducction at

duch a low level of intensity in America that we constantly

run the risk of forgetting vihat all the fuss is for. in my

judgment its purpose is so to deepen and broaden the intellect



and imagination of the individual that he can avoid a life

of quiet desperation, that he can transcend the kind of wasted

psychic energy I see all around ra.e in modern _America. Edu2 ation

in this vicm is at the opposite and of the spectrtua from the

babysittingiadjuoting and labor lai;rLet cushioning which are

the norm today. The failure of audiovisualism is precisely

here: it has failed to engage big moral issues; it bird-

dogged the Establishment, trying to motivate students to learn

things they didn't neec.1 to know or couldn't. The whole atmos-

phere of sweet-talking children into learning gives away

the absurdity of the situatio:a. The aesthetic dreariness of

some of these aids has rivalled the dreariness of the jerry-

built curriculum, overregiracnted and u.ndersupDorted. We

need 4.eoves of beautiful films to erect° an adequate

humanities curriculum for mass odu.cation for the first time.

I hope serious filnmakers will want to become that kind of

teacher; we need their elNuenee to make mass education

more than a stultifying rituql. If this sounds like the

incredible allegation that our schools ore wholly ineffective,

a3 (it
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it does not man to; it's just that they ore tragically

less effective than they have to be. And they can only

achieve that minima level of effectiveness if the aesthetic

resources of t newer rimdia are rade en integral part of

the oducationc.1 process. This !mans new content and now

Approaches in the humanities, changes which arc media-

instigatedTwo basic rodirections are necded: a fundarental

reorientation from 77estarn. nalcissisra to the ncia cultcres

VIO know nothing about in Asia, Africa, and Latin .:ir:nrica.

ESSO's Hapria: Culture in Transition .wems to ne the paradigm

far such a reorientation of content, And also needed. is an

embracing of process and dilemma in the, curriculun. itself.

Martin Duberman's '.In 1.1h1te America" is the new pattern in

this style of teaching. Nova content. 1TelAT netLods. The film

is the only way I sec for encl-runninc, the bureaucracies

setup to contain chan3e and neutralize power shifts.

I conto.nit, moreover, that vie already have a "film curriculum,'

that teaches the goileral society mare about values than

anything we do in the hunanitios. A countervailing curri-



culum by filmmalwr-teachers would hove to be as eloquent

in moturing the students as the vapid Hollywood-TV no is :In

porpe tua ting adolescence.

The Gurse of Conformism011.11....."

The most obvious way for the university to support the

film may not be the most helpful at necessary: institutional-

1Zing the film society in sone acme or less pr estigious

part of the humanities ray even put the curse

of conformism on the study of f iln. Movie s Gould then begin

to be researched to death rather tiia experienced tith the

fullest life. mot has been loved on the sly tight become

loothesome as a recluirement. Gargantuunism, which seems to

bd the typical American response to what is regarded as a

serious challenge., could give us longer and longer festivals and

,gourses with less and loss excellence.

Far more relevant, in ray j udts rent, than catering to

the buffst desire for cultural status i^ the possibility

that university scrutiny of rm)nter.uporary filn tron.ds could

exert Socratic pressure against the intellectual flabbiness



and aesthetic cortr*cency that seem to thrive in connurzitics

of enthusiasts who regard themselves as banded together

against a variety of Philibtia. In fact, the whole business

about 1DftitiMi7inP mnvin study nnlfurrtrillyr }Au. nivinn 4+by

university status nakes me nervous, Culture in general

America is hagriddon by statue panics. Culture loses its

hit;hest meaning when it becomes the uppor-middle-brows'

e 'uivolunt of Cadillac tail fins. Culture is important

because it realizes an individual's fullest human potential.

The serious film is crucial becc:.uso it is one of the most

impressive ways man has devised for focusing the troliondoualy

confusing experiences of the twentieth century, It greatly

enhances rants capacity for conposinc4, even perfecting him-

self in a world as full as ever in history of disinte-

grative forces, The film deserves c place in university

study because non needs its help in orienting hirazeir

Bait jAj.....3ad. Films and Filmmakers

Obviously, not all films merit such spirobation.

Otherwise the 111(0 circuit vould have lone since been doing

what the American Council on Education wants done. Nor is

33'



the film realizing either what some filmmakers would like

to do or some parts of society want it to achieve. Otherwise

the Ford Foundation, USITL"., and other agon.cies would not be

tryiniri, to stimulate new talents with subsidies. It's

precisely this unfulfilled potential of film and its role

in maturing o= culture that the university ou &ht to be

able to explore pith uniciue perspective. I think it can

do this best by extending the artist-in-residence concept

and by revisina, its coac...--.)t of scholarly publication.

Civilizing the Mass Audience

The most important reason for including newer media

in humanistic instruction has not oven entered a dialogue

as vulgar and gimmicky as the cudiovisuclism it professes

superiority the only via;r to fulfill the exprossivepotentiel

of the newer /India to zive young people the chance to

uspirc towards more nature creation by criticizing the

inadequacies of inchoate attempts. The challenge, of

course, is one the humanist rejects on principle (or from

lack of one): to the mass audience.



Culturo as Corruptor

Perhaps V.. o pri no ipal vJ eakne ss in human is ti c er!t orpr is o

in America today is its effective innocence about the way

Cultur c has been used to legitimize anti -demo rati o pay or

and corrupt the vision of the American Dream. Which is to

say its offattive innecince about the way it ho itself

boon abused. This is a hard saying becc.usc it argues that

humanities frofessed one thins, I:ished it were doing that thing

(extend the vision to all who had the courage to embrace

it ))boat its actions b.L:d %uite otLer effects. creffersonians

at heart, the humanists hove been umittinsly playin; a

Hamiltonian aume.

One. important effect of what Lionel Trilling calls

thu moral revolution in modern literature is

that it widens the gap between what is taui_;1th in the common

schools and what is seriously confronted in the universities

where tiadyc.rsary culture" flourishes with impunity, where

suceoss, not risk of failure accrues- to the nost articulate

subversives. The goneral societyy, this is tc say, rcreiv



faces the implications of the moral revolutions preferring

Ao censor, selectively perceive, reject advorsay cultural

as fit only for oddballs.

That practice which leads to the unobtainable idea of

perfection is what a hunonities classroom is for. Practice

in understandilk; better 1.7hat Llace articulate men

have seen and sciid. Practice in express ing for one's

peers w1).c.t one has learned. Practice in nakinc judaments about

the ethical and cost'Actic quaitios one rants in his oval life.

Practice which is generously but candidly scr:utinized by

a teacher vihose ideal is also the perfecting of one's

capacities by practicing. This is what Trilling's moral revolu-
tion really means.

Joseph Flood Yurutch, in deploring the overaiphasis on

contemporary literature in college instruction today,

argues that"the fact that in 1962-63 acc.,damic season,

nearly one-third of all dissertations were on tuentieth-

century literature and that more concerned '71111.m-1

.231



Faulkner than ohy other subject seams to rm- to suggest a

possible imbalance not in favor of the ancients, While the

old-fashioned dissertation on "The Ylj or Influences on

the Style of Peter Pindar" does not stril<r_ Mr n

very fresh or important, I am not sure that the currently

fashionable subjoets like "The Unity of Henry RIGIO s's Minor

Novels" or "Pa t tovis of Innc: ,Iry in Faulkner I s Short fall GS it

are always much better" (The Amcri can Scholar 35 (Winter,

1965-66) p. 35), But why should these pitifully overworked

alt arm- tivos exhaust th o Loa 4:11/r, tion of thos a fashioning

the rose3rch ac.enda? taw not explorctoity dissertations on

the °verging literatures in English, annotated translations

of old and new literatures frog Asia, Africc., and Latin

As rice, comparative studios of Vic:no, genre, cud tech-

nique in Western and non-Western lit cratur es, reconstruc-

tions of the extra-literary ambience of overstudiod,

under-relatcd literary works, nevi for:as of publications

like those pioneered by ilartin Dubornan's "In 7hite

America" and Richard Siemanowski's "Americr:ns: A Portrait

in Versos" (CBS). This focr or shunning or disdaining of cs9



new initiatives, fresh approaches verging on catatonia is the

aspect of the humanities as a discipline most discouraging

in the face of modernization's challenge.

Tbe4 A7Phiet+ net nivnift4n1.0,1m

The humanities curriculum has finally, gingerly,

given the conteriporary artist c snail nook in the university.

This is cli wrong. The artist of today, keeping alive in

his work cnd his recollection of the work of his lasade-

cessors, is the proper curriculum for the haricalitics. The

forrigiver. the shaper of a country's style, should dominate

the curriculum from kindergarten to graduate school. Teachers

are properly critics, putting their students in the fullest

possible nos session of all the works Cron architecture to

Zen poems which define manhood in c society cluttered

with art surrogt.:tes to the point of suffocation.
Consumer -Fattenii Pens

This includes a full opnortunity for the titudent as

artist, performing for his pGors as well as informing

elf. There is a wastefully stultifying second-handedness

about the study of the huracnitios. College Baard score =Ai-
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vation for ingcstire learning displecos the insatiable

desire to learn one's limits as a unique self. That it

how we corrupt our brightest children. The great mass of

mediocrities find the schools consumer-fattening pens,

learning just enough to know how to keep on wanting new

gadgets nnd knot? hay to keep up on the paynents. At the

bottom end of opportunity, sullen sevcsery lies barely

concealed.

V?hy don't 1,;e admit to ourselves that art is the most

effective wens to a man's heart and mind? 17e talk

bussing and neighborhood schools and federal registrars

and poverty programs. And these are all important in

partial ways. But it's true srou can't legislate mcrality,-

unless the legislators bo Shelley's unacknowledged kind.

In this context all our town meetings should hoar from
I

eloquent citizens like Robert Lowell, Martin Duberman,

Michael Roomer, and the East Side 7,rest Side collaborators.,

Their art can purge the community of its meanness.....



M.....sossisiffL.....the Blue-Collar Beasts

The animus of English instruction in particular and

cultural studies in general since the Industrial Revolution

has been to exorcise the bestiality of the lower classes.

But the blue collars whom our Victor.i.an literary idols

wore afraid would destroy British cloraocracy -- then the

high, point of Western civilization -- those workers they

wore afraid to lot froo have turned out to love nothing

mom violent than Beatles. Whet c hard dais night it's

beenworrying° I suspect thatas we begin to replace our old

tactic of fear with one of love, we will do a much

raoro effective job of humanizing the newly free.
The Artist's Now Chance

David Daiches points out in "Society and the Artist"

(The Now York Times Book Review, 11/28/65, p. 2) that a

fundamental 131taange has taken place in the world of Western

literature in tho past 175 years. "For centuries befbre

that, from Plato to Dr. 5ohnson, it had been generally

assumed by those who bothered to think about the !natter at

all that literature was mimetic in nature tind didactic in

function -- that is, that it imitated in one wt..7 or another



our irmown world of human experience arid that it did so

ili such a way as to edify, instruct, or educate readers

and hearers. The .90-....19. me udit eras just CI pa ssin8 f ever. Now
hn rmsztt. 7r,jni n +.1.1r. Iiirm-,n .1. zert tr, tc,-.2chli it

A balanced humanism must encomscee community development

as well as individual growth. The anarchism of the Romentic

Revolt has created a legacy of withdrawal that eschews the

social aspect of maturity in favor of the intensest sort

of private self-perfection. A humonitL.s profession

which took Tehudi Menuhin's words to heart vqould have to

reinvert its energies and talents in a missive. way -- away

tawardsfrom absorption in the ovcrprivilogod of America and Europe /

to a commitment to the underprivileged everywhere, away from

a solipsistic concentration on classic literatures of the

West to an adventurous curiosity about all contanporary

literatures in every genre and medium, away from a logo-

centric fixation on the interior mental landscapes of

philosophy, literature, and criticism, towards a considerction

of the external landscape which expresses human values at

the son° time that it holds the.A At presen.t ' time
n 114 .3
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crud, mistrust. Asceticism made a virtue of the necessity of

scarcity. Vice was not repressing thos e pa ssions which

could disrupt a commanity barely able to survive under the

'hoot tr n 4 1 f-11,-.1
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to mature and objects through which to express an identity.
Finding What 77111 Suffice

Morality, in this new milieu, is finding what will

suffice for oneself in a manner that will not violate the

quest of others for their own true selves. Love in this

now ethic replaces fear of punishment as the samtion which

makes individuals hesitate to violate thei integrity of

others. Morality in the Victorian sense of sexual coaduct

is only a tiny part of this new philosophy of choice. The

new ethic is both easier and harder to live up to. The old

ethic was hostile to sexual pluralism, for example; the

now is more likely to tolerate whatever goes on in other

beds because one cherishes the right for aCkults to be

free with each others voluntarily. Indeed, vie know enough

about the dynamics of sexual impulse to realize now that

the repression, say, of celibacy can lead easily to other
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ethically regressive out comes -- obesity, authoritarian

rola ti ons wi th others, sade-raasochis tic tendencies. Yet

we also value sexual diversity enough to know that some

mfl VI f1 /Min vi 4- rer elm* A " es 1 01.0. t A 1 1.1. ".1.*, ei AMA 01
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crucial element in any ethic, but they 'lust bc seen in

perspective with every other outlet of man's thoughts

and emotions. If contaiporary literature sea-is sox-

saturctrid to anti -.modernists, it is probably because -v;e

are overrecctinc, to goaerations ef timidity and evasion

and because popular culture- entrepreneurs find it moro

lucrotiv e to exploit the tensions of this ethical transition

than to clarify its problems*

Art and a Moral Universe-
Art, of course, is only one of the ways nrin has for

placing himself in a moral universe, a world of choices

for v)hich one is willing to assurae the consequences insofar

as he is able to. gives man p7;rspective on his

world of choices is important. The social sciences aro

probably as im,pertant as they are unassitlik. ted in the

popular consciousness for clarifying the new dirs..,--nsions

ads



and kinds of choices available to nuodern man. Choosing

well cones from choosing consci ously. Choosing often

matures one faster than choosing seldom--if conditions

encourage reflectiveness. Literature as vicarious choosing

is especially useful since it allows one to choose without

thegotting stuck permanently with bad choices. It's/ kind of

free practice a disciplined intelligence and iItzination

provide the freed non, the chooser rho has taken his

humanities seriously.

Both Dulce and Utile
The arts arc 1D, rticularly important too, because in the

ongoing pressure of life the literary arts arc both dulco

and utile, useful in hay they orient fallible man in a

complex, changing environment, sweet in attracting the

attention of the man fatigued from every6cy cares to what

they need to learn or remember if they are to choose

wisely and well most of the tine That is where the conunor-

cialization of popular culture racily takes its psychic

toll. "Peyton Place" is immoral, not because it generates

sexual fantasies, but be it does not help ordinary
c:2 ciGD



mortals to create a sexual =frailty basod on the ethic

of love. It plays to the 13 10 ature thrill of pur suing the

illicit without fear of punishment,

kV ^^wEiftna+ TinesA:m4ftis
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moral book, satirizing a s it doe s the covert 1pothcosizing

of prepubescent sexuclity in drum majorettes, trAning bras,

Kiss Aaerica And poor old Henry killer, acting out epic

Wet dreams of heroic sexuality, is a nuch-needed corrective

to the hypocrisy of those adv.= Tiho profess ollegicnce

to the Establishment ethic of fear but don't practice it

bymnnnlinniimAnr.a0 ns.1.1 generosity rather tlion b:y-

intimidation is the ethic rian has been moving t arzard since

Christ enunciated his New DispOnsation,

The Janus-Face of' 1)olcult ure

Popular art is a kind of Bib E.1.1.222....ra.2 for the modern

world, For the most port nevi it is Janus-faced, getting its

money by pretellding not to chclienge the old c,..dor but

attcnine, on an- audionac's iienriOUG floutins of the morality

of fear, Cecil 13, Doldillo pr,dvides the 'classioal paradigm

when his por tiant for movies about sox parties arionts the
2.47



rich ran afoul of the Hayes Office in tile 1920,s, he
leaves.ran to the Bible for fig/ And shortly thereafter he

emerged as the most important scholiast since Tertullit4n.

Meanwhile, children learned trio evil ethic of ex-p-loitetion.,

man "scaring" as often as possible v:ith girls they then

considered beneath contaipt, so that a airl protc,=ct.)d from

her "goodness" by a species of tacticci frigidity then

too often because pear nent disability.
The Harnerlock of Venality and Tradition

Only the college level of the Educational Establi diraent

tries to break this Lianverlock of venality (Ind tradition.

Wfl en. a biology rofcssor at Illinois has the courcao to

discuss tile possibility that extra Marital intercourse among

mature students .night be a positive good, a scondal

ensues. When. a Gouchcr college chaplain utters sane words

about the pleasure of conjug:.1 love, the subliminally

gutter press reverberates ccross the land with innuendo,

When a Brown University doctor admits he has prescribed

bthntracoMive pills for two coeds, ho is careful to indicate

their ministers sent them to him. All the while, girls can



proscribod off carapus, collee,e studon.",,s are learning

the natures of their bodies and their lovers, mature students

know better than to be intimidated by outraged trustees,

sexually deprived taxpayors1 and sort ministers counsel

prenarital expeilence for the serious to anticipate physical

and psl'ehic incompatibility.

Psjchic Colonialism
The massive tinpiclity of Amrican television and the

increasinc,, pruricnce of Broadway and Hollywood's noinstream

are tragic boccuso they colonialize the psychos of their

patrons rather than liberate them. The aspirations Ener son

and :Thitman had for a country of soli-reliant.mon accepting

with joy and confidence the now terns of existonce in a

secular world of abandoace imply a popular culture that

is non.cxploitativo, that doesntt cater to childish

tendencies in others. The one truly tracic split in the

world of art and culture is that which dividos art into

the serious and frivolous, that. uhich Lust be respected and

the kind you nano with ilapunity, aoss around with. Sono of

our greatest writers lived
02 "fr

this foolishly schizo..



phronic notion -- Scott Fitzgerald, Hemingway, Faulkner.

Windfalls from popular media were used to finance serious

work, as if the intelligent minority were most in need of the

nOrSDOCtiVel Of siLoi-rinnnt cart

Dichotomies and Duplicities
Ironically, the separation of art and mea'ality, the

humanities and theoloay, c. uracos just this duplicity.

If you can ditide yom laoral universe into simrcs for

pulpit and playpen , then it doesn't nr_itter what one doc s

to amuse the clads -- they will l''.CfC Ca iZ c canb. other on

qvInacy in fzirty case. (And livo fretfully their ethic of

hate during the 'week.)

If the modern writer, by and large, hcs ceased to be-

thenMove in God and eschatology, bettor /to avoid a confron-

tation. -- keeping negative control c the popular media

so that God and his ministers are as sacred as motherhood

and are never mocked.

Secularism as CoyorLR.2111.
Because secular hurl vista is only a subterranean fourth

to the hsppy BI 3 Throe of ktrioan eoutruzism Crierberg's

.00



Protestant, Catholic, Jew), hypocrisy is evident through-

out American life and institutions. Theists never really

grapDlc with a respectable opponent; and there is so much

pressure to keep secularism invisible (1:c showed them when tae

revised our Pledge of Lllegicince, after all) that neopaganisra

too is flabby in its co.mpli-cent outsidurism.. The churches

and the universities are both so taken by the numbers game in

t:teir ooinrespectiv,; ways that a true diclogue on vc1xs in

modern Arrnrica seems all but inpossible. Big organization

tries to man.age the news, and Big liclic,ion trios to

manage the good news of the gospel -- afraid to grapple

with av ort socula rism,4 a responsible he do nism of mind end

body which aspires to enhance the only world it expects,

this one. An nuthentic rsaziainto cannot ignor e that

for come. God is dead, the hereafter c childish fantasy,

ethical rectitude the assumption of responsibility for

one's actions. Suggesting such a nature religious dialogue

provokes almost t.; s much hysteria a s letting undergr a due to

girls got contrace-)tive pills at the co1l3ge dispensary, or



allowing convinced (convincing?) communists to talk on

colloge campu.sos, intimting that our country is capable

of self-righteousness and injustices at holm and abroad.
The Hum, nitios as Ethic

I see no other purpose for the humanities curriculum

than the fullest possessionof the collective wisdon of the

race in order to Hake our bohz vior more civilized, more

ethical. That means no more or no less than inculcating

responsible behavior in the mainstream institutions of

our now experiAontal society of cbundanco. t silty

of decision, personal and corporate, here and now, is what

tho 7aumr_initic-s aro about. Yet their cur.vent doportmont is

polarized around two false responses: cient ism and

solipsism.

Sc lent ific &maxi=

Tha scientific humanis t knows mar o about Encr son than

he or Concord ova' know or wanted to know, yet has not

himself established "an original relationship to the

universe." Or if he has he is mare comraittod to . gl.ossii g.

"Nature" nan in helping others, however lowly and less

int calicont than he to under4;o t re us fora. ti on into self- L L



reliance themselves. The scientist-humanist can invent

tvi 3nty-throo prosodic theories for ITnit.man s rhapsodies

but neglect Ilholly the drift of the book and the nillions

of A.Meri nuns who have an unconscious hunger for Whitman s

fision of groatness. The scientific humanist will lead a

life of quiet desperation doing rclsoarch on the inessentials

of Thoreau, a nd never o sk himself or w..is students how much

it costs of lite to do so.
The Frtuitisfgolip.

The solipsistic humanist has appeared in reaction to

the absurdity of such sciertisn and in a frantic effort

to assert the hegemony of the "creative" in a venal, night-

mare wasteland. Since so such tradition - mongering is

fatuous, seek for the fresh; since so much of t

commercial is corrupt, flee the marketplace, The

chopping is obvious. But facit.lishnoss in art r--

ho mass
ilik;t.s.

iket

logic ,
Sk...c10101

LI*111E1 101,A4j.:*:,N. sutfv:v.i etev.te-at.'e:

t e)rf, lAve

lAve *4 ft, c.'k' 1 ^ nr%

roto,
writ ing, abstract ttnexpressionism, tape-record concerts

-- is as sacrosanct to the Mite Laos() jaded sensibilities

it feeds cr; scicntifi(; seliel.Irship is in the human it 1 es,

S. 3



Neither solipsist nor scientist is on the right

track. They have grossly distorted two truths the cocumr-

cialization of popular culture erodes camost continuously

in nvnryamy lifm: lam VO"'--(3 rvP all bin ct v rt-

for
and objective chalys;s f aderluato perspective on change ,,,\,,,e,3

tA.31(..:V AitAtvm", VI% 4.141' \
SIA.:4A,01,,, t 4: 4 fool V.) A-41 a.

in modern life. The solipsist tukes subjective

to ridiculously absurd lengths; the scientist

1} v 1,tc.Jen ve, t-v (TA )

4c t.6 f o. st tv eiA4 S ,
i 11 Si g:lt 11 t0 C ("t" (bi

441.1 1 0S514114ii
4.0 tAINSANSt. 044sw4

replaces 4fik3 et yAobt
(AA s,

imp rt.al evaluations uith. heaps o st3rile facts.
Virtto laces onsib

The only way the liuraimist can avoid the =trams

of solipsism and scientism is to accept the burden of

institutionalizing his knowledge and values in the people

and problems of his tines. Thct is not whet the humanities

oven think of doing today. In fact, though they don't

spell it out (because one of.their bes,.ttinc, faults is

the excessive etapiriciam they share 1, ith fly-by-the-seat-

of-the-pants Anerica), their actions are all tending away

from mass institutions toward autotelic performaiacos.

Virtuosity has replaced responsibility as the iluracnists'

practicing criterion. Mass culture is doomed: oven pro-
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destined to damnation. The clearest expressiou of this

defeatism I have ever seen is in llichnol ".7olff's essay

on the relevance of cultural history to the study of

itmu^ left^ti
Wf.7%..76.7 ULLA. .110 - t 1..0 U4. tilits

Victorian Studios (Su.pplcment to "Miura° IX, 49-63) it e d.

elsewhere.
Wisdom f or nom?

Wisdom really amounts to individuc:1 pro::undity in the

formulation and choice of tough altornc.'Gives. DefiAing

wisdom this viay, I argue that with respect to tho

huracnities in .Ar.ericc.: todcy, never he s the knowledge and

explicative virtuosity of sciracny bri:)ht people added up

to so little wisdoni for so few. The examin:.Ition. of this

paradox is the gteatest Socrativ task facing the humanist,

It is also the most ignored, Wisaora for whom? The answer

-a.

in a cultural democracy is as simple as Itt is unmistakable:

Itvti
everyone. But clarity, in nol.;:a% mdia, in Enr,lis.h, as in all1),A4.*-"A44t, tr-vt-

cri 0

tuort.iO4.,
human affairs, must b:4-;in at home,. There is not so much of

that amon3 us for mo, at least, to fool comfortable.
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PROBLEM:

There is an acknowledged national crisis in secondary school
English in the area of compo:siiion. As this crisis has deepened over
the past 25 .years, paradoxically a new discipline has emerged which
promises to put the entire task of developing oral and written literacy
into an entire new context. Linguistics, indeed, though it be no
panacea, is sw clearly a preferable alternative to the irrelevant,even
negative learning about language based on Latinate grammars that the
English curriculum specialist has an immediate mandate to start the
flow of knowledge about linguistics into the secondary school classrooms.

METHOD:

Our plan of attack is best understo--1 in terms of (1) background,
(2) search for consensus, and (3) agenda tor action.

BACKGROUND:

I. The plan for a telecourse instructional package first began
in a small proposal to overcome the complaints of supervising critics
of Beaver College practice teachers that they were poe..rly prepared in
"grammar ".

2. Investigating this charge lead this writer to understand that
while our English majors were indeed underinformecl about traditional
grammar (in spite of. a decade of formal instructional therein!) their
critic teachers were unaware of that fundamental reorientation in language
study known as the discipline of linguistics.

3. Therefore Beaver College established a rev,. course, "Studies
in Language and Grammar", which establishes a dialogue between the
old and the new, between what our majors need to know to survive in
today!s classroom and what our critic teachers must begin to learn to
make tomorrow's classroom language study meaningful.

4. The syllabus for the course is Appendix A.

5. Beaver College's plan for involving critic teachers in a
dialogue about linguistics is described in a memorandum of October 10,
1964, attached as Appendix B.

6. The amendment td NDEA. summer institute legislation to
include English prompted a conference to explore tht, potential of
using a summer institute to expand t'ee Beaver College program into the
entire Delaware Valley. Appendix C is a Summer Institute proposal
worked out with a representative group of Delaware Valley English



specialists, which is available from Title X of the National Defense
Education Act Office, attention Dr. Donald Bigelow. The search for
consensus on this proposal is described in il. memorandum dated
December 10. It is Appendix D.

SEARCI FOR CONSENSUS:

various officials at the U. S. Office of Education advised us to
prepare a proposal for a telecourse instructional package separately;
but alluding, to our Summer Institute proposal. That is why Appendix C
is attached.

1. There is no problem at all in achieving consensus about the
value of using newer media to close the distressing gap between what
is known about linguisticF and what goes on in our classrooms in the
Delaware Valley. Everyone agrees that the need is urgent and that
the newer media provide perhaps the only means available commensurate
with the task.

2. Achieving consensus on the best methods for achieving the
goal of a massive breakthrough in linguistic understanding is not quite
as easy to effect. I outline below both convergence and diversity
which can perhaps be productive.

3. Dr. Marcus Konick of the State Department in Harrisburg has
suggested an approach testing the comparative effectiveness of pro-
grammed instruction, a filmed telecourse, and a combination of
programmed instruction and filmed television. His agency has expressed
an interest in financing part of such an experimental telecourse.
Dr. Marcus Konick, for example, suggested consultations about research
design with two Pennsylvanic, State Department specialists--Dr. Sidney
Archer, Director of the Bureau of Research, and Dr. Robert Hayes,
of the Bureau of Statistics. Dr. Louis Bender, Assistant Superintendent
of the Bucks County Schools, has suggested we involve Dr. Henry Ray,
learning media specialist of the Centennial School District, Bucks
County, in our planning. Mr. Benjamin Schliefer, Director of Humanities,
Philadelphia College of Art, and former chairman of English at Boys
Central, Philadelphia, and an important leader in English curriculum
in the Delaware Valley, has advised us to consult with Harvard's
Dr. Carl Teeter, who did a film on linguistics for CEEB.

4. Ideally instructiona.7. components for later use in secondary
school classrooms should be prepared as the learning program and
telecourse are devised. These would include supplementary filmstrips,
sound tapes, visuals and paperback packages integrated with both
programmed course and telecourse.
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5. In New York on January 27, Dr. John Hurt Fisher, Executive
Secretary of the Modern Language Associatio;,promised the full
cooperation of that organization in creating an intellectually sound
telecourse on linguistics

6. The cooperation of national organizations like National
Educational Television and MLA in the preparation of a series practically
insures the reliability and validity of the enterprise both intellectually
and esthetically.

7. The support of the Philadelphia Cormcil, of English, the
Tri-State Educational Broadcasting Council, and adjacent school districts
like those in Bucks County, New Jersey, and Delaware indicate s.a grass
roots sponsorship that makes practical the vision of a regional cur-
riculurn change in a crucial yet neglected area.
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AGENDA FOR ACTION

June 15, 1965

June 22, 1965

July-August, 1965

September, October,
November, December, 1963

January, 1966

February, March,
April, May, 1966

June, 1966

July-August, 1966
(optional)

Academic Year 1967 et seq.

$5,000 grant for a week-long con-
ference at Beaver College for MLA
sponsor d linguists, local and
national ETV representatives, and
a PCTE linguistics study committee
to plan the contents and methods of
the programmed instruction and tele-
course .

Administrators from a. selected
sample of Delaware Valley schools
will meet to work out a screening
procedures for choosing school
systems whose teachers will be paid
to attend school. year Saturday morn-
ing in-service courses.

PCTE Committee to prepare the
materials and TV scripts with
Channel 12 Production Team. A
research specialist will be attached to
the group to insure a testing design.

Videotaping a filmed telecourse and
mimeographing of programmed in-
struction device for use in Spring
Semester 1966.

Training Conference for Curriculum.
Leaders in each school participating'
in program including pretesting.

Instruction and post-testing.

Follow-up meeting of Planning Committee

Refinement of Materials baae1 on first
experience of using them and test
results.

Extension of materials, to other schools
in region and to nation through NET.
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APPENDIX A

SYLLABUS - English 312, "Studies in Language and Grammar"
Wednesdays (?), 6:30-8:30 (?)

TEXTS: 14,

(B) Morton W. Bloomfield and Leonard NAvirnavk,
i:2;22itziaittLof

A T A ri at.; 0.444 N9%
Aloe /6.0 .0 & naLG &

(A) Harold B. .Allen, Ed., s in English Linguistics
(Appleton-Century, Cipftic, rev. ed. , 1%4).

1. .Feb.. 10: Literacy in Historical Perspective. B, Chap. I and A, az Part L

2. Feb. 17: The Problem of Correctness and Good Usage. B, Cbiap. VU

3. Feb. 24: Linguistics and Usage. A, Part IV

4. Mar. 3 : The English Vocabulary and English Word Formation.
B, Chap. VIII

5. Mar. 10: Linguistics and the Dictionary. A, Part VI

Mar. 17: ComparaV.ve Linguistics and the Indo-European Family of
Languages, B, Chap. III

7. Mar. 24: Linguistic Geography. A, Part m

8. Mar. 31: Phonology and Modern English. B, Chapter II

>, Apr. 14: The Morphology of Old English, B, Chap. IV

10. Apr. 21: The Dialects of Middle English. B, Chap. V

11. Apr. 28: Grammar and Early Modern English, B, Chap. VI

12. May 5: English Linguistics Today, A, Part II

13. May 12: Linguistics and the Teaching of Grammar and Composition.
A, Part V

14. May 17: Linguistics and the Study of Literature. A, Part VII

15. May 26: ,Review

Distinguished specialists from Philadelphia, New York and Washington
will be guest lecturers several times during the semester.



APPENDIX B

PROPOSAL FOR A UNGITISTICS PRA.CTICUM FOR BEAVER COLLEGE
FNGL1SH MAJORS TEACHING SPRING 1964 Uti THE ABINGTON SCHOOLS

Dr. Edward Gates
FROM.: Patrick D. Hazard T Pe): Dean LeClair, Dr. Allan Glatthorn,
BAIT:: October 10, 1964 Dr. Rodger Dombrow,

Professor Keith Taylor
'E'liesday, October 6, Keith Taylor and I met with Dr. Allan Glatthorn,

principzel of Abington's new North Campsis, to dificuss details of our plan
to pit all 8 (9 if we place Speech Theatre major Sandra Eked) of our
Erig HA. majors in a third cuarter (Feb. 9 - April Z) all-day practice
tesielting bloc. These majors will also be involved in English 312,
"Stue lies in Language and Grammar" to be meeting (this can be changed)
Monday and Wednesday afternoons after their returning from practice
teach5ehg all day. Dr. Glatthorr has arranged for our students to receive
cusriculum triaterials in advance of a meeting he has scheduled for
3:30 December 9 at Abingtorg's North Campus. S-o far this is routine.
Butt Glatthorn, Taylor, and I discussed some really promising pos-
sibilities implicit in next spring's experiment which it is the purpose
of this memo to outline. Ir. most general terms this is a plan to
involve the eilpervising teachers and their practice teachers through our
anguage and grammar course in a dialogue which will start to put the

new grammar and linguistics to work in the composition sector of the
"Lag lish curriculum. The plan proposed here has three phases.

Plase L (Spring, 1965). Invite our student teaches a' critics to take
English 312 for credit and/or to visit the classes at will as resource
people.

Phase II. Wall, -065). Assign our English majors (who intensively
practice teach second quarter of the 1965-46 academic year) to several
school systems in the region and invite their critics and other teachers
in their systems to take English 312 for credit or to visit as resource
people. The focus, as before, will be on the implications of the new
grammar and linguistics for writing.

Piase rah (Spring, 1966). A tole Sion course over WHYY'TV doing
for every interested English, teacher in the Delaware Valley what we
bare done tentatively but with growing conficence for pilot groups in
Phase I and IL
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Some practical matters:

tolu-s Rigby is now slated to teach English 312, but his involvement
with me in a U. S. Office of Education contract may make that im-
practical. There are other qualified teachers available so that is no
problem--except that the teacher's qualifications for the eventual TV
production must be considered a factor.

Financing Phase I is only a moderate problem, but I would like
your permission to draft a request: for support from Project English
to increase our chances for success by having funds for consultants
and additional instructional materials. In that budget proposal the
hypothetical financing of Phase II (to be worked out with the Education
Department) and Phase III (to be done in consultation with WHY?) would
become evident.

If this general proposal meets with your approval, please let me
have your comments and reactions to help make a specific modus omia,12.11
as practical as possible.
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PROPOSAL FOR A LINGUISTICS PRACTICUIvi FOR BEAVER COLLEGE
ENGLISH MAJORS TEACHING SPRING 1964 IN THE ABINGTON SCHOOLS

TO: Dean LeClair
Dr. Allan Glatthorn
Dr. 'Rodger Dombrow
Professor Keith Taylor
Dr. Edward Gates

FROM: Patrick D. Hazard
DATE: December 19, 1964

Tuesday, October 6, Keith Taylor and I met with Dr. Allan
Glatthorn, principal of Abington's new North Campus, to discuss details
of our plan to put all 8 (9 if we place Speech Theatre major Sandra
Sked) of our English majors in a third quarter (Feb. 9 - April 2)
all-day practice teaching bloc. These majors will also be involved in
English 312, "Studies in Language and Grammar" to be meeting
(this can be changed) Monday and Wednesday afternoons after their
return from practice teaching all dcly. Dr. Glatthorn has arranged for
our students to: receive curriculum materials in advance of a meeting
he has scheduled for 3:30, December 16 at Abington's North Campus,
So far this is routine. But Glatthorn, Taylor, and I discussed some
really promising possibilities implicit in next spring's experiment which
it is the purpose of this memo to outline. In most general terms this
is a plan to involve the supervising teachers and their practice teachers
through our language and grammar course in a dialogue which will
start to put the new grammar and linguistics to work in the composition
sector of the English curriculum. The plan proposed here has three
phases.

Phase I. (Spring, 1965). Invite our student teachers' critics to take
English 312 for credit and/or to visit the Beaver class on linguistics
at will as resource people.

Phase II. (Fall , 1965. Assign our English majors (who will practice
teach intensively second quarter of the 1965-66 academic year) to
several school systems in the region and invite their critics and other
teachers in those school systems to take English 312 for credit or
simply to visit as resource people. The focus, as before, will be on
the implications of the new grammar and linguistics for writing about
the many languages modern man must become literate in.

Phase III,. (Spring, 1966). Produce a television course over WHYY-TV
which can do for every interested English teacher in the Delaware Valley
what we have done tentatively but with growing confidence for pilot

. groups in Phase I and II.
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Some practical matters:

. John Bigby is now slated to teach English 312, but his involvement
with me in a U. S. Office of Education contract surveying innovation
in the teaching of English may make that impractical. There are other
qualified teachers available so that is no problem--except that the
teacher's qualifications for the eventual TV productioa must be con-
sidered a factor.

Financing Phase I at this point is only a moderate problem, but
I would like your permission to draft a request for support from
Project English to increase our chances for success by having funds
for consultants and additional instructional materials. In that budget
proposal the hyp.:thetical finzncing of Phase II (to be worked out with
the Education Department) and Phase III (to be done in consultation
with WHYY and the Tri-State Educational Broadcasting Council) would
become evident.

If this general proposal meets with your approval, please let
me have your comments and reactions to help make a specific modus
operandi as practical as possible.

At a planning meeting with Dr. Rosemary Wilson, Miss Martha
Gable, and Warren Kraetzer on December 2, it was agreed that
Beaver's long planned proposal to improve the language preparation of
its practice teachers had potential for an NDEA Institute in the summer
of 1965 to prepare English chairman and teachers in the Delaware
Valley for the fullest possible utilization of an in-service telecourse
over WHYY-TV in the academic year 1965-66.
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BUDGET

Week-Long Planning Conference (June 15, 1965).

3 MLA Representatives x $40 per diem x 5 days = $ 600
3 NET Representatives x $40 x 5 = - 600

10 Delaware Repretnevritnthran y: fan x 5 = 2,000
Secretarial and communications = 250

$3,450

2-Day Delaware Valley Administrators Screening
Conference (June 22 - Delaware, New Jersey, Pennsylvania)

10 Administrators x $40 x 2 days

3. 2 Month Curriculum Materials (July, August, 1965)
center (To prepare programmed instruction device
package and telecourse package).

800

4 PCTE Representatives x $750 a month x 2 months = $6,000

4. 30 1/2 hour Expository Films (Estimates courtesy
Warren Kraetzer, General Manager, Channel 12).

Edited 1/2 hour film shot at 3-1 ratio = $7, 500
30 x 7,500

Graphics
10 Visiting Lecturers (x $250)

5. 2 Camera Videotaping 1/2 hour
Actuality Languages 3-1 ratio $400

(Estimates courtesy Miss Iviartha Gable, Director of
Broadcasting, Philadelphia Public Schools)

30 half-hour edited videotapes
VTR kinescope transfer 30 x $300

$12, 000
$ 9,000

= $225, 000
= 5,000
= 2,500

$232, 500

6. Teacher stipf:.nds for three matched groups of 20 studying
through television alone, programmed instruction alone,
or a combination of the two methods.

3 groups x 20 x $300 (30 week x $10) = $18, 000
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